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world
1. On September 28, the East
Room of the White House played
host to the signing of an accord
between Israel and the PLO, which
w ould end Isra e l’s m ilitary
occupation of West Bank cities
and lay the foundation for a
Palestinian state. The agreement
outlined the process for the gradual
w ithdraw al of Israeli troops,
Palestinian elections, the release
of 5,000 Palestinian prisoners and
authority for self-rule in 30 percent
of the West Bank. Sadly, on
November 4, Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated
by one of his own followers, a
Jew ish extrem ist. R a b in ’s
successor, Shimon Peres, has
committed himself to continue
Rabin’s stand on the agreement.
2. A four-m onth ceasefire
m ediated in 1995 by form er
President Jimmy Carter, in addition
to NATO air strikes and U.N. peace
efforts, proved ineffective as the
conflict in former Yugoslavia
continued to rage on. Since June
of 1991, the former Yugoslavia
has been the scene of a civil war
due to the independence-seeking
Bosnian Serbs. President Bill
Clinton allowed troops to be sent
to Bosnia late in 1995 to keep
peace in accordance with an
agreement by warring factions.
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nation
1. In what many called the “trial of the
century,” the view ers of A m erica
witnessed the end of a real life soap
opera, when on October 3 ,0.J. Simpson
was aquitted in the stabbing murder of
his former wife Nicole Brown Simpson
and her friend Ronald Goldman. After
listening to 133 days of testimony and
considering more than 100 pieces of
evidence, the jury came up with its
decision in less than an hour. In a
statement made soon after his aquittal,
Simpson vowed he would dedicate his
life to a search for the real killers.
2. On September 16, 1995, Baltimore
Oriole shortstop Cal Ripken took the field
as he had done since May 30, 1982. This
was no ordinary game to Ripken, baseball
fans or the record books; it was the making
of history. With a home run in the fifth
inning against the California Angels at
Camden Yards, Ripken played in his
2,131st consecutive game, breaking Lou
Gehrig’s 1939 record for most consecutive
gam es. R ip k en ’s hom e run was
overshadowed by a fireworks display and
the unfurling of 10-foot banners behind
Camden Yards, which read “2-1-3
3. The Million Man March on October
16, 1995, was the fourth largest
demonstration in Washington, D.C.’s
history and the largest predominately
African-American gathering. There were
dozens of speakers, including civil rights
veterans Rosa Parks, Dick Gregory and
the Reverend Jesse Jackson. Stevie
Wonder sang and Maya Angelou read a
poem that urged the men to do right by
themselves and “save your race.” The
rally’s climax was Louis Farrakan’s
speech in which he led the men in a
pledge to “never raise my hand with a
knife or gun to beat, cut or shoot an
human being.”
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g o v e r n o r ’ s o f f ic e

state
1. In the fall of 1995, LSU
students gathered in front of
the Union to show support for
gubernatorial candidate Cleo
Fields.
A lth o u g h m any
considered the race to be
divided between racial lines,
Fields was received well by
students of all races because of
his co n cern s for h ig h er
education. In the end, the
Baton Rouge native lost the
race but has changed the face
o f Louisiana politics forever.
2.
Mike Foster, a former
Delta Kappa Epsilon brother
at LSU, succeeded Edwin
E dw ards as g o v ern o r in
January 1996. A businessman
from Franklin, Foster slowly
built support as a Republican
c a n d id a te . E arly in th e
campaign, Foster was at best a
dark horse candidate. But his
conservative platform soon
b u ilt up th e m o m e n tu m
needed to make the runoff and
win the election. The long era
o f E dw ards’ controversial
stro n g h o ld on L o u isian a
politics had drawn to a close.

Academics

Students of the College of
Chemistry and Physics in 1954
set up an experiment.

tr adition: (tra - d ish an)
1. the process of handing down information, opinions, beliefs,
and customs by word of mouth or by example.

Academic Profile
Two Professors E xp la in T h eir Roles as E ducators
By Tonya Mattson

Dr. David Crary, a finance professor in
the College o f Business Administration, has
been providing his unique insights to
students at LSU for 23 years. He jokingly
attributes his decision to teach instead of
entering the business world to a “spell of
stupidity,” but he has left an impression on
the students who have been in his classroom
as well as on the local business community.
Part o f Crary’s success with students has
been his remarkable dedication to helping
them find jobs after graduation. W ith the ups
and downs of the economic situation in
Louisiana, this is rarely an easy task. “I’ve
been here in some really bad, tough jobmarket situations,” he said. “In about 1986
things became very difficult, so at that time
we were trying to be a little more creative and
even look for opportunities outside of the
Louisiana and Houston markets, where most
of our students try to go.”
To give business students a more
competitive edge after they graduate, Crary
and the rest of the faculty in the college are
rethinking some of the ideas in business
education that were once considered
standard. “It seems like some years ago
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everything was individual work.
After all these years I’ve found that
in many cases the students
working together seem to teach
each other,” he said. “I suppose at
some time we’ll have team exams,”
a concept that is likely to be
popular among students.
Despite the respect Crary has
earned as a professor, he is quick
to admit that he has a lot to learn
from his students. “A few years ago
the president of our Student
Finance Association came in and
said, ‘Hey Dr. Crary, do you think
that a group of students would like to put up
some money and go to New York and spend
a week visiting some financial institutions?’
and I said ‘Naw.’” To Crary’s surprise, a
group of students have been doing just that
for the past couple of years.
For his academic contributions, Crary
was named the 1988-89 Outstanding
Teacher of Finance and was given the
Excellence in Teaching award by the
Department of Finance for 1993-94.

Dr. Emily Toth, a professor in the English
Department, offers a unique perspective on
Louisiana literature. The fact that she isn’t
originally from Louisiana hasn’t kept her from
gaining expertise in just about everything from
author Kate Chopin to making authentic Cajun
food.
“Most of the people who teach
Louisiana fiction are not from here, and most of
the people who write Louisiana fiction are not
from here. I think there’s something about
being from here that makes people take for
granted the things that are so unusual and so
wonderful,” she said.
After just a few minutes of talking to Toth,
it is obvious that her relationship with
Louisiana is nothing short of an obsession. She
theorizes that one of two things happens to
every person who comes to Louisiana: they
either fall in love with it, or they absolutely hate

LIONEL H*

it. It doesn’t take a genius to figure out which
the case with Toth. “Do you want a picture of
my cat? That’s Bunkie, named after Bunkie,
Louisiana,” she said.
For students in Toth’s class, each lecture
includes something different, including
listening to country music lyrics. Toth draws
from many such resources to get her point
across.
“I always start Louisiana literature course
by reading about Mardi Gras because that
brings together so many different themes- f*
and love and death and nakedness and politics
and beads and religion— everything in one
day,” Toth said.
Many of the lessons Toth hopes students
take with them when they leave her classroom
have little to do with literature. “I think what
I’d like students to understand more is that
things that they think are their own individual
unique experiences are not really unique.
They’re part of their generation, part of where
they’re born, part of the culture they’re living
in. And I think they should know how to m
ake
a good gumbo.”

Below: "I think the teachers are good and
helpful to you, but at the freshman/sophomore
level there is a higher percentage of teachers
that do not speak English well and are hard to
understand." Mike Epstein, senior, psychology
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Below: "I came to LSU because it's a good
academic school and because it's close to
home. I considered other schools with aca
demic programs equal to or perhaps a little
better than LSU's, but the distance thing put
LSU over the top." Tash Solangi, freshman,
biological engineering

Below: "I don't know why I have to take
physics for my major, and it is also very hard."
Ellen Frosch, junior, zoology

Two recent LSU graduates proved that the
high-quality education LSU offers can pay off,
both being awarded Rhodes Scholarships.
W hether you will be the
nosy journalist, the sleepless
doctor or the imaginative
painter, the quality of

What brought you to LSU may have been
LSU’s breathtaking campus, the exciting sports
program or maybe even Louisiana s young
drinking age (sorry guys!).
Whatever reason influenced
you to sign your name on
LSU’s dotted line, the
administration says acadeics here are top notch.
m
>of the 1995 fall semester,
LSU raised its freshman admission requiree nt to a 2.3 from a previous 2.0 g.p.a.
m
SU academics installed a rigorous General
L
Education requirement and expanded its
onors Program in ’94.
H

What do you think
abou t L S U ’s Academics?
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Above: "The LSU curriculum I had with me
when I went on an internship helped me to be
more successful than I would have without it."
Jennifer Hezeau, senior, ISDS

Above: "I usually know what the teachers are
talking about, because they present the mate
rial in a way that is easy to understand." Laura
Garcia, sophomore, psychology

your curriculum affects you. We went to the
students to find out exactly what they think
about academics at LSU.

By Zack Smith

Above: "My worst class is geography because
the teacher doesn't have much control over the
class. W e're not into the college thing yet and
we talk in class." Trent Matthew, freshman,
civil engineering

By Ginger Smith

Administration

Nestled deep within Thomas Boyd Hall is an inner
sanctum where, day after day, the man they call the
chancellor immerses himself in the sea of responsibilities
that wash over LSU. Many know him by name, but upon
questioning several students across campus, most were
clueless when it came to defining what William “Bud”
Davis does on the job.
According to Davis, who has been chancellor for the
past six years, no one day is typical. W ith every week at
LSU comes a myriad of challenges and unexpected twists
and turns the chancellor must face.
Simply labeling him as a “very busy man” is an
understatement.
“I work anywhere from 70 to 80 hours a week.
Weekends can even be more hectic with alumni coming in
for sports events and things like that,” Davis said.
Throughout any given week he meets with various
members of the administration, deans of the different
colleges and, on occasion, chancellors of other universities.
Most weeks are a blur of breakfast meetings, luncheons
and dinners. H e’s the one in charge of making decisions
that will greatly affect the campus. One of his biggest
priorities is maintaining excellence at LSU and standing by
the integrity of the University.
As far as the campus itself, he describes it as “a community
within a community.” Davis beams with pride at the
success of the University. “We run a world-class
institution,” Davis said. He added that
96 percent of entering freshman are
invited to return as sophomores, and
he is also proud of the fact that many
graduates go on to attend some of the
finest graduate schools in the world.
Davis also added that a large number
o f international students choose LSU
over other universities. His advice to
the students: “Be proud of your
university.”
Though he doesn’t have many
complaints, the budget problem is still
a deep concern for him. “W e’ve
basically reached a plateau,” Davis
said. “I’m hoping with the new cycle
of government and perhaps with a new
governor, hopefully we’ll see some
changes.” Davis added that he is
pleased no one has been laid off
because of the budget problem.
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Upper Right: The Chancellor's office is
within just a few steps of the tower.
Bottom Right: Chancellor W illiam "Bud"
Davis always manages a grin, despite having the tremendous task of of
overseeing the day-to-day operations of the campus.
SHAWN JOLET

W iser A b o u t B u d
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Though being the chancellor of LSU
does have its stressful moments, there is
occasional comic relief.
“There is not a week that goes by that
something funny or amusing doesn’t happen,”
Davis said.
He told the story of a phone call he
received a few years ago from a concerned
mother in Thibodaux. She was wondering if he
could meet her son at the bus station and give him a ride to campus.
As Davis tried to explain his busy schedule, she continued to ask
him if he would take care of her son and make sure that he would
not hang around with wild co-eds, drinking and smoking.
Davis then asked her if it was his first time away from home.
She replied it was, other than his four years in the Marine Corps.
“A mother never gives up,” Davis laughed. He added, “We did
arrange for someone to make sure he had a ride to campus.”
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Upper Left: Norman F. Moore, Vice Chancellor of Student Services,
smiles for the camera in the middle of a busy day.
Above: Dr. Harvill C. Eaton is the Vice Chancellor of Research and
Economic Development. Budget cuts have made his job increasingly
difficult.
Left: The administration offices are located in Thomas Boyd Hall,
which was part of the first construction of the present campus.
SHAWN JOLET

By Tonya Mattson

The Freshman College
Junior Division, otherwise known as the freshman college, has been providing services to
LSU students since the 1930s. According to the college dean, Carolyn Collins, the number
one goal of JD is to ensure the academic success of LSU freshmen. “Our goal is to accept
students who have varieties of talents and abilities and try to help them assimilate into the
University,” she said.
This is done through a variety of programs offered to the students JD serves. The first
contact many prospective students have with LSU is at Spring Testing, and JD uses this venue
to begin helping students make the transition to college life. Most of the rest of the freshman
are introduced to JD at Freshman Orientation. But the influence of JD does not end there.
Counselors have been putting more and more emphasis on helping LSU freshmen once they
have already
begun
course work. Be it
through an ad
in The Daily
Reveille to
announce the last
day to drop
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classes or by
having counselors
pay a visit to
freshman English
courses to
introduce
themselves and
explain the
services available
to students, JD is
taking an active
role in helping
students make the
grade.

Upper Left: Allen
Hall is the home of
Junior Division.
Several counselors
are available here
to help new
students.
SHAWN JO LE T
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Above: Behind these doors a staff waits to help
Junior Division students in whatever way they
can.

Above: Carolyn Collins, the dean of Junior
Division, advises that freshmen utilize the
services offered by her office.

Junior Division
S m o o th s tr a n s itio n
to College Life

“JD has helped me because you can’t just
jump into your senior college, said Aaron
Arnold, a freshman in pre-pharmacy.
“You’ve got to get your basics, and my
counselor knew what I needed to do.
The academic success of the senior colleges
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at LSU depends largely on the quality of the
students coming in from JD, and Collins

Above: Vinetta Boyd-Frie, a Junior Division
counselor, offers advise to Denise Dabadie, a
freshman who has not yet decided on a major.
Left: "JD is a well-organized program with
encouraging direction." John Sansonet,
freshman, engineering

stresses that this is a job she does not take
lightly. “We think it is a tremendous
responsibility but a fantastic opportunity, she
said.
JD counselors are often involved with more
than the academic concerns of students.
Students are encouraged to utilize JD services
for personal counseling as well, whether it be a
problem with a personal relationship, finances
or any other difficulty with college life.
The Student Survival Guide, offered free by
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JD counselors, addresses many of these problems.
Many students also receive career counseling
from the JD staff.
Collins stresses that students have
everything to gain by asking for help from the
SHAWN JO LE T

counseling staff. Studies have shown that on the

Above: Patricia Tolbert is the director of Student

average, g.p.a.s. of academically at-risk students

Support Services for Junior Division.

who see a counselor are much higher than those
of students who do not.
The staff of Junior Division understands
that freshmen are often overloaded with

Left: "JD has very informative and helpful
counselors for transfer students." Jason Bolus,

information from various campus offices

sophomore, history

housing, Greek affairs, student aid and many
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others. To make sure these students stay on
track, JD is seeking increasing involvement from parents. If a student can't keep
track of a schedule of several deadlines, it' s likelyrD
aodw
m
thM
ilkepc
of it for him.
Through whatever avenue is necessary, JD
ihp
counselradtm
freshmen be successful in their college careers.

By Tracy Todd Pearson

Agriculture or

Agriculture has long been one of the
pillars of the Louisiana economy, and these
days it is big business. It only stands to
reason that LSU’s College of Agriculture
would be ranked among the very best in the
country. As a Land Grant university with
over 4,500 acres of land and other facilities,
LSU is able to offer its students in the
College of Agriculture the benefits of handson experience as well as provide them with
knowledge from cutting-edge research.
Comprised of 10 departments and three
schools as well as two interdepartmental
programs, the college covers a wide area of
interests. Majors such as agronomy and
biological engineering are mixed in with
human ecology and vocational education.
O ther curricula include agricultural
economics and agribusiness, food science
MARK D. PROSPERIE
and animal, dairy and poultry sciences.
Interdepartmental programs include
environmental management systems
and pre-veterinary medicine.
Today the college is focused on the
future. In addition to striving to provide
the best possible education for the
students, it is also trying to provide
education to the public as a whole.
Through a network of county agents,
televised classes on local cablevision and
Louisiana Public Broadcasting and
other research programs, the college is
spreading its knowledge and research
throughout the state. Through outreach
programs Associate Dean James Trott
said, the “science and research of the
campus is taken to the citizens.”
One of the very special outreach
programs the college offers is the
organization known as Les Voyageurs. This student speakers’ bureau is composed of outstanding students in many fields of
agriculture. Their main purpose is to spread knowledge about the field of agriculture to everyone, but especially to young
people. The speakers are available to speak to any group interested in learning more about agriculture. They frequently
speak to 4-H Clubs, science classes, the Future Farmers of America, honor societies and at career and college fairs. They
also give presentations on career decisions and financial aid. This year Les Voyageurs is made up of 21 specially selected
students from many fields in the College of Agriculture.

Left: James Trott,
the associate
dean of the
College of
Agriculture, is
proud of the
impact the
school makes.
Below: The
Fores-try,
W ildlife and
Fisheries
Building is
located across
the street from
the John M.
Parker
Agricultual
Center.
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Another program that greatly enriches the education of the students in the College of
Agriculture is the international exchange program. The college participates in three student and
faculty exchange programs: a year-long exchange program with countries of the former U.S.S.R.
and two shorter exchange programs with Honduras and Argentina. This year 20 students from
the former U.S.S.R. will come to study at LSU’s College of Agriculture. The program with
Argentina is a six-week exchange program, and the program with Honduras is a 10-day seminar
at spring break. These international exchange programs benefit all of the students and faculty
because they offer the opportunity to exchange global ideas and concepts.
When asked to identify the main goal of the College of Agriculture, Trott sums it up in a
few words. He said the College of Agriculture is striving to “increase undergraduate enrollment
while at the same time increasing academic preparedness. By the turn of the century, the
College of Agriculture hopes to see a continued growth in enrollment as well as an expansion of
the school’s global view through increased participation in international exchange programs and
the study of international issues in agriculture. It is also the goal of the College of Agriculture to
increase internship opportunities for its students while maintaining a curriculum that is on the
cutting edge of new research and technology. As the College of Agriculture aims for the
beginning of the new millennium, Trott says, “We think we’re pretty well on target.”

Above: "Food science is important to increase
society's information on the health benefits of
ce
.n
iscertain foods." Anna Boone, sophomore, food

CenterRight:
Charlotte Robertson, an academic counselor in the
College of Agriculture,
is prepared to advise students at all levels in
the program
o

nmental management

s y s t e m department is very
inform
atpersonal
iveandcom
prisesvand
erym
any
disciplines." Jason Kelly, senior, environmental
management systems

Above: "Everyone in the College of Agri
culture is very helpful, especially Dr. Trott."
Kate Shannon, freshman, pre-veterinary
medicine
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Far Right: "The
e
n
v i r
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Upper Right: "The relationship between faculty
and students in the agribusiness department is
one of the best in the University." Michael
Capdeboscq, senior, agribusiness

School
o f Diversity
College o f A rts &
Sciences Of f ers
C urriculum
Im provem ents

LAWRENCE TURNER

By Ginger Smith

W hat do aspiring actresses and promising psychologists have in common? If
they are studying at LSU, they are students in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Offering 20 different curricula, students may choose from a variety of majors that
range anywhere from anthropology to aerospace studies.
“The thing that I like to try and promote is that we’re the college that does the
most teaching,” Dean Karl Roider said. That is no wonder considering the
enormous size of Arts and Sciences with 1,317 professors, in addition to graduate
student-teachers.
Roider said he feels it is very important for the teachers to do their jobs well
and be open to diversity. Speaking of the many counselors, Roider said, “We have
to be very well versed in both our own requirements and everybody else’s. We have
to serve, too. ” Roider said the counselors talk with a variety of students, be it
engineers, business people or English majors.
Some new, up-and-coming additions to the college have been set in motion.
“The thing that’s most important for this year is a new major in international
studies. “It will begin, we hope, in the fall of ’96,” Roider said.
He said that two new courses in the studies will be added. Students choosing
international studies will major in a cultural area including Asia, Eastern Europe,
Western Europe, Latin America and Africa. The African degree will be a
cooperative degree with Southern University. They will then minor in a
professional area, whether it be business, mass communications or another. “We
think it’s got some real potential,” Roider said.
W om en’s and gender studies is also a new major in the liberal arts program.
Roider said he was pleased with the way the Swine Palace, a local theater
production company, and the Center for Geopolitical Studies have progressed. He
said the center has gotten so much attention that they’re trying to form a
corporation to become entrepreneurs. Other research facilities in Arts and Sciences
include the Louisiana Population and Data Center, the United States Civil War
Center and the Eric Voegelin Institute for American Renaissance Studies.
Roider also spoke on the newly implemented compressed video courses now
offered at LSU. These courses will be part o f a two-way inter-active video teaching
system that will link LSU and LSU in Shreveport. Roider will teach an international
studies course on the Balkans. “I want to see how it works, Roider said.
W ith its ongoing process to improve programs and give students a better
education, the College of Arts and Sciences will continue to provide academic
excellence.
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Above: Catherine H ill, the acting assistant
dean of the college, shares the responsibl
ity of overseeing the education of thou
sands of students.
Upper Right: As dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, Karl Roider keeps a
tiring schedule.

Left: "I want to record the futility of the
race and the stupidity of survival." Tess
James, senior, English
Far Left: "History is the road map to an
uncertain future." Maynard "Tall Boy"
Sawyer, senior, history
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Left: “The Arts and Sciences
counselors worked their tails
off to end my eight-year
undergraduate career.” Tony
Marble, senior, theater
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Left: "I've always
wanted to see the
world." Vailary
Armstrong-Jones,
senior, anthropology

Right: “ I have no
choice but to act.
Anything else would
dull me senseless.”
David Sellers,
senior, theatre
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The

FUTURE is Here

B asic Sciences Keeps B usy W ith N ew Technology
By Z ack Smith
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W ith the current budget LSU relays to its colleges, the College of Basic
Sciences doesn’t let money constraints stand in its way of producing quality
graduates and innovative technology to better the future.
At the helm of a speeding Basic Sciences ship is five-year dean, Peter
Rabideau.
“O ur goal, as with goals anywhere, is to maintain excellence in education
with the budget we have,” Rabideau said.
Whatever the budget, Basic Sciences has its hands full taking part in many
new technological projects. The college has a team of LSU workers involved in
a new program called the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory
(LIGO). Two observatories house this research, one being in Livingston, La.,
and the other in Washington state.
Upper right: Most of the chemistry offices and some of the
labs are housed in Choppin Hall.
Right: "I think the college is awesome." Matt Boudreu,
senior, PA
DANIEL DODSON
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Basic Sciences is also working with virtual reality at a highperformance computer center, and people in biological science are
working on some genetic engineering projects.
While the curious technological mind of Basic Sciences continues
to grow, so do those of its apprentices. “There was recently a 45
percent enrollment increase in the college without a real increase in
faculty,” Rabideau said.
The college is made up of eight departments, two research
institutes and many professional and analytical services. Its majors
include physics, geology, chemistry, botany, biochemistry and
biology. The most productive fields, according to Rabideau, are
computer science and microbiology, the latter being the largest with
400 members.
“We recently received a Howard Hughes Grant and were able to
equip four lecture
rooms with
multimedia
equipment,”
Rabideau said.
“The new
equipment works
like an overhead
projector in
presenting on-line
images on a
screen.”
W ith the grant
the college was
also able to put a
cluster of
Macintosh
computers in the
chemistry library.
SHAWN JO LE T
Rabideau said he
would like to see this multimedia equipment in all classrooms, but
networking the buildings would be problem.
Being loaded up with all of what Basic Sciences can cram in a
student’s head, a well-qualified graduate can take technicallyoriented jobs and contribute to the environment, health and
education of a community.
“I feel that when I one day graduate in microbiology, the tools
Basic Sciences has given me will come in handy to better the
xom munity,” said Mike Hall, a senior in microbiology.
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Left: Terry
Bricker is the new
department head
of microbiology.
Right: "BASC is
very helpful in
advising course
selections for
transfer students."
Trucle Nguyen,
senior, zoology
SHAWN JOLET

Upper left: Jennifer Oucatel, a freshman in physical therapy,
Patricia Arnold, a freshman in microbiology a n d S e l e n a
Simms, a sophomore in management, are all studentw
orks
for Basic Sciences and are obviously hard at wo r k .
Center right: Dean Peter Rabideau keeps carefu
ltabsonhis

students.
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By Tonya Mattson

“That big mahogany desk is going out of
here. It’s just not my style,” said Tom Clark,
who was hired this year as the new dean of
the College of Business Administration.
Both literally and symbolically, Clark wants
to remove any obstacles between himself and
his students. “There are not going to be any
barriers between us and the newest members
of the family,” he added. This is part of a
plan to create better business graduates, and
the local business community has been
enthusiatic about changes made in the
college the last few years.
Clark intends to offer students a wellrounded education, putting more emphasis
on the liberal arts. “So much of what goes on
in business is not technical. It’s human
relations and how you feel about people and
what you do for people,” he explained.
In the past, these other aspects of business
were hardly an important part of training and
educational programs. Now, however, they
are considered an integral part of having a
successful and meaningful career in business.
Clark also stresses that deciding where to
go to school will influence much of what
happens to you in the future. “Your choosing
to go to LSU is going to affect some things in
your life. You’re going to have those block
letters on you for the rest of your life,” he
said. He feels that LSU has something
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different to offer students. “W hen they come
to the College of Business Administration,
they’re not just going to school— they’re a
part of something really special,” he added.
To prove his point, one of the first
projects Clark took on this year was to
compile what he calls “Ten Stories,” a
collection of success stories of the college’s
alumni. “If you look around town and the
communities of Louisiana, you’ll see people
in key positions who are graduates of the
business college,” he said.

Some of the success of these graduates
can even be found in Clark’s office. “W hen
y’all leave, I want you to get some of that
tartar sauce and garlic sauce from that
bottom shelf. That was made by a 1982
graduate of the business college. He now has
a huge production facility down in
Donaldsonville. ”
C ’est si bon.
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Above: Tom Clark, dean of the College of Business
Administration, is excited about the well-rounded educa
tion the school offers to students.

Above: Joy Irwin (left), assistant to the accounting chairman, discusses a problem with
Charlene Henderson, an assistant professor in accounting.
Upper Right: Sherry Ma (left), a senior in international trade and finance, asks for help
from Dr. Pat Culbertson.

Pledges to B etter Serve Its

Students

College o f

B usiness Administration
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Above: "The faculty really care about you
establishing a career after you graduate.
They help you establish contacts in the
business world to get a job when you get
out of school." Kennon Supple, senior,
accounting
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Upper Left: T h e C o lle g e of B u sin e ss
Administration has produced many successful
graduates.
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Above: "Dr. Hargrave in the ISDS depart
ment is my favorite professor, not necessar
ily because I did the best in her class but
because she's definitely the best teacher. I
learned a lot in her class." Allen Wuescher,
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Above: "The professors com bine theoretical
concepts with practical application. They are
not just teachers; they also have real world
experience." Trey M axham , graduate student,

graduate student, ISDS

Right: Students workers are important to the
day-to-day operation of the school. Amy
Anderson, a freshman in business, helps a
student on the phone with a question.

business/marketing
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Design Studio
Creativity and academics merge in the College of Design. Students in the college are offered both the
academic knowledge and the creative hands-on experience necessary to guide them to success in their
chosen fields. Talented students may choose from nationally accredited programs in art, architecture,
landscape architecture and interior design. This variety of disciplines is available in only a few other
design colleges in the United States.
Over 1,000 undergraduate and graduate students study in the College of Design. The School
of Art, which is both the largest and the oldest school in the college, offers both the B.F.A. and
the M.F.A. degrees in art. Students may concentrate in ceramics, graphic design, painting
and drawing, photography, printmaking or sculpture.
Students willing to commit themselves to a five-year program may want to enroll
in the School of Architecture or the School of Landscape Architecture and play a
partin shaping the homes, buildings and the outdoor environments of the future.
And since the interiors of the buildings can’t be neglected, the Department of
Interior Design trains students to make the interiors of our homes and working
environments more pleasant and efficient.
One of the most important goals of the College of Design is training
students to use the latest technology. In order to be competitive in today’s
job market, design students must know how to use computer-based
design programs. The tools of the architect are changing from drafting
pens and T-squares to computers and design software, and graphic
design students now do their cutting on a computer screen.
Associate Dean Michael Daugherty wants students to experience
this merging of traditional design experience and new technology.
His vision of the future is to “reinvent the studio” into what he terms
“Design Studio, 2000.”
This studio would have all the elements of the traditional art
studio, as well as include the latest computer equipment. In the
College of Design, the students must
not only strive academically,
“they also have to be incredibly
creative, ” Daugherty said.
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W hether students are designing a
building, a park or a sculpture,
o rig in a lity and c re a tiv ity are
paramount. Technology can make
design faster, but in the end it is only
as good as the people who use it.

Upper Right: The Design
Building is home to students in
art, architecture, landscape
architecture and interior design.
Right: Dean Kenneth E. Carpenter
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Above: "Maybe one day architecture will
catch up with the rest of technology."
Keith Nielsen, senior, architecture

2000

By Tracy Todd Pearson

Left: "The work is hard.
You have to love it to get
through architecture."
Sharon Acosta, senior,
architecture
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Above: Hanging plants
decorate the interior of the

Left: Stephen M.
Smith, a senior in
landscape
architecture,
describes the
program as "very
challenging and
rewarding."

Design Building.

Left: David LeBlanc,
a senior in interior
design, smiles next to
Amy Carlini, another
senior who points out,
"There is a reason
why we are in the
top floor: we are
interior designers!"
SHAWN J OLET
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New Dean

F. N e il M a th ew s Leads the
College o f E ducation

Top: F. Neil Mathews is enjoying his first year as dean
of the College of Education.
Above: With the exception of a distracting but safetyoriented spotlight, Peabody Hall is an example of the
traditional architecture of many of LSU's buildings.
Right: (left to right) Bea Arteaga, Aimee Sonnier and
Susie Gauther, all graduate students in elementary
education, meet to discuss the influence of John
Dewey on education. Who is John Dewey, anyway?
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The College of Education recognizes the importance of lifelong learning
and so does the new dean, F. Neil Mathews. “The college exists as part of an
educational society in which continuous and purposeful learning, from birthto*
death, is valued and rewarded,” he said.
Mathews, who has been in the education business for 22 years, has spent
years at LSU. During that time, he has filled various leadership positions with*
the college and has been responsible for teaching both undergraduate and
graduate education students.
W ith Louisiana’s educational system at the bottom of the polls, Mathew
recognizes the important role that the college is able to play in changing the
state’s condition. “The College of Education will continue to offer and
strengthen alternative certification programs to address the state’s pressing
problem associated with the placement of uncertified teachers,” he said.
Faculty and staff of the college also recognize that, in accordance with the
mission of LSU as a Land Grant university, they are to serve “the citizens of
Louisiana, the United States and the larger world.” Faculty members have m
ade*
521 presentations at the meetings of professional organizations. Mathews is
consultant to over 90 state
departments, school systems and pa*
organizations in 20 states and
provinces.
The College of Education does not
just prepare elementary and secondary*
teachers. It is responsible for educating
faculty, counselors, researchers,
administrators and many other
professionals in human services.
Mathews notes that professionals in
many fields are now becoming
educators, and he is pleased that the
college is “uniquely suited to play an
important role in preparing varied
personnel.”
The H olmes Program is one way to*
tomorrow’s educators are trained.

on the Block

By Bridget M artin

Holmes is a research-oriented
graduate teacher certification
program. In this program students
work closely with other graduate
students and faculty while doing a
year-long internship and graduate
project in a local school for one
year. The college is also in the
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process of developing an option for
undergraduates who do not wish to
go into the Holmes Program.
“People from every imaginable
career are serving as educators and
must be appropriately trained as
educators,” Mathews said. The
College of Education recognizes

this and also offers training for individuals who wish to work as educators in
something other than the traditional classroom setting.

The college has four departments to meet the various needs of its students. These

departments include the Department of Kinesiology, Administrative and Foundational
Services and the Department of Curriculum and Instruction. The LSU Laboratory

School is also a department. Its presence provides an opportunity for both student
learning and internships. With 815 students from K-12, it is a wonderful location

where new educational programs may be tested, and observations of both the learning

and The
teaching
processes
may be made.
College
of Education
also offers courses that may be of some help to students

who do not plan to go into the field of education. Mathews recommends
“Introduction to the Study of Education” (EDCI 1000) as a course that provides
students an overview of educational methods and individuals who have contributed to
the field. Taking “Introduction to College Study” (EDCI 1001) can be helpful to any
student at the University who wishes to improve the skills involved in studying,
reading and critical thinking.
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Above: "The Holmes Program hasb
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program that has offered many o p p o r t u n i t i e s tom
.It
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weaves theory and practice and givesanopportunityto
be a reflective practitioner." Christian M
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o
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d
u
ate
student, elementary education.
Upper Left: (left to right) Elementary education students
Cathy Gesser, Aimee Haney and Toni Romanowski enjoy
the atmosphere of a Holmes Programco
.
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inventing

By Tracy Todd Pearson

The American Society of Engineering defines
engineering as “...the profession in which a knowledge of
the mathematical and natural sciences gained by study,
experience and practice is applied with judgment to develop
ways to utilize the materials and forces of nature
economically for the benefit of mankind.” LSU College of
Engineering students will no doubt be leading this quest.
“We turn out a good product,” Dean Edward
McLaughlin said of the College of Engineering.
Undoubtedly, the 3,000 plus juniors, seniors and graduate
students enrolled in the College of Engineering agree.
The College of Engineering offers eight different
programs in seven departments including civil engineering,
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, industrial
engineering, chemical engineering, petroleum engineering,
computer engineering and biological and agricultural
engineering. In August 1995, the Board of Regents also gave
the College of Engineering the go ahead to establish a
program in environmental
engineering. McLaughlin
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describes the proposed degree
program as “tough,” but expects
there to be a large number of
interested students.
The backbone of the college
is its 113 faculty members. The
engineering faculty helps to
guide engineering students to
excellence in their selected
professions. “The faculty is the
whole basis,” McLaughlin said.
The students in the College of
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Engineering go into careers in

Above: "Most engineers study

business, development, engineering

too much and understand too

research and education, as well
as other fields.
The college receives a tremendous
amount of support from industry and
alumni. “We are in continuous contact
with industry,” McLaughlin said. Alumni
and corporations have donated over 50
titled professorships to the College
of Engineering.

little." Sean McCurry, senior,
computer engineering
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Above: Computers are an integral part of the electrical engineering program
Juho Song, a graduate student, uses a computer to generate a graph.
Upper Right: Edward McLaughlin, the dean of the College of Engineering,
explains the new programs offered by the school.

the future
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Above: "Engineering students at
LSU have to learn to live off little
sleep and a lot of studying."
Brent Cros, sophomore,
mechanical engineering

Left: LSU's CAMD facility,
located on Jefferson Highway,
provides equipment for
mechanical and electrical
engineers to conduct research
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

The College of Engineering also
includes the Hazardous Waste
Research Center, the W ater
Resources Research Institute, the
Institute for Recyclable Materials and
the Remote Sensing and Image
Processing Laboratory. There are
many interesting projects being
developed in the depths of the
engineering buildings. Projects
include such devices as a lemon
picking truck to snip lemons off of
trees and Personal Communications
Systems (PCS), a new development
in cellular phone technology. The
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Above: John Golda, a senior in chemical
engineering, makes use of the computer lab
in the Chemical Engineering Building.

College of Engineering, McLaughlin
said is “taking it one step further.”
JACQUES DUPLANT1S

Above: Amy Lew is, a senior in chem ical engineering,
works on a project in the lab.

Generally

G eneral College Provides
Q u a lity E duca tio n to
S tu d en ts
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Dr. Jack Parker, dean of the General
College, wants to dispel the rumor that this
college consists of meaningless courses for
students who can’t excel in any one field. He
describes his department as consisting mostly
of students in the fields of allied health,
physical therapy and pre-pharmacy. Pre
nursing students make up the second largest
body of the General College. He praised the
integrity of these pre-professionals with the
statement, “They have to be good students to
be considered for their professional schools.
“O ur general studies program is the most
misunderstood degree on our campus.” He
considers this a fine degree because it offers
students the best of all possible worlds. This
degree requires a solid liberal arts foundation.
Eighteen hours o f course work in the
humanities, social sciences and natural sciences
create fertile ground for any graduate degree
program. Parker said, “As opposed to one
major, we require three thematic minors. This
synthesis says ‘let’s enhance your particular
career goal.’” Such a dynamic approach to
higher education allows the student to mold
his or her curriculum. This contemporary

S hawn J olet

Above: Dr. Jack Parker wears the smile of a Buddah as he ponders student needs
Top Left: "General Studies is a helpful curriculum if you're in transition to another
major." Douglas Ratliff, junior, general studies
Top Right: The General College is nestled in Himes Hall which borders the quad

Speaking....

By Charles J. Rivet

approach of interdisciplinary stud ies helpsthe
student fulfill his or her goals through its w
ide
scope of possible combinations. It allowsthe
student to sculpt his or her future as an artist.
It is hard to get across the message that
general studies no longer corresponds to those
who have failed out of their respective fields
as it did once upon a time. "T his is a rigorous
curriculum that devotes itself to job
opportunity. O ur students who carefully
construct their three minors have no problem
with job placement,” he said. In fact the
spectrum their studies encompass offers th em
qualification for numerous careers.
The General College also offers the access
program for entering freshmen who can not
meet all the admission requirements tor LS
.
U
Parker said, “For example, some high schools
don’t offer physics, while some students may
be a few points low on their grade point
average. We give them a chance to prove
themselves through this program, which
requires a C or better in 24 hours of course
work.” Once this requirement is filled, they
are allowed into the University. The General
College initiated this program as a pilot
project last year, and this semester its
enrollment has doubled.
Most of all Parker wants the student body
to see the General College as a place to receive
"a contemporary foundation for a dynamic
future. I would like
to take away some
of the historical
tarnish of the
general studies
program in
particular and let
the student body
know that they are
welcome to
investigate its
parameters.”
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Above: Lauren Mouret and Amanda Goings (left to right), both
freshmen, enjoy the privilege of working on campus.
Left: Tommy VanGeffen, a freshman in General Studies states
"General Studies is a good base for persons undecided as to
what field they would like to spend their lives pursuing."
Top Right: Associate Dean of the General College, Mary
Baszille, connects herself and her students to cyberspace in
the computer age.
S h a w n J o let

M ass

Tour Guides o f the Information Age

C ommunication

By Zack Smith

The Information Age is upon us, and the grizzly bear of
ignorance may hold us back as an expanding world
communications race is run. Fear not, friends, for our modern-day
Davy Crockett is none other than the dean of the Manship School
of Mass Communication, John M. Hamilton. He has been the
dean since the college separated from Arts and Sciences in 1994.
New programs in the MSMC include a new master’s and
undergraduate curriculum, both phased in during the 1995 fall
semester. The inventive curriculum emphasizes traditional skills in
writing and information gathering while stressing the ethical
implications of the profession.
The master’s program was approved in the summer of ’95 and
is meant to give graduates an edge in the marketplace.
“I think the new curriculum has well-defined classes, and it
being more specialized will help me prepare for a job,” said mass
communication major Melinda Deslatte.
The new curriculum includes courses in advertising, electronic
media, journalism, political communication and public relations.
Hamilton believes the prospects in the job market are very
good for the skilled, and the college offers its students the
opportunity to learn the techniques necessary to compete in
media-related careers.
“W hat I want to do in this college is turn out leaders in this
Information Age,” Hamilton said.
In playing its part in Baton Rouge public service, the college
inaugurated the Media Leadership Forum. The forum is a national
survey consisting of a panel of media executives who assess trends
in the news and news business.
The college also includes student organizations including the
American Advertising Federation, the National Association of
Black Journalists, the
Public Relations
Student Society of
America, the Radio/
Television News
Directors Association
and the Society of
Professional Journalists.
Students with a 3.5
or better g.p.a. within
the top 10 percent of
the junior and senior
classes may be invited to
join Kappa Tau Alpha,
the only honor society
in journalism and mass
communication.
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Above: The Journalism
Building is the oldest
building on campus.

Left: John Hamilton,
the dean of the Manship
School of Mass
Communication, ponders
on the future of the college.
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Left: Brandon McKeithen, a
sophomore in mass communi
cation, works in the editing
lab in the Journalism Building.

Below: Alyshia Billiodeaux
(left), a junior in mass
communication/news editorial,
and Lisa Kidder, also in mass
communication, relax at the
bus stop while discussing major
communications issues.
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Left: "Mass communication
is a very rewarding field
that w ill bring us into
the future." Jason Gele,
senior, advertising
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School of
By Tonya Mattson

For several decades the LSU School of Music
has been considered one of the most reputable in
the South. Students from all over the nation and
several foreign countries converge here to take
advantage of professors who are considered to be
some of the best in their field.
According to Assistant Dean Bill Grimes, the
school has enjoyed such a reputation at least since
the ’30s. “At that time LSU had the best opera in
the South,” he said. “The student opera here was
as good as professional opera.” Since then, LSU
has continued to gain notoriety as a center for
music.
Graduates of the School of Music have gone
on to become performers, teachers and composers
as well as being successful in careers unrelated to
music. The rigors of music training apparently
create well-motivated individuals. Proof of this
can be found in the hallways of the School of
Music and the Music and Dramatic Arts building
at all hours of the night as students retire to the
practice rooms after a full day of class.
A new source of pride in the school this year
is the addition of a new conductor of the LSU
Orchestra. Michael Butterman was hired to take
over the responsibility. “Our search produced
three excellent candidates, and we are very happy
with the result,” Grimes remarked about the
newest faculty member.
Grimes said there is a direct correlation
between the quality of the faculty and that of the
students. When a faculty position becomes
available, a nationwide search produces the most
qualified candidate for the job.
Creating the best faculty
possible is the most
effective way to recruit
students. When, for
example, a wellknown clarinetist is
hired, the best clarinet
students will apply to LSU.
For those who are less
musically inclined, several beginner music courses are available. In Concert, often referred to as “Clapping for Credit,” gives students
an introduction to audience etiquette. If you’ve ever embarrassed yourself by clapping between movements of a performance, this
may be the class for you. Music Appreciation and Rudiments of Music have also been popular courses.
Over the years, the school has gained the respect of area ensembles. “We’re the foundation of music in southern Louisiana,”
Grimes said. “The Baton Rouge Symphony calls our students when they need somebody.” The successof these students is a sign of the
achievements the School of Music has made.
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Above: In addition to directing the LSU Jazz
Ensemble, Bill Grimes serves as the assistant
dean of the School of Music.
Left: Several musicians rehearse for a
performance.
KEN RAMSEY

Left: These instrumentalists have studied many
years to reach a high level of performance.
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Left: These
students
rehearse on
harp many
long hours to
come as close
to perfection
as possible.

High
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Above: Several students take a break from their
studies outside the Honors College.
Above Right: Dean Billy Seay of the Honors College
is responsible for one of the most prestigious
departments on campus.
Right: James Hyfield, an undecided freshman,
and Jennifer Gulfo, a freshman in English, listen
attentively in class.
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Honors

By Tracy Todd Pearson

A cadem ic C ollege Takes E d u ca tio n to th e N e x t L ev e l

Housed in a small building across
from the Union, the Honors College
hardly looks large enough to have about
700 students. The small building is a front
for one of the most impressive collegeson
campus.
The Honors College is able to
"provide academic opportunities for
students who are highly motivated and
well-prepared for college work," Dean
Billy Seay said. Classes are directly
sponsored by the Honors College,
including four interdisciplinary seminars
in ancient western civilization, medieval
studies, the Renaissance period and
modern civilization. A class in
comparative ancient civilizations and a
biological sciences class for non-science
majors are also directly sponsored by the
Honors College. The classes are smaller
and offer more faculty interaction.
“At LSU, Honors College students are KEN RAMSEY
dual citizens,” Seay said. Students in the
recruiting students to LSU. Past
college take honors classes during their
service projects have included
freshman and sophomore years. If students tutoring and cleaning the graffiti off
complete at least 20 hours of honors credit
by the end of their sophomore year, they
receive Sophomore Honors Distinction.
After the sophomore year many
students enroll in the honors classes
offered by many of the majors on campus.
An Honors College student caps his or her
undergraduate career by writing a senior
thesis or completing a senior project. If
students complete a thesis or project and
take at least 12 hours of honors classes in
The Honors College is the
their last two years, they graduate with
training ground for some of LSU’s
College Honors.
best and brightest. The work is hard
Even for honors students, though,
college life is not all academics. Many busy but extremely valuable in preparing
students for their careers and the rest
honors students make time in their
of their lives. “It challenges you,”
schedules to join Collegium, a social
group associated with the Honors College.
Powell said. “You don’t mind if it’s
RAMSEY
Another group affiliated with the college is difficult.”
Above: "I like the honors program because you can meet
students and get to know your teachers better." Jennifer G ulfo,
the Honors College Student Council. This
group is primarily service-oriented and
freshm an, English
Top: D r. Kenneth Kitchell teaches Honors 1001 and 1003,
also participates in Spring Testing and

of the library.
Admission to the Honors
College requires filling out a special
application and is based on a
student’s grade point average,
standardized test scores and an essay.
According to Karen Powell, president
of the Honors College Student
Council, all of the extra trouble is
worth it. “I would definitely
recommend it,” she said.

ken

seminars in English and history.

Academ ic
By Tracy Todd Pearson

Jeff Dupuis is one of LSU’s most
outstanding students. He is an English
literature major and is active in many
campus organizations. He is also a student in
the LSU Honors College.
Dupuis is the recipient of many awards,
including the Golden Key’s Outstanding
Senior, the 1993 Sternberg Award and
Sophomore Honors Distinction. He was also
honored with the Outstanding Honors
College Sophomore and Outstanding Arts
and Sciences Sophomore awards. W hen he
graduates he will receive division honors.
He maintains a g.p.a. of 3.94 and still
manages to find time to be actively involved
in campus organizations. He is currently the
president of Sigma Tau Delta and served as
that organization’s vice president last year.
He is the treasurer of the Honors College
Student Council and was the 1994-1995

vice president of the Honors social
organization, Collegium. Mortarboard cai
also claim Dupuis as a member. He is a
member of several honors societies, includ
Alpha Lambda Delta, Gamma Beta Phi, P
Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi. He also g
his time to such causes as Greenpeace,
Amnesty International and the Young
College Democrats.
W hen he manages to find some spare
time, he plays guitar with a band and sing
He has also played the guitar for a childrei
concert with the New Orleans Symphony'
“Between music and my thesis, I’m
keeping busy,” Dupuis said. His senior thj
is on religious mythology in American
science fiction films. After graduation he
plans to pursue graduate degrees in cineffl2
studies and hopes to teach at the university
level someday.
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Erick Comeaux is a student who knows
where he is going. He is a senior in chemical
engineering with a minor in business; he
specializes in polymer engineering. For the
past three years he has been involved in
various research projects, including projects
for major companies such as Proctor &
Gamble and Dow Chemical.
One of Comeaux’s recent projects was
the recycling of the waste from diaper
manufacturing. He found a way to recycle
the material into a form of lumber that is
stronger than steel. “We take products that
already exist, and we make them better for
society,” Comeaux said. O ther projects have
included improving the mechanical
properties of PVC and identifying impurities
in polymers.
He is a member of several professional
societies, including the American Institute of

Chemical Engineers, the Society of
Plastic Engineers and the Phi Eta
Sigma honors society. He has also
published several papers on
polymer engineering.
“Ever since I can remember,
I’ve been interested in polymers,”
Comeaux said. “Plastics I find
interesting. They make life easier.”
After his graduation in
December, he hopes to find work
with a local company and continue
his research. He hopes to one day
run his own company.
The complexities of chemical
engineering might prove stressful to
some, but Comeaux enjoys his
studies. “I like the work,” he said.
“It’s worth it.”
JACQUES DU
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Highlights
Karen Powell is the epitome of
the perfect student. This thirdyear senior maintains a 4.0 g.p.a.
and is also actively involved in
many campus organizations. She
is majoring in English literature
and minoring in Italian and
religious studies. She is also a
student in the Honors College.
Her list of awards is staggering.
She was a Top 100 Scholar, LSU’s
Outstanding Freshman and a
recipient of the 1995 Sternberg
Award. She was also the 1995
LSU Honors College Outstanding
Sophomore and the 1995 LSU
Arts and Sciences Outstanding
Sophomore. She is the recipient of
the 1995 Phi Eta Sigma L. B.
Lucky Award, the 1995 Phi Kappa
Phi George Robertson Award and
the 1995 Italian Award for
Outstanding Meritorious Service.
Powell somehow manages to
find time to be actively involved
in student organizations. She is
member of the LSU Honors
Board, the Eta Sigma Phi classics
society and Gamma Beta Phi, an honorary
service society. She was a member of two
freshman honor societies, Phi Eta Sigma and
Alpha Lambda Delta. She is currently vice
president of the English Club, Sigma Tau
Delta and the Italian Club. In the past three
years she has held the offices of Italian Club
secretary and vice president and president of
Collegium, the Honors College social
organization.
Powell is planning to pursue both a
master’s degree and Ph.D. in English literature,
specializing in medieval or Renaissance studies.
She hopes to study abroad in either Italy or
Scotland and eventually wants to teach at the
university level.
LIONEL HEBERT

Kevin LeCount is extremely busy. In addition to being a good
student, this senior in political science is extremely active in campus
activities.
LeCount has been actively involved in student government. Hew
as
the legislative assistant in 1992-1993, the executive secretary in
19 93-1994 and the election commissioner in 1994-1995. He is the
president of Young Democrats of Louisiana and the regional organizer
for the College Democrats o f America. He is also actively involvedin
Leadership LSU. He is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa and was
treasurer of this leadership honor society in 1994-1995- H e served the
Arts and Sciences Student Council as treasurer last year.
LeCount is currently working on Ken Duncan' s campaign forstae
treasurer. He has had four stories published in The Da.ly Reveille. After
graduation in December, he plans to attend graduate school at the
University of New Orleans. A self-described “political junkie," he hopes
topursue a career in politics, specializing in campaign management.
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P resident Bill Clinton
entered the third year of his
term as no president has done
for forty years — with a
R epublican C ongress. In
April 1995, the Senate passed
a bi11that cut $ 16 billion from
various social program s
while sparing other items
favored by Clinton. He said
he would try to work with the
Republicans on their agenda,
but would “no doubt” veto
some of their proposals.

T h is seal w as used by the
U niversity in th e early 1 9 0 0 s
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The Hubble Space Telescope has given us the first detailed
look at a star other than the sun. Betelgeuse, a red giant, is 500 light
years from Earth. It is the shoulder star of the constellation Orion.
“We have looked into space and have seen the face of a star,”
said Andreas Dupree of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Gaseous Pillars in M 16 •Eagle Nebula
Hubble Space Telescope • W FPC2
AP

A n offe n sive lineman on the 1938 LSU
football team runs through the line.

tradition: (tre-dish'en)
2. a practice or pattern of events of long standing.

Athletics

By N atalie Ann Guidry

From 1957 to 1982, the LSU football
team wore white jerseys for games in Tiger
Stadium as well as road games. This 25-year
period is considered one of the most
successful in Tiger football history, according
to LSU Sports Information.
“The Tigers won the National
Championship in 1958,” said Jeff Boss,
equipment manager for the football team.
“They wore the white jerseys through 1982
when they went to the Orange Bowl.”
The white-jersey tradition started in 1957.
Boss said when rules were changing, Paul
Dietzel, LSU football coach for the 1955-61
seasons, developed a unique system for
distinguishing squads.
Dietzel divided the football team into
three substitution teams: the W hite Team,
the Gold Team and the Chinese Bandits.
Members of the W hite Team, according to
Boss, were the best athletes. The team began
to wear its white jerseys for games in Tiger
Stadium and on the road.

According to LSU Sports Information,
Tiger opponents, knowing the Tigers’ whitejersey tradition, would even get into the act.
They wore their white jerseys at home games
in an effort to force the Tigers to wear their
purple jerseys as the visiting team.
However, a 1982 NCAA rule stopped this
sacred Tiger tradition. This rule forced the
team to wear purple jerseys in Tiger Stadium.
The rule specifically said that visiting teams
would wear white, and home teams would
wear jerseys of a contrasting color.
“(Wearing white jerseys at home) was
always a tradition until the NCAA rule,”
Boss said.
LSU Sports Information said many fans
were upset with the NCAA rule. LSU tried
three times— in 1982, 1990 and 1993— to
appeal the rule to no avail.
However, keeping with the theme for the
1995 football season, “Bring Back the
Magic,” Coach Gerry DiNardo worked to
resurrect the white-jersey tradition in Tiger

Stadium. Although others had tried in the
past, no one went as far as DiNardo did,
according to LSU Sports Information.
DiNardo, a member of the American
Football Coaches’ Association Rules
Committee, was able to get approval from the
association for a statement suggesting the
NCAA Rules Committee change the rule.
DiNardo then flew to Amelia Island, South
Carolina, to personally approach the NCAA
Rules Committee and make his appeal,
according to LSU Sports Information. T he
NCAA committee ruled that home teams
could wear white jerseys, granted the team
receives permission from visiting teams prior
to the start of the season.
LSU Sports Information said all of LSU's
visiting opponents have given the Tigers
permission to wear white jerseys in 1995.
Boss said bringing back white jerseys to
Tiger Stadium has brought excitement to the
fans and the team.
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Operating

Behind the

Scenes

time at LSU working with doctors and other
health professionals has been well spent. “It’s
Tracy Todd Pearson
certification test for athletic trainers.
challenging,” McNeeley said. “There’s a few
The
LSU
athletic
trainers
are
a
dedicated
fun things and a lot of things that aren’t so
You may have seen them at sporting
bunch.
“You
have
to
be,”
Mensch
said.
events, standing on the sidelines, watching
“You’re a part of the team. Whatever they’re fun.”It takes a certain kind of person to be an
and waiting, hoping they won’t be needed.
athletic trainer. It’s not a glorified job, and
They function behind the scenes but are an doing, you’re doing.”
most of the work is done behind
essential component of any athletic team.
All of the sports teams at LSU are
the scenes. “No one sees the
The athletic training department puts in
assigned an athletic trainer, from the football
hours that you put in,” Mensch
long, stressful hours to ensure that the LSU
said. Many athletic trainers drop
athletes are ready to shine on
out of the program, finding the
the field.
stress of seven day work weeks
The athletic training
and maintaining the required
department is composed of
3.0 g.p.a. too much to handle.
six training rooms, located in
The athletic training
the Stadium, the Fieldhouse,
department
has plans for the
the PMAC, the baseball field
future.
They
are planning to
andtheRec Center. Between
break
ground
on a new athletic
25and30 students put in
training facility that will
volunteer hours six to seven
consolidate the rehabilitation of
days a week, starting at 6 a.m.
the LSU athletes.
andsometimes not finishing
The students in the athletic
until late in the evening. It is
training department find their
not an occupation for the
work rewarding. Although there
faint of heart. The trainers
is little time left for a social life
work when the teams play
(and sometimes little time for
andpractice, which can mean
sleep), the students feel they are pursuing a
toiling on weekends and
worthwhile goal. “You do it because you
holidays and traveling with
team to the golf team. The trainers typically want to help the team, help the University
teams to away games and
work with several teams at LSU in order to
help people in general,” Mensch said.
events.
"It's g o o d ex p erien ce for them to go get a wide range of experience. “You see every and
Not to mention that there is at least one
through," Jim Mensch, one of the four staff sport that comes into the training room,”
benefit to arriving on campus before the sun
trainers, said.
senior
Lara
McNeeley
said.
McNeeley
plans
rises. “We get good parking places,”
A ll o f th e athletic training students are
kinesiology majors, and most plan to become to go on to medical school. She feels that her McNeeley said.
certified athletic trainers. Some plan to go on
to medical school or another allied health
profession. All are encouraged to take the
LIONEL HEBERT
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By True Thompson

As you and I know, baseball is special.
Skip the F ield o f D ream s cliches. There just
simply isn’t another sport in existence that
has Cal Ripken Jr., the Yankees-Red Sox
series and ballpark hotdogs. As the college
baseball season began, the SEC looked to
have several good teams compete for a trip to
Omaha, Nebraska and the College
World Series.
But putting all bias aside, you should look
at the situation the Louisiana State Tigers
were in. Winning two College World Series
championships in the last five years, the
Tigers came into this season ranked number
one in the nation by B aseball A m erica
magazine. With 11 seniors returning to the
team and a new hitting coach, Jim Schwanke
from Oklahoma State, it appeared that head
coach Skip Bertman had another good team
on deck.
LSU had pitchers Brett Laxton and Eddie
Yarnall returning to the mound. Last year,
Yarnall had a 5-0 record with a 3.45 ERA,
and righthander Laxton finished with a 4-4
record and 65 strikeouts. To compliment the
pitching, the Tigers had Chad Cooley,
Nathan Dunn and Warren Morris coming
back to solidify a strong lineup.
So, just how good is this team, you ask?
Schwanke put it best when he narrowed it
down to two things. “To be a successful
offensive ball club and be first round draft
choices, you have to have discipline and
courage, and these guys have a lot of it,”
he said.
And LSU received their first test February
16 when they began a three-game series
against Western Kentucky. Even though they
were games, the Tigers turned the weekend
into a scrimmage as they swept the series and
outscored their opponents 45-1. After
beating Centenary 6-1, LSU won the WinnDixie Showdown, too.

Pitcher Brett Laxton
returned full force this
year after suffering from
several injuries the last
two seasons.
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The Tigers welcome home
Nathan Dunn after he hits one
out of the park.
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Joey P ainich w in d s up fo r a
p itc h against W estern Kentucky.
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Head coach
Skip Bertman
gives a signal
to the catcher.

m a r k p r o s p e r ie

Chad Cooley knocks one
low for a base hit.

MARK PROSPERS

This Tiger goes for
the bunt.
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First baseman
Eddy Furniss
makes the catch
for the out.

Coach Bertman
instructs second
baseman and
Olympic hopeful
Warren Morris as
he goes to bat.
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The LSU pitching
squad is strong this
year, returning 10
players from the
1995 team.
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Warren Morris
contemplates going
for the steal.
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Shortstop Jason W illiams
bunts to bring the Tigers
closer to yet another big win.

Nathan Dunn lets
this one go to
draw the walk.
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Warren Morris and Dan Guillory celebrate
a victory against Ole Miss.
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A player makes it safely to third base.

On
the
L a d y Tigers B asketball
strives fo r a better
show ing

"Aw, c'mon!" Head Coach Sue Gunter react
a bad call.

By Trae Thompson

With a one-year contract extension handed
to her, head coach Sue Gunter was given a
mission she had to accept. Her job: to turn her
women’s basketball program around in one year
after finishing the ’94-’95 season with a 7-20
record.
“We must return this program to once again
become competitive in the sport of women’s
basketball in the Southeastern Conference,”
demanded Athletic Director Joe Dean.

So, with assistants Dana “Pokey” Chapman,
Paula Lee and Tommy Goodson at Gunter’s
side, the mission began. And eventually LSU
gathered up three of the top junior college
players in the nation when they signed Toni
Gross, Pietra Gay and Elaine Powell.
As the season began, the Lady Tigers went
on an eight-game winning streak. Gunter’s
prized recruits averaged double digits in scoring
and helped LSU regain some respect along with a
chance to re-enter the national polls. However,
the Lady Tigers suffered their first loss against the
Georgia Lady Bulldogs and finished January with
a 5-5 record.
With seven games left before the SEC
tournament, the frustration within Gunter arose
because of one thing: this is where the mission
actually begins.
JACQ UES DUPLANTIS
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Junior guard Elaine Powell prepares to put a juke on this Auburn defender.

No one had the ups to
come close to this Stacy
Smith-Elliot three pointer.

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

Elaine Powell turns on the speed, leaving the
defense behind.

Senior guard Toysha W alker relaxes at the line to
put in some easy points.
JACQUES DUPLANTIS
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Foreward Toni Grass goes up strong
for an easy Tiger layup.

Foreward Katina Smith lays it up
with ease through some standstill
traffic.
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Elaine Powell looks for some help
at the top of the key.
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Pietra Gay lines up
for a free throw.
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Forward Melody Lormand
strengthens the LSU defense with
her blocking abilities.
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Pietra flies for an easy two.

BUILDING
BROWN'S

Dream

The Tigers S trive to Regain
T h eir Place in the S E C
By Zack Sm ith

Because of another uncharacteristic losing season for
the '95-96 Tigers, a number of factors had to take form
for Dale Brown’s struggling team to come into its own.
A few factors were positive, like the return of All-SEC
freshman point guard Randy Livingston and a crop of
freshmen and transfers ready to see Coach Brown’s
dream come true. But even with Georgetown transfer
Duane Spencer and Memphis transfer Duece Ford,
things just didn’t click. Even though the recruiting
genius of Brown pulled in such top high school
prospects as Maurice Carter, Gene Nabors, Nick
Sheppard, Rogers Washington and Adam W alton, there
were still some loose screws. First team All-SEC guard
Ronnie Henderson and big men Misha Mutavdzic and
Roman Rubchenko returned to be the glue of the
inexperienced squad.
Brown had his hands full early on in the regular
season with stunning losses to Jackson State, Dayton
and a nailbiter to a top-20 Michigan team. Much of the
Tigers’ problems came from a lack of experience. O n
the court were eight guys who had never played together
before, and sometimes the frustrations due to the harsh.

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

Point guard
y
d
n
a
R
Livingston dictates
the Tiger offensein
his first gameb
ck.
a

Coach Dale Brown shouts to his team what he'd do if he
had a jersey.
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Forward
Landers Nolley
keeps his
position on a
Kentucky
defender.
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initiations of college basketball may
hW
nsovavVanderbilt
w
C
E
itearlyS
egottenthebetterand
ofthem
a.rout of Alabama,
the Tigers’ momentum seemed to
have been overshadowed b y t h e
129-97 home loss to the secondranked Kentucky Wildcats
other earlyand
losses.
A s id e fro m th e
disappointment
and unrealized goals of the season,
the im m ediate future of L S U
basketball has shaped itself more to
meet Brown's dream of the season
he's been waiting for. The Tigers
w ill lo s e o n ly R u b c h e n k o ,
Mutavdzic and possible Henderson
to the NBA, but pick up top high
school prospect Corey Powell and
return the group of freshman and
transfers to continue the building of
t h e
p e r f e c t
se a so n .
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Memphis transfer Deuce Ford drives out
of pressure against Nicholls State.
Multitalented Ronnie Henderson
shows he has ups on this power slam.
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Tiger guard
Maurice Carter
avoids a Ken
tucky defender
and pops in an
easy two points
against Kentucky.

Roman Rubchenko shows his
approvement of his teammates.
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Big man
Misha
Mutavdzic
battles his
way up
against a
swarm of
Wolverines
for a rebound.
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Freshman guard
Gene Nabors
eyes the floor to
set up the
offense.
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Freshman
R o g e r s Washington pulls up in the face
ofagroundedWolverine.

Head
Coach
Dale
Brown
argues a
call with
the referee.
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Gene Nabors sets himself apart from the field to grab
a rebound.

Misha Mutavdzic gets the sideline tips
from a reliable source.

Guard Maurice
Carter fights to
gain position
from behind the
goal.

Roman
Rubchenko
eyes the net
as he sets up
for a bucket.

M
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"It's
showtime,
baby!"
Maurice
Carter floats
back to earth
after this
amazing
jam.

Bringing
By Zack Sm ith

br12,1994, the LSU
ecm
nD
O
football program welcomed a new addition to
the staff in naming Gerry DiNardo its 29th
head coach. This day marked an official end of
an LSU era led by Curley Hallman and the
beginning of a new dynasty.
“I am upset that Curley has left the
program, but I definitely thought it was time
for a change in the program,” said Tommy
Porteous, a junior in political science.
DiNardo is no freshman to the game of
football. He was a first team All-American
offensive lineman on the 1973 National
Champion Notre Dame squad. DiNardo’s pre
- LSU coaching saw great highlights, such as
serving as offensive coordinator on the 1990
National Champion Colorado team and being
named 1991 SEC Coach of the Year while
head coach of Vanderbilt’s football team.
Ever since that day in December, a growing
seed of expectation, mass fan hysteria and
uncontrollable excitement blossomed in the
soul of Tiger football and its many fans.
Something exciting was stirring up in Baton
Rouge. DiNardo had stated he was going to
“bring the magic back to Tiger Stadium,” and
no one could wait.
The Tigers returned a cast of 34 letter men,
14 of which were returning starters, and lost
no special team players for the ’95 line-up. O f
the 1994 returnees, LSU was once again
teamed up with the aid of All-Southeastern
Conference junior tight end David Lofton and
All-SEC senior defensive end Gabe Northern.
Northern, like Howard, the end of a collegiate
football career. The Tigers’ momentum will
continue rolling strong, as an assemblage of 26
high school signees were set onto Death Valley
to begin their voyage through LSU football..
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The Tigers were more than delighted when
they signed one of the most highly recruited
players in America, Parade All-American
running back from Carencro High, Kevin
Faulk. The Tigers also look to the rest of the
talented squad to produce the leadership
needed to form a strong program in the years
to come.
Optimism in the rebirth of LSU football
success was not only seen or heard in the
many quotes and press releases of coaches and
players, but from the longtime vital ingredient
of LSU football: its fans.

“It seems there is a new enthusiasm at LSU,
mainly with the new coach,” said Jere Noto, a
senior in physical therapy. “I do believe that
1995 is a year to remember.”
It is evident the fans of LSU football
embraced the memories as they witnessed the
dawn of new leadership, participated in
the 102nd year of LSU football and realized
that in years to come, they will speak of
1995 as the year the magic was brought
back to LSU.
Above : New coach Gerry DiNardo advises starting
quarterback Jamie Howard, who surprised manyby
announcing he would return to the team this season.
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Center right: Freshman running back Kevin

Faulk eyes his choice path through Aggie
territory, as he gets the drop-off from
Howard.

By Zack Smith

Below: Tiger defense becomes a

Quarterback's worst nightmare, as
corner back Tory James and tackle Mike
Sutton leave this Aggie little room to hide.
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In the season premiere for head Coach
Gerry DiNardo and LSU football, the
Tigers’ second-half comeback rally was
not enough to turn the tides on a
talented Texas A&M squad.
Aside from being away from their home turf and
forced to perform in 100-degree weather, the Tigers
had their hands full with the number-three-ranked
team in the country and a running back named
Leeland McElroy. A pre-season Heisman hopeful,
McElroy continually trampled the Tigers, rushing for
a game total of 229 yards and scoring three
touchdowns.
The Aggies controlled most of the first half on the
ground, using McElroy like a blind gun to blast
through the Tiger defense. By the end of the second
quarter, the Aggies jumped to a 12-0 lead as DiNardo
led his players to the locker room.
Inspiring words were evidently spoken by
DiNardo, as the Tigers quickly made up ground
with a touchdown carry by Kendall Cleveland and
the extra point to make it 12-7. W ith 1:29 left in
the third quarter, the Tigers inched ever closer on
a Jamie Howard to Cleveland touchdown to make
the score 19-14 upon entering the fourth quarter.
The Tigers started off strong in the fourth
quarter, and a fumble by the Aggies resulted in an
Andre Lafleur field goal, making it 26-17. The
momentum of an LSU comeback was halted on a
failed third-down conversion with 7:26 left in the
fourth, as the Aggies tightened their grip, ending
the game with 33 points to LSU’s 17.
Freshman running back Kevin Faulk and
tailback Cleveland combined for 122 yards, while
Howard completed 21 of 38 passes for
131 yards and no interceptions in the
Tigers’ loss.
“We had too many mistakes to win
the game,” DiNardo said. “Too many
mistakes in the kicking.”

Left: Tailback Kendall Cleveland slices
and dices his path through the Aggie line.
Far left: Quarterback Jamie Howard
unleashes his cannon on a powerful
offensive march by the Tigers.
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by Zack Smith

LSU’s non-stop, actionpacked Homecoming weekend, full
of all the fun activities everyone
loves to do, roused up a rowdy
Tiger spirit for the game against
Rice. Sponsored by the LSU Union
Homecoming Committee, the

LAURENCE TURNER
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Alumni Association and University organiza
os,
tin

students participated in the Homecoming games, the
annual multi-event club competition.
A crowd of eager Tiger fans occupied the
JAC QU ES D UPLANTIS

Parade Grounds Friday night, gathering
’round the home fire at the Tiger Roar
bonfire and pep rally. Attracting a
continual line of sightseers, this year' s
Greek pomping contests brought new
life to Sorority Row, where Pi Beta Phi
sorority took first place honors.
And with the week ending on a
spectacular Homecoming victory,
accepting the crown of Homecoming
king and queen were Craig Greene, a
member of Fellowship of Christian
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Athletes and Student Government, and, Rach
elB
au
gm
n
,eb
rof
O m ic r o n D e lta K a p p a , R h o L a m b d a
a n d D e lta D e lta D e lta S o r o r ity .

Below: Linebacker Allen Stansberry arrive
late at the scene of an already buriedM
U
S
opponent.
By Zack Smith

It was a take charge day for a take charge
team, as the Tigers put the iron muzzle on
the Mississippi State Bulldogs, taking the
game 34-16 in Starkville. In Gerry
DiNardo’s first win as a Tiger, his team
outplayed the Bulldogs in all facets of the
game. Probably the most striking stat was
LSU’s 417 yards in total offense to MSU’s
296. This can be accounted for by the superb
showing from the offensive line.
“I can’t say enough about them (offensive
line); they gave me a lot of time,” said
quarterback Jamie Howard.
It was definitely evident that Howard had
all the time he needed, as he controlled the
airwaves completing 12 of 17 passes for 173
yards and no interceptions.
History was made on that Saturday for
Tiger place-kicker Andre Lafleur. Lafleur
wrote himself into the LSU record books
when he connected on a 51-yarder to move
into the spot of fourth longest field goal.
Freshman tailback Kevin Faulk rushed for
two touchdowns and finished the day with
23 carries for 171 yards. Faulk’s total alone
greatly outdistanced MSU’s team rushing of
26 yards. Receiver Eddie Kennison reeled in
4 catches for 81 yards, including a 28-yard
touchdown reception.
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Right: LSU center Marcus Carmouche snaps the ball to
quarterback Jamie Howard as tailback Kevin Faulk
surveys the defense.
Left: Gabe Northern shows the fans how much effort it
takes to overpower the MSU offense.

By Zack Smith

Below: Freshman tailback Kevin Faulk
eyes his enemy as he prepares to
round the corner to evade yet another
Auburn defender.
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Above: After the drop off from Howard,
tailback Derrick Beavers gets the block
heneedsas he turns on the juice.

Above: Split end Eric Smith carefully plans his
route to avoid the Auburn wrecking crew.

A sweet revenge was handed to the
Auburn Tigers on a purple and gold
platter by the LSU Tigers. The
revenge was a 12-6 Death Valley
upset of fifth-ranked Auburn,
witnessed by
the second-largest LSU
attendance of 80,559.
Tiger fans were on their
feet all four quarters as their
eyes and hearts clung
emotionally to Jamie
Howard’s near-perfect arm.
Howard answered fans’
prayers and rid himself of
Auburn nightmares,
completing 19 of his 30
attempts for 220 yards and
one touchdown.
In Coach Gerry DiNardo’s
first home game appearance,
there was magic in the air
from the start. The Tigers
broke into the end zone early,
with a Howard pass to tight
end Nicky Savoie and an
Andre Lafleur’s point after
touchdown in the first.
Tiger fans were ecstatic
with a 7-0 lead, but the magic
of the first quarter was just
unfolding. Both kickers added
three points to the board, and
with two seconds left,
defensive end James Gillyard
planted Auburn quarterback Patrick Nix
in the end zone for a safety. Neither
team put any points on the board in the
second quarter, and the Tigers took to
the lockers with a 12-3 cushion.
After a non-progressive third quarter,
which yielded only an Auburn field goal,
one play in the fourth produced tears of
joy. Trailing 12-6 with seconds to go in
the fourth quarter, Nix launched a lasthope touchdown pass. All eyes were on
the end zone as Tiger corner back Troy
Twille beautifully intercepted Auburn’s
final drive for a win. Game over.
Succeeding Associated Press Poll
information had LSU ranked 18th in the
country, while Auburn dropped seven
places to 12th.

By Zack Sm ith

The Tigers’ massacre of the Rice Owls on
Homecoming night was a bit harsh.
So what! So it was
Homecoming, and the Tigers,
were ranked 18th in the nation and were
coming off a victory over 6th-ranked Auburn.
In LSU’s third consecutive win and their
return to an over .500 record since 1990, the
Tigers manhandled the Owls in racking up 621
yards in total offense. Flight was by far the
farthest thing from the Owls’ minds, only
totaling 238 yards.
The Tigers began the first quarter in their
winning fashion by finalizing on a 63-yard
drive with a 52-yard Sheddrick Wilson
touchdown reception from Jamie Howard.
After a 21-yarder by Andre Lafleur in the birth
of the second, Rice soon saw the end zone, and,
hopefully, it was well- celebrated. In what
probably seemed like the longest three quarters
in their history, Rice never again felt the
warmth of the Death Valley end zone. Further
pulling away from Rice, Howard effectively
aired out two touchdowns to Wilson and Eddie
Kennison. With less than four minutes to go in
the first half, Tiger tailback Kendall Cleveland
bowled his way in the end zone from the two to
further extend the Tiger lead at halftime, 31-7.
LSU never loosened the Owls’ noose in the
second half, as Howard finished up his
touchdown stats with a 40-yard pass to Wilson.
Howard ended the game with a career-high 356
passing yards and four touchdowns, which tied
the one-game LSU touchdown record.
Days after the game the Associated Press Top
25 Poll showed LSU move up to the 14th best
team in the nation.

Below: Take that! Split end Eric Smith
catches air to cradle one of many bul*
Howard torpedoes.
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Right: Running back Kevin Faulk
politely ushers this defender out
of his way for more yardage.
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Above: It took only a Kendall Cleveland
hop to clear this pile of Ow ls.

By Zack Smith

Like over-beaten slaves just trying to stay alive, the bruised
but heroic Tigers stuck it out and held off a South Carolina
upset, tying the Gamecocks at 20. W ith an opportunity to
win the game with a two-point conversion, Coach Gerry
DiNardo played it safe and settled for the tie.
The Saturday slugfest began early in the first quarter, as a Tiger fumble recovery
from a Gabe Northern sack set up an Andre Lafleur field goal. USC quickly answered
to the Tigers’ offense with a touchdown of their own to establish an early 7-3 lead.
Midway through the second, Kendall Cleveland successfully leaped into the end zone
to hoist the Tigers to a three-point lead. The Tiger lead lasted shortly as USC slapped
10 quick points in the last four minuites of the half to take a halftime lead of 17-10.
Following a scoreless third quarter for both teams, the tension and excitement of
the fourth made for a nail biter. After field goals by both teams, the Gamecocks still
had a seven-point cushion up to the 1:00 mark. A heroic touchdown catch by a
battered Sheddrick Wilson set up the game-tying extra point and saved the Tigers
from a heartbreaking upset.

NIEL DODSON

b
Aove: "High five down low...too slow,
Kevin Faulk escapes this pursuer to pick up
some extra field.
Right: Kendall Cleveland takes it to the
*ghway for more yardage.
Below: Flanker Sheddrick W ilson plans
*tolearn this defender in the basics of
*sh
a
ke
and jive.
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By Zack Smith

Below: Cornerback Denard Walker breaks up the
Danny Wuerfful pass to a Florida receiver.

Although the LSU Tigers were almost getting used to this
“winning thing,” fans and players alike knew it would take more than
the average repellant to rid themselves of the Florida offensive attack.
As injuries and penalties plagued the Tigers, a thankful Florida
escaped with a 28-10 victory.
Already without Kevin Faulk, LSU’s battered lineup included
Jamie Howard, who left the game with a bruised shoulder, an 80percent Sheddrick Wilson and place kicker Andre Lafleur, who had a
leg injury. Even though Florida’s penalties put them farther in the
backfield, two of the Tigers’ 11 penalties called back touchdowns
from Sheddrick Wilson and Eddie Kennison.
Florida began the taunting by collecting 21 first-half points, all of
which averaged rushes of five yards. The Tigers were able to put 10
on the board with an Anthony McFarland run and Lafleur field goal,
all in the last 1:10.
Penalties, penalties, penalties. In the second half the fans were in
their touchdown poses twice, only to be grimly sat down. Two crucial
penalties called back the Kennison and Wilson touchdowns, which
would have edged the Tigers that much closer.
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Howard passed for 215 yards before he was taken out for a bruised shoulder,
which gave Melvin Hill time to pick up 31 yards. Injured Sheddrick Wilson
caught seven balls for 108 yards, and Kendall Cleveland rushed for 43. The Tiger
defense held the Gators below their average of 543 yards and 44 points, allowing
them just 321 total yards and 28 points. W ith the loss the Tigers dropped to
fourth in the SEC West race.
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Above: The Tiger defense was all over the Gatorsa
t
Death Valley, as a busy Allen Stansberry stakes his
claim on this tackle.
Left: It took four Gators to bring down fullback
Robert Toomer, who was filling in for injured Kevin
Faulk.

By Zack Smith
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Above: The Tiger defense had this
W ildcat surrounded, but it was
corner back Tory James who cashed
in on the tackle.

W hat happened to our Tigers? Did
Kentucky have an unstoppable offense, or
was it the ugly purple pants? It may have
been that the Tigers were w ithout the
services o f starting quarterback Jamie
Howard. The Tigers dropped yet another
SEC showdown as the Kentucky W ildcats
set the Tigers back for the second loss in a
row, defeating them 24-16.
The chemistry and excitement in the
Tigers of early season m ust have been
taking a cat nap. Backup quarterback
Melvin Hill had a hard time hitting the
bull’s eye, completing 10 passes on twice as
many tries for only 71 yards. LSU receivers
averaged only two catches, and Tiger backs
combined for 134 yards, which gave LSU
only 205 total offensive yards— almost 200
yards less than Kentucky.
The Tigers jum ped to a 10-7 first-half
lead, where only three of the points were
from the offense. The only Tiger to grace
the end zone with his cleats was weak side
linebacker Pat Rogers, who took a
Kentuckty interception 66 yards for the
score. Until the fourth quarter the Tigers
clung to a 16-7 lead. But their luck ran out
soon. Kentucky didn’t feel like waking the
Tigers up as they tacked on two
touchdowns and a field goal in the fourth,
digging a hole too deep for the Tigers to
climb out.
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Above: The chance for escape is crushed for
Kentucky quarterback Jeff Speedy as a closing
w
alo
fTiger defenders connects on the sack.

Left: Tight end David LaFleur gets
taken down hard by a swarm of
Kentucky defenders.
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By Zack Smith

Below: Running back Kevin Faulk evades the
Eagle tackle as he looks for the open hole.
Faulk steam-rolled the Eagles for 168 yards and
three touchdowns.

Did Gerry DiNardo make a
mistake and schedule
N orth Texas High? (poor
kids) Believe it or not, the
Tigers were battling against a
collegiate opponent, and they had
little trouble disposing of the Eagles in.
Starting for the Tigers was freshman
Tyler, who learned quickly and easily
how to get the ball in the end zone.
Tyler threw for 208 yards with two
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Tiger running backs combined for
227 yards, highlighted by tailback
Kevin Faulk’s 168 yards and three
touchdowns. Eddie Kennison racked
up 89 yards on eight receptions,
while Sheddrick Wilson added 54
yards of his own and a touchdown.
The LSU defense crushed the Eagles
for 61 lost rushing yards and

JACQUES OUP'-'

collected five sacks for losses of 29 yards, while holding the Eagles to 29
total offensive yards.
If you so much as reached on the ground to pick up a clean Skittle, you
probably missed LSU’s first touchdown. It took only 1:48 for a drive that
ended in a Faulk touchdown to start the Tiger’s 21-point first quarter
rally. Before the end of the first half, Tyler scored on a five-yard keeper
put LSU up 28-0 for the break. The second half was even uglier for the
Eagles, as the Tigers tacked on 21 more points with a Faulk run, a Nick
Savoie reception and a returned interception by linebacker Joe Wesley.
JACQ UES DUPLANTIS
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Above: Eddie Kennison stretches out for a pass from quarterback
Herbert Tyler. The freshman quarterback threw for 208 yards in his
first start.
Right: There was no mercy for the North Texas offense, as demon
strated by defensive specialists Gabe Northern and Chuck W iley.

By Zack Smith

Any college team knows the importance
of the conference game, and in the SEC,
winning one is about as easy as performing
brain surgery. Despite a much-needed
conference win, the LSU Tigers
dropped another close one, losing
10-3 to the I6th-ranked Alabama
Crimson Tide.
The loss was a tough one for the
Tigers, having just welcomed back
starter Jamie Howard from a shoulder
injury, just to see him leave the game
holding his shoulder in pain. Apart
from the Tigers’ woes, talk of possible
bowl games were still in the air, if they
could win their last two against Ole
Miss and Arkansas.
The two defensively dominant
teams held each other scoreless in the
first quarter and entered halftime with
the score tied at three. The Tigers had
to settle for an Andre Lafleur field goal
after a series of failed touchdown
attempts at the Tide four-yard line.
Alabama eventually took the ball on a
21-yard drive that ended up in a twoyard touchdown. Freshman backup
quarterback Herbert Tyler may have
had dreams of a comeback, but the
Crimson Tide held on to the sevenpoint lead until the end.

Below: The two defensive powers clashed all
day. Linebacker Allen Stansberry is shown
pulling down his share of Bama offenders.
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Left: Defensive tackle An
thony McFarland makes
little room for escape for this
Alabama quarterback.
Right: Kevin Faulk continu
ally made the Tide feel like a
baby pool rushing for 75
yards against the top ranked
defense.
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Below: Kicker Andre' Lafleur boots one
clear through the uprights.

By Zack Smith

With the heroic aid of freshman standouts Herbert Tyler and Kevin
Faulk, the LSU Tigers ended their streak of six consecutive losing seasons
with an impressive 38-9 victory over the Ole Miss Rebels.
In his second start, backup quarterback Tyler guided a consistent air
attack, connecting on 13 of 23 passes for 190 yards. Tyler threw
touchdowns to tight end Nicky Savoie and tailback Faulk, while running
in one of his own. Faulk ran circles around the Rebels, collecting 159
yards on 23 carries for a pair of TDs. The two freshmen helped guide the
LSU offense to 521 total yards, its highest conference total this season.
Faulk also received SEC Player of the Week as the Tigers improved their
record to 5-4-1 overall and 3-3-1 in the SEC.
The Tiger defense pounded away at the Rebel attack as they held their
fifth opponent to under 10 points this season. With the win the Tigers
moved even closer to their possible bowl bid.
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Above: Since his o.k. to start, freshm
an
quarterback Herbert Tyler enjoyed a
successful game against Ole Miss in
front of a crowd of pleased fans.
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Left: Kevin Faulk made much use ofa
stable Tiger offensive line like th is in
evading the Rebel line.

Below: Sheddrick Wilson gets up in celebration
afte r scoring the Tigers first touchdown on the
opening drive. Obviously, the fans are pleased.
MARKPROSPERIE

By Zack Smith

You m ay have read a b o u t it in the pa p e r or
seen it on S p o rtsC en te r, b u t to have honestly
harnessed the excitem ent a n d payback th a t was
felt on Saturday the 18th, you just ha d to be
there. T h e Tigers, in a needed w in to keep a bowl
bid alive, s h u t o u t the l4 th - r a n k e d Arkansas
Razorbacks 28 -0 in their last SEC game. T his
w in assured the Tigers o f th eir first bowl
appearance since 1988. T h e team soon f o u n d o u t
they w ould be going to th e P o u la n W e e d Eater
In d e p e n d a n c e Bowl D e c e m b e r 29, in Shreveport.
For the seniors’ last h o m e game, the Tigers
ended the regular season 6-4-1 in a m ost
m em orable fashion. In a c com plishing their first
s h u to u t o f the season, th e T ig e rs ’ im p e n e tra b le
defense held the SEC W est ch a m p io n s to 21 firsth a lf yards and 144 total yards. Senior defensive
end G abe N o r th e r n was h o n o r e d as th e S E C ’s
defensive player o f the week a n d the Louisiana
Sports W riters Association College Player o f the
W eek, as he racked up six tackles in c lu d in g two
sacks.
T h e LSU offense, led by Kendall C le v e la n d ’s
102 yards a n d three to u ch d o w n s, scored all 28
p oints in an all-Tiger first half. Q u a rte rb a c k
H e r b e rt T yler co m p le te d 12 o f 17 passes for 188
yards an d a to u c h d o w n to
S heddrick W ilson.
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Left: "Go thataway Kendall!"
David LaFleur gives Kendall
Cleveland some advice on how to
gain a couple of extra yards.
Far Left: Linebacker Pat Rogers
had to turn on the juice after
picking off Arkansas quarterback
Barry Lunney Jr.
MARK PROSPERIE

By Zack Smith

The Tigers’ 45-26 Poulan Weedeater
Independence Bowl victory in Shreveport
over the Michigan State Spartans couldn’t
have come at a better time. For supportive
fans and especially Gerry D iNardo, the
tim ing was perfect. Eddie Kennison racked
up a whopping 249 all-purpose yards, plus
a short-lived Independence Bowl record
92-yard kickoff return touchdown only to
be topped by M SU’s Tony M ason’s 100yard return on the very next play.
Freshman sensation Kevin Faulk rushed
25 times for 234 yards and two touch
downs. Faulk’s efforts earned him
Offensive MVP honors and the second best
rushing effort in LSU’s bowl history. As a

starter, freshman quarterback Melvin Hill
finished the season undefeated at 4-0 and
paced an LSU offensive attack o f 436 total
yards.
Entering the second half down 21-24,
the Tigers, equipped with a rejuvenated
defense and an eager offensive onslaught,
outscored the Spartans 24-2. Highlighting
the second half were the defensive efforts of
Defensive MVP Gabe N orthern and Allen
Stansberry. Into the third quarter on a
Spartan fumble, N orthern picked up the
pieces and shot into the end zone for the
score. Junior linebacker Stansberry
recorded a game high 18 tackles and an
interception to set up another Tiger score.
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W hat it Takes
L S U Cheerleaders Strive fo r U niform ity a n d Precision
By D a v id M itchell

In front of the Fieldhouse, the LSU
Cheerleaders prepare stunts, tumbles and
basket tosses for another event. Coach
Pauline Zarnott, herself an ’86-’89 LSU
cheerleader, prepares her Gold Squad, the
varsity squad, while assistant coach Liem
Tran works the Purple Squad, or the junior
varsity squad.
“They all have to work and continue to
improve. I push the Gold a little bit more,
but I teach in a progression. The Purple
Squad is a developmental squad. Usually
people are on the Purple Squad
two or three years before they
move up,” Zarnott said.
One exception is Cordell
Thorn, who walked on to the
Gold Squad this year.
According to Zarnott, his
positive attitude and his ability

to pick things up quickly put him in the
front line up.
Uniformity and precision are two
important qualities for football games in the
fall and gymnastics, volleyball and men’s and
women’s basketball in the spring. Zarnott
creates those two qualities by attention to
detail. For example, Zarnott counts “5, 6, 7,
8,” and the Gold Squad does a back flip to
her count, followed by “ 1, 2, 3, 4.” That
begins the first 10 minutes o f practice on
Mondays and Wednesdays.

Uniformity and precision are absolutely
necessary at the December Nationals. Stacy
Lavespere, a speech pathology major, said the
annual competition requires a video tape of
routine, of the LSU crowd reacting to the
cheerleaders and of cheerleaders’ community
work with an explanatory commentary. T he
top 20 are selected to compete on ESPN.
“We really want to go this year. We
didn’t go last year. We went to a camp (and
competition) this summer at East Tennessee
State. It’s one of the best in the country, and

M
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The gold squad gets the crowd going in Tiger Stadiu
m
Stacy Lavespere spent years
of practice and dedication to
become an LSU cheerleader.
JACQUES OUPLANTIS

Getting the
crowd hyped is
no problem for
David Cohen.
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left calf is. In the style of those sparkplug,
ready-for-a-fight mice that adorned B-17 sides
50 years earlier, this Mickey holds a Minnie
Mouse cheerleader over his head in a onearmed move called a “cupie”.
Minnette Plaisance, a native of Baton
Rouge, has always wanted to be an LSU
Cheerleader.
“I was a cheerleader in junior high and
On Tuesdays and T hursdays they work
high school because I wanted to be an LSU
with weights and do cardiovascular exercises. Cheerleader,” said Plaisance, a new team
One cheerleader lacking neither in
captain. After a year at Southeastern
experience nor presence on the team is °
Louisiana University, she walked on and
Becnel. “I’m a leader here because l ‘ve been
made the team because someone ahead of her
around so long and I know a lot. I don’t like
“missed her grades.”
to he idle and to see anyone idle even thoug
Thrust into a Gold Squad position, she
their partner may be hurt. I’ll just fill in.
has performed well for two years, and like the
said the New Orleans native.
rest of the squads and teams they represent,
If this is not a sign o f his dedication to
she will continue to perform well, with
the squad, the Mickey Mouse tattoo on his
uniformity and precision.
we won. W e did that to get ready for
Nationals,” Lavespere said.
Also on Mondays and Wednesdays t ey
practice stunts—where the male cheer ea ers
lift the females over their heads an<^ 1 os
stratospheric basket tosses where one ema
cheerleader flies up as much as 20 feet in t
air. It’s usually senior Chiffonia Jackson,
"she's the lightest one,” they say.

Melissa
Vernaci
leads the
crowd in a
pre-game
cheer.

T he G o l d e n B a n d M a kes Som e M

a g ic

o f Its O w n

By Tonya Mattson

Tiger Band is an organization rich in tradition. Anyone who has been a part of the
crowd of fans mobbing the street to catch a glimpse o f the band coming down the hill for
a Saturday N ight in Death Valley can attest to that fact. “No m atter what the athletic
program is doing, the band has always been great,” comm ented Q uinn Rainwater, who
was one o f the thousands to be entertained by Tiger Band at Fall Fest.
This year the “Golden Band from Tigerland” has improved the tradition that makesit
one o f the best marching bands in the nation. M embership is now at 300 musicians, color
guard and Golden Girls. This increase allowed for the addition of an extra front in the
“L” of the “LSU” form ation in the pre-game show. As any fan who was in Tiger Stadium
this year can tell you, it has also
increased the volume and quality
of the sound of Tiger Band
performances.
However, most o f the
traditions involved with Tiger
Band are those that the public
never sees. W hether it be singing
the them e from H a w a ii 5 0 after a
performance, reading the “Spit
Valve” on a road trip or racing to
the Band Hall after Saturday
practice to beat the Golden Girls
to the Choco-m ints, there are some
moments for band members that
never seem to go away.
O ne of the most exciting
JACQUES DUPLANTIS
aspects of Tiger Band this year was
the return of Assistant Director Linda M oorhouse. After spending two
years in W ashington state to do doctoral work, she brought her expertise
back to LSU for the 103rd year o f the marching band program. By all
standards, Tiger Band enjoyed one o f its most successful seasons to date.
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Right: Drum major Wade
Sutherland leads the
band onto the field for
the ultimate in LSU
traditions, pre-game.
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The w om ens g o lf team
continues to dom inate
the field .

Assistant Aly Rose
follows the ball after a
perfect swing.

By Trae Thompson

Now to the Information Superhighway to
answer your e-mail questions about the Lady
Tigers golf team...
(Bill, Department of Physics): How did the
Lady Tigers do once the fa ll season began?
Does “three first-place finishes” sound
good? After finishing 11th in the Rolex Fall
Preview, LSU dominated the rest of the
courses on which they played. Even in bad
weather, the Lady Tigers held off Duke by six
shots in the Carolyn Cudone Intercollegiate
tournament, 913-919. Before the spring
season, head coach Karen Bahnsen knew
what her team had to do to remain
successful. “We just want to finish where we
left off last fall,” she said.
(Debby in CEBA): Who are some o f the
players that make LSU a conference contender
this spring?
W ith leadership from seniors Shannon
Hanson and Casey Scott, Bahnsen can look
to sophomore Ashley W inn, who shot a 7374-147 to tie for second place in Lady Tiger
tournament at Auburn. Also, there’s Michelle
Louviere, who closed the fall shooting a 228
for seventh place in the Cudone
Intercollegiate tournament.
Do you cyberjunkies have any more
questions?
JEN N IFER A B ELSO N
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Head coach Karen Bahnsen gives some last
minute gof tips to her crew.

All-SEC golfer Ashley
Winn successfully
pulls her game out of
a sand trap.
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Sophomore Michelle Louviere keeps her
eye on the ball.

JENNIFER ABELSON

Senior Casey
Scott puts the
finishing
touches on
her green
approach.

Experience
makes the
Harrison returns a
team o f winners.

grAde

By Trae Thompson

W hen looking at the Tiger golf team,
two things become obvious very quickly. 1)
Experience is going to be a nice thing this
season; and 2) If they hit the ball good,
LSU could have a couple o f first place
finishes like they did last fall. As he
watched his team practice, head coach Britt
Harrison knew anything could happen
to his players this season.
“This is a team that if it prepares itself
well, and if we don’t get overconfident and
lackadaisical, then I think we’re going to
do very well,” he said. “I think all our
success this year is going to be predicated
on how we prepare.” And the preparation
m ust have been good, as the Tigers
averaged a score of 74.3 in five
tournam ents and had five players finish
among the top 20 in scoring 15 times.
W ith seniors Brian Bateman and Philip
Schm itt returning, Harrison also believed
freshman D.A. Points made this a much
better team than last year’s. Points finished
at -5 with a 67 at the T ournam ent of
Cham pions in Knoxville to tie for eighth
place.
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Sophomore Chad Harris puts the wedge to the test.
Junior Chip
McDonald
prepares his
drive.
JENNIFER ABELSON

Phillip Schmidt
concentrates on his
next putt.

Freshman D.A. Points sure doesn't like the
points as he eyes his next shot.
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Sophomore
Adam Manuel
gets some tips
from his peers
on his drive.
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L S U gym nasts struggle fo r the rig h t balance o f grace a n d athleticism
By True Thompson

W hen well executed, the LSU gymnastics
program is poetry in motion.
For Tiger gymnastics coach D-D
Pollock, there was no reason why her team
wouldn’t have that poetry to show once again
this season. Along with five freshmen, LSU
took a number six ranking to their first meet
in the Bahamas. However, the Tigers finished
second behind Georgia. “This is a very
mixed squad we have,” Pollock said. “W ith
what happened in the Bahamas, I think we
need to sharpen our consistency and
eliminate some errors to put us back in the
rankings again.”
Back at work, LSU prepared for their
first regular season meet against Georgia.
Unfortunately the Tigers suffered a 161.925195.875 loss. Pollock had reason to smile
when Amy McCloskey soon became the
number one ranked gymnast on the balance
beam routine in the nation. Though the
Tigers suffered another loss to the Kentucky
Wildcats, 192.725-193.075, McCloskey
conquered the balance beam with a 9.975
and retained her title. The crowd and her
teammates loved it. And once the rest of the
Tigers displayed that same grace, fans knew
this would be something to come back for.
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Junior Syreeta Barnett manipulates every
concept of balance as she competes on
the beam.

1995 All-American Jennifer Wood gains momentum on herw
y
a
to her next vault attempt. She scored a perfect 10 in this event
seven times last season.

LIONEL HEBERT

Senior Jennifer Wood executes a perfect split in her beam act.
Assistant coach Jeff Thompson watches freshman Cindy Viado on the uneven bars.
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Assistant coach Thompson
spots a gymnast on the vault.

Sophomore Cindy
Marion prepares to
dismount in the
beam competition.

Amy McClosky makes sure everything is perfect
and in place on the runway.
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1995 All-American Kristy Savoie plans her aerial
attack as she mounts the vault.
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Stephanie Viado
struts her stuff in
her floor
exercise routine.

LIONEL HEBERT

Amy McClosky gets a
spot on the uneven
bars from assistant
coach Thompson.

LIONEL HEBERT

Jennifer Landry takes a break as Syreeta Barnett
warms up with a stretch.

LIONEL HEBERT

theDAWNof aNEWera

in women’s soccer

By Charles J. Rivet

Soccer, the most popular sport in the world, is
a runaway train gaining momentum in the South.
Until this season the LSU women’s soccer team
had only participated on the intercollegiate club
level. This season the team initiated a new
competitive tradition. O n September 3, 1995, this
steaming locomotive pulled into the gates of LSU.
Head Coach Miriam Hickey stoked the
furnace to engineer an impressive 11-9-1 record.
Her coaching together with the girls’
determination and talent earned them a place in
the SEC W omen’s Soccer Tournament.
Unfortunately, the team lost to Kentucky in this
single elimination tournament. Such an experience
of loss bonds a team, builds character and is the
seed of future victory. Hickey’s recruits now know
what to concentrate on for next year. They also
hold the opportunity to offer new recruits their
experience, a luxury they themselves could not
enjoy.
Hickey has recruited players from eight states,
including Tennessee, New Jersey and Texas.
Hickey said, “We were in a difficult position
recruiting because we couldn’t show any of our
recruits an actual product, but I couldn’t be any
happier with the recruiting class.”

The players are relatively young; learning the parameters of collegiate play together
will entice them to play as a team rather than as individual heroes. A strong soccer team
consists of players who know how to communicate on the field. This recruiting strategy
which stimulates cohesion, is ideal. Coach Hickey said “The best eleven will start, not
the eleven best.”
LSU media proves the importance of cohesion off the field. The LSU Sports
Network and KLSU combined efforts to publicize this varsity team in its inception with
radio coverage of nine games. Surprisingly enough, LSU press gave women’s soccer
some of its most extensive media attention in the country.
Together with an impressive inaugural season and cooperation from the University
media, this steaming locomotive breathes a desire for future victories. The tracks have
been laid and the railroad cars pieced together, so make way for the blazing speed of a
new era in LSU sports.

ERIK KRIDAKORN
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Above: Forward Ana Mendoza passes the ball into play from
the sideline.
Left: Defender Brenna Bech and head coach Miriam Hickey
anxiously watch the play on the field.

Left: Mendoza
beats two
Arkansas Little
Rock players to
the action.
Below: Defender
Amanda Cook powers
the ball across the field.
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Left: Defender
Brooke Jacobsen
stands ready as
Stephanie W ill
iams outwits the
players from
Florida State.
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Left: Dione Perry races an
opponent for control of the play

Right: Michelle McKinney
plays strong in the midfield.
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Above: The LSU players can't help
celebrating a well-deserved victory
Right: Assistant coach Chuck
endricks explains the seriousness
H
of the situation to the players.
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toReady
T he w om en's
sw im m in g a n d d iv in g
program surfaces as a
real contender.

By Trae Thompson

W hen they first crept into the LSU
Natatorium, Tiger swimming head coach
Rick Meador was a little anxious about what
kind of a team he would have this season.
Watching both teams practice, Meador knew
what the feeling was like once the winning
began. “You know, if things go well, this can
be a lot of fun,” he said with a chuckle.
Meador must have had some fun once the
women’s swimming and diving team began
their season. Heading into the SEC
championships, the Lady Tigers were 5-3,
with only one conference loss. And the
closest any team came to beating them was by
seven points. But just like Dale Brown
having Ronnie Henderson, Meador had
junior Becky Gibbs whipping other
opponents left and right in the pool. Gibbs
finished in first place at the SEC
championships in the 200-yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:16:93. Julie McLaughlin
and Chantel Harrison also finished in the
top 10.
Looking back on their performance,
Meador was optimistic about what to expect
once the spring season began. “From where
we were at the beginning of the year, I’m
excited about how this team has progressed,
and I think that even though we finished
seventh in the SEC championships, we can
compete with anyone in our conference.”
Nothing like it when things go how you
want them, huh coach?
JACQUES DUPLANTIS
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Freshman
Kevin Beach
catches air for
the perfect
spring.

Head Coach
Rick Meador
gets down to
business with
some of his
swimmers.
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Making
a

L S U swimmers are
Atlanta-bound after
disqualification.
By Trae Thompson
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It was highway robbery. A late hit
after the bell rang. A chop block on the
offensive lineman. D uring the SEC
championships in Knoxville, Tennessee,
two o f the relay teams from the Tiger
swimming team were disqualified. The
first came on February 8 when the m en ’s
400-yard intermediate relay team was
booted out for leaving too soon. Then,
the 800-yard freestyle team was
disqualified due to in term ittent
m ovem ent by M auricio Cuhna.
Sitting in his office, head coach Rick
M eador was confused by what
happened. “Both o f those are what we
would call in swimming very minor,
m inor infractions,” he said. “In thirteen
years o f coaching, I’ve rarely seen any of

The harder the
twists, the lighter
the splash, the
bigger the
points...

those things happen, and it was a little
bit o f a setback for our m o m e n tu m .”
T o compensate for the bad luck,
M eador takes pride in knowing that five
o f h is swimmers will be com peting in the
Olympics this sum m er in Atlanta. He
also has two divers who ranked among
the top 10 in the SEC in two dual
events. W ith their next meet set for
M arch 3, M eador was confident that
things would turn around. “From where
we were at the beginning o f the year, I’m
excited about how this team ’s
progressed, and I th in k the guys will be
motivated to swim well in our next
m eet.” After finishing 9-1 last season, a
chance for redem ption seemed likely.

Servin' it U p
By True Thompson

Judging by the gates being locked, something big
must be happening inside the confines of W T
“Dub” Robinson Tennis Stadium.
Look hard enough, and you’ll see it’s just the
Lady Tigers tennis team practicing. And standing
to the side, interjecting comments to his players is
head coach Tony Minnis. With six players
returning, Minnis believes LSU could contend for
both a conference and national tide. “We have had
a little adversity to deal with lately, but if we play to
our capability, I feel very confident in what we can
do,” he said.
That confidence was fueled once the season
began for LSU against Southeastern Louisiana.
Ranked no. 22, the Lady Tigers took five of the six
singles matches and won the doubles competition.
LSU then followed with another victory over the
Southern Jaguars. Looking at how they’ve done,
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Minnis pointed out one
comparison between this year’s
Lady Tigers and last year’s. “Last
year’s team wondered whether
they could be a top 20 team and
make the tournament, and this
year’s knows it can. I think that’s a
big difference because once you’ve
been to the show, you know what
it takes to get there, ” he said.
It’s called practice. And
watching the Lady Tigers tennis
team proves to be interesting even
if it’s through the cracks of
locked gates.
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A dvantageL
U
S
M en s ten n is begins the
season near the top o f
th e ranks .
By True Thompson

If you’ve got a minute, you need to catch
this m en’s tennis team playing. Ranked no.
10 in the nation, the Tigers have already
made a laughing stock out of the Notre
Dame Fightin’ Irish, whom they beat by a
score of 4-3. And to make the situation even
more enjoyable, head coach Jerry Simmons
had the same team returning this year that he
had last season.
“Some of the boys are playing better this
year than they did last year, and some are
playing worse,” Simmons said. “O ur team
has real good depth this year though because
if someone doesn’t step up at one time, then
we can bring in someone else.”
One of those players Simmons alluded to
was Gus Fernandes, who controlled the
singles action with an upset win over no. 2
ranked Jakub Pietrowski, 8-2. In doubles
action, the Tiger duo of Ryan Ideta and
Chad Dudley looked to possibly be
conference and national contenders.
But judging by how his team did,
Simmons thought things would be okay for
his team. “To open on the road, in the snow,
against Notre Dame— who was
undefeated— showed that our guys have
more faith in each other, they know they can
play together and they know that when it
gets tight, they’ll pull together and do a great
job,” Simmons said.
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Continuing

the

Legacy
Track a n d fie ld bounds a h ea d of the com petition.

By Zack Smith

For the past 10 years, the Lady Tiger track
and field team has by far mastered the art of
dom ination. Added to the wom en’s gold-plated
history was yet another SEC championship
victory; make that 10 consecutive
championships. H ighlighting the victory was
D ’Andre Hill, who qualified for NCAAs with
wins in both the 60-m eter dash and the 200meter dash. Kim C arson’s 60-m eter hurdle
victory was not only extra points for the Tigers,
but a new school record of 8.05 seconds.
For the m en’s team, academic and injury
problems plagued their success indoors, but
nevertheless, they posted some incredible times.
Rohsaan Griffin claimed an LSU school record
with a 20.61 first place clocking in the second
heat o f the 200-m eter dash. Tiger football
standout, Eddie Kennison, posted a season best
in the 200 with a 21.31. SEC winners included
60-m eter hurdle champ Bert Rareshide, who
clocked a season best 7.77, and the m en’s
4x400-m eter relay team got the win with a
3:06.22 time.
Early in the season, the m en’s and wom en’s
squad each took home a victory at Fairfax,
Virginia’s Patriot Games. At the games, triple
jum per Suzette Lee won the event with a mark
o f 44 feet, 2 3/4 inches, a meet record and the
second longest jum p in school history. At the
H ouston Indoor Classic, the Tigers finished
only two points behind winners USL, while the
Lady Tigers finished in first place with 104
points.
For the outdoors season, the Tigers look to
improve their third place SEC and NCAA
finishes with the return o f a prim ed and talented

cast. All-America honorees Griffin and
Kennison lead the powerful sprint
corps with Chris Cum m ings and
Jermaine G rant playing im portant
roles in the crew’s success. Consistent
hurdler Rareshide returns, as with
AllAmerica long jum per Troy Twille.
Heading up the distance team is
fivetime All-American Passmore
Furusa.
As for the women, the Lady Tigers
boast three o f the top 10 1 0 0 meter
runners in the U .S . by Track and
Field News with Hill, Z undra Feagin
and Kwajalein Butler all returning.
O ne-hundred-ten-m eter hurdle star
Kim Carson will play another leading
role in outdoor success, along with
middle-distance runner Silje
Rasmussen in the 800, who is coming
off of an impressive cross country
season.
T he m en’s and wom en’s cross
country team ’s continued to prosper
under second-year head coach M ark
Elliot. The men finished sixth in the
SEC meet, led by Furusa’s sixth place
finish on the 8k course. Eunice Flores
led all Lady Tigers with her 60th
place finish on the 5k course. At the
District III meet in South Carolina,
Phil Sims was the Tigers highest
finisher, coming in 32nd.
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READY,

AIM ...

K ILL!
The w in n in g tra d itio n o f
Tiger volleyball returns ...
By Zack Smith

Perhaps no LSU sports team this year has completed such an
evident 180-degree turn from the previous season as the volleyball
team. Rebounding way off of their disappointing 1994 season of
8-23, head coach Scott Luster and his 1995 squad finished the
season with 20 wins and 12 losses, characteristic of traditional
LSU volleyball.
The Tigers mounted impressive victories in the Louisiana
Invitational to capture first place honors while landing middle
blocker Jackie Bode on the MVP list. After an 8-7 conference
record and a second place finish in the SEC West, the Tigers host^
the SEC Tournament. The Tigers were knocked out early in a
second-round loss to South Carolina but ended up producing three
All-SEC members to close out conference play. Making first team
All-SEC was senior outside hitter Luciana Santana while Bode and
outside hitter/middle blocker Carmis Franks made second team.
The Tigers capped off their turn-around season with two wins
over N orth Carolina State and Virginia in the SEC/ACC Challenges.

During a huddle, assistant coach Frances Compton goes
over the game plan once again with her players.
ERIK KRIDAKORN

Outside hitter Luciana Santana winds up for a serve.
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Middle blocker Carmis Franks
quickly sends another volley
into South Carolina territory.

Middle blocker Jackie Bode connects on a
flawless spike against Kentucky.
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Randi Winn braces
for this set as outside
hitter Marinda Cantu
contemplates the kill.
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Shannon
Hoesing listens
attentively to
head coach
Scott Luster as
he briefs the
team on
upcoming
strategies.
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Outside hitter Carmis
Franks gets the set she
needs from Randi Winn
for the kill.

Carmis Franks eyes her
teammate's block as she
waits as backup.

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Right: Carmis Franks and Roxanne
Henry share a moment together after
a tough battle in the Pete Mac.

These two Tigers stretch to
the limit to attempt a block
against South Carolina.
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The Cleveland Indians and
the Atlanta Braves squared off
in the first World Series in two
years. With the hard hitting
Indians and their .291 team
b attin g average m atched
against the superb Braves
bullpen, this Series was hyped
up to be one of the best. In the
end, the arms outplayed the
bats as the Braves won the
Series in the sixth game in
Atlanta, 1-0 with a David
Justice home run.

AP

T his L S U seal w as used in 1 9 0 7 .

On January 18, 1996, the
Dallas Cowboys beat Pittsburgh
27-17 to win their third Super
Bowl in four seasons. The game
making plays were executed by
cornerback Larry Brown, who
finally em erged from the
shadows of star players Troy
Aikman, Emmitt Smith and
Deion Sanders. The victory was
particularly sweet for coach
Barry Switzer, who has been
continuously criticized since
replacing Jimmy Johnson two
years ago.

AP

Professional women’s tennis
doesn’t get any better than this.
On September 9, the stage was set
at the New York U.S. Open as the
w om en’s fin als show cased
previous Wimbledon and French
Open winner Steffi Graf, against
the inspired and successful return
of Monica Seles. The determined
Seles put up a good fight, but it
was Graf in the end who claimed
her third consecutive Grand Slam
title. For Seles, it was the first loss
since her return to professional
tennis. She had taken a two-year
absence after being stabbed in the
back by a deranged fan at a match
ln Germany.

AP

Members of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority in 1954.

Organizations

(tre
:noitdar - d ish 'en)

3. an inherited principle, standard, or prac
tice or body of principles, standards, and
practices serving as the established guide of
an individual or group.

Acacia
By Zack Smith

The fraternity of Acacia
is a social and fraternal
organization that recruits
students to better
themselves as men by
emphasizing brotherhood,
community service and
scholarship. Acacia was
nationally founded at the
University of Michigan in
1904. The brothers of
LSU Acacia have been
molding top men on this
campus since 1936. A
fraternal organization that
promotes brotherhood as
well as scholarship and
com m unity service,
Acacia hopes to achieve its
internal and external goals
by making well-rounded
brothers each year.
The brothers of Acacia
actively take part in the
“Vein Drain,” a blood
drive sponsored by a local
medical center, the adopta-school program, and
they hold a Thanksgiving
food drive for the needy
with LSU sororities.
Acacia also helps clean up
the LSU environment in
its participation with the

PARTY PICS

community in lake
clean-ups. Acacia’s social
scene includes fall
football parties, Acacia
formal, Night on the
Nile and the annual
Casino Night party.

PARTYPICS

I By CharlesJ. Rivet
The Louisiana State University
Accounting Society was founded in
1978. As a professional organization, it
allows at least 100 accounting students
to meet professionals in their field.
Prom inent local com panies sponsor
meetings and provide guests w ho speak
to the group about accounting and
general business. T his opportunity
gives the students insight into the inner
workings o f the business w orld while
allowing them to converse w ith
business people.
M em bership is n ot lim ited to
accounting m ajors, however, students
must be currently enrolled in an
accounting class or have com pleted a
three-hour accounting course to be
members. T his gives the m em bers a
common foundation.
Officers for the fall o f 1995 are
Vanessa M eyer, president; Patrick
Brandau, treasurer and Jenny Lacour,
secretary. O th e r officers are John
Carroll, w ho organizes activities, and
Christie Peyton, whose m ain concern is
Publicity. T h e organization has three
vice president positions. Adele H ilbun
acts as vice president o f m em bership
while Libby Butross works as vice
president o f hosting. Jenny Barnett
holds the position o f vice president of
meetings. C hantelle G aspard runs
ubsiness c o m m u n ic a tio n s, and
Charolette W right heads all other
comm unications. D r. G lenn Sum ners
is the group’s advisor. T ogether they
create an environm ent conducive to
exploring the param eters o f accounting
and business.
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The fall 1995 officers of
the accounting society
were Vanessa Meyer,
president; Patrick
Brandau, treasurer; Jenny
Lacour, secretary; John
Carroll, activities; Adele
Hilbun, vice president—
membership; Libby
Butross, vice president—
hosting; Christie Peyton,
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publicity; Jenny Barnett,
vice president—
meetings; Chantelle
Caspard, business
communications;
Charolette W right,
communications and Dr.
Glenn Sumners, advisor.

Agricultural
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By Z ack Smith

Student

Top Left: The Agricultural Student
Council officers are Top row: Paula
Borne, president; Tara Charleville, vice
president; Clint Yates, treasurer; Daren
Jones, rodeo chairman Bottom row: Beth
Hopkins, reporter; Shelley Benoit,
secretary; Michael Capdebascq, S.G .
senator Not pictured: Casey Forbes,
parliamentarian

Council

The Agricultural Student
Council is a service and
professional organization
that is made up of seven
officers and fifteen rep
resentatives from various
clubs within the College of
Agriculture. The council's
main purpose is to represent
as one unit the students
enrolled in the College of
Agriculture. The Agri
cultural Student Council
organizes activities each
year among its clubs and
departments, such as the
Spring Livestock Show, in
concession for the funding
and promotion of the
College of Agriculture,
LSU and the council itself.
The council’s objectives
focus on generating ideas
and activities for the
successful spring Ag Week
to become active leaders
with the Western Asso
ciation of Agricultural
Councils (WAAC) and to
bring potential employers;
to campus for the recruiting
of agriculture students. T
he
council participates in
community and LSU
projects such as pro
fessional development
activities, Quad clean-ups
and the All-Ag Exchange
for freshman entering the
College of Agriculture.

Alpha

KappaAlpha
By Bridget M artin

Alpha
By Bridget M artin

On December 2, 1972, the local chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Inc. was founded at LSU.
Since that date, this sorority has made
community and campus service its primary
goals.
Members pride themselves in being dedicated
to their sorority and in giving their time to help
others. They do this through volunteer work
such as playing bingo with senior citizens at
Hillhaven Nursing Home, giving parties at the
Louisiana School for the Deaf and “adopting”
Buchanan Elementary School.
Their efforts can be seen around campus in
their participation in the annual Taste of the
Tiger and the Student Organization Fair.

Lambda D e lta

Alpha Lambda Delta is a society that
honors outstanding freshman academic
achievement. Freshmen who have attained a
g.p.a. of 3.5 or above are given lifetime
membership in the society.
The LSU chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta,
which was established in 1933, was recently
recognized as national outstanding chapter
with a presentation of the Order of the Torch.
Each year inducted freshmen vote for a
Freshman Teacher of the Year. As
sophomores, outstanding members are
eligible to receive the Jo Anne Trow Award.
The Senior Book Award is given to the
member with the highest graduating g.p.a.,
and senior certificates are given to those
members who graduate with a 3.5 or above.
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American

Institute of
By Charles J. Rivet

According to a spokesperson
for the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, the
organization aims to “provide
chemical engineering students
with social and academic
opportunities in their field of
study. The activities allow
members to have an inlet of
information from the
professional world while
interacting with other students as
well as practicing engineers.”
Seniors involved in this
organization act as mentors for
less experienced students entering
the College of Engineering.
AICE is currently working on a
library and study room for
chemical engineering students.
President Robert C. Wight
considers this group a
“professional organization.”
Projects such as the future library
and study room are concrete
examples that make his belief a
reality.
Other officers includes Vice
President Chad Scott, Treasurer
Stefan Vogt and Secretary Leah
Oubre. Chip Alcon acts as social
coordinator, while Taryn Hess
handles publicity. Yvette Morgan
and Jonathan Picard team up to
represent the engineering
council. Tina Scully is the senior
class representative, Jeff Price
represents the junior class and
Rachel Vicknair acts as
sophomore representative.
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Chemical
Engineers

American

Societyof
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Interior

D e s ig n e r s
By Charles J. Rivet Studentchapter m em bership in the
American Society for Interior Designers
offers the o p p o rtu n ity to prepare for a
rewarding career in interior design.
Members participate in a wide range o f
learning experiences and program s that
compliment their academ ic training,
such as interaction w ith professional
members. This industry and professional
interaction introduces students to new

develop- merits in the field o f interior
design.
A SID is an active part o f the
com m unity. T h e LSU group proves this
by donating tim e to H ab itat for
H um anity, Fall Fest and Design Days.
T he group received national recognition
as the “ 1995 Best C o m m u n ity Service
Project in the N a tio n ” for w ork w ith
H abitat for H um anity. A S ID ’s m ain goal

this year was to be the best student
chapter in the nation. President Julie
Brown helped President-Elect Stephanie
Caire to further her accom plishm ents in
duty to the organization. Faculty adviser
A ndrea D augherty continued listening
to questions and offering her experience.

American

so ciety of
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Landscape

By Kristen Wynne

A large number of professionals and
students in both North and South
America are members of the ASLA.
The organization provides information
about events and occurences in the
landscape architecture field.

The ASLA gives special awards for
professionals and scholarships for
students. As students, members are
introduced to the professional world
through ASLA and are provided with
many job opportunities.

ASLA officers for 1995-96
were Matt Plant, president; Rob
Morton, vice president; Kevin
Gautreaux, treasurer and Kathy
Hanson, secretary.

Architects

B y Charles J. Rivet

Left: The 1995-96 Angel
Flight officers. Top row: Jo
Ann Tabary, Emily Hafner,
Jessica Furr, Mena Cho,
Carmen Matthews Bottom
row: Nicole Braud, Michelle
Bergeron, Stacey Wilson
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Angel Flight is a m ilitary
organization first founded at LSU in
1958. Its m ain goal is to aid in the
progress and m ission o f the A rnold
Air Society. It also advances and
promotes interest in the Air Force
Reserve O fficer T rain in g program at
the university level, familiarizes Angel
Flight m em bers w ith the traditions,
purposes and concepts o f the U nited
States Air Force and allows its
members to learn about the nation' s
defense institutions w ith o u t the
prerequisite o f a m ilitary career
comm itm ent. It creates a fellowship
among individual m em bers through
service to the U niversity and
com m unity while aiding in the
character and grow th o f each
individual m em ber.
Angel Flight participates in m any
community and LSU projects.
Children from the Louisiana School
for the Visually Im paired benefit
f romthis g roup’s ph ilan th ro p y .
Members also usher concerts at the
Pete M aravich Assembly C enter, help
the Red Cross, w ork w ith Special
Olympics and Senior O lym pics, assist
the Baton Rouge F ood Bank, donate
time to the B attered W o m en ' s shelter
and work the LSU Book Bazaar.
These students’ dedication shows
through their continual participation
in the com m unity. C am pus cleanups, visits to the war veterans hom e
and help at the C o m m u n ity
Outreach Fair give further credence
to their disciplined dedication to
society. The P urdue C u p was
awarded to the LSU chapter at the
national convention. T h is award
recognizes them as the m ost
outstanding large flight in the nation.

Scotch
By Bridget Martin

Scotch Guard is an honorary
women’s auxiliary to the United States
Army ROTC. Members work to
advance and promote interest in the U.S.
Army and the Army Reserve Officers’
Training Corps by informing and
exemplifying to the public the spirit of
the U.S. Army and the Army ROTC.
The Guard is not just committed to
the Army alone. It provides valuable

services to the Baton Rouge community.
Scotch Guard members may be found
offering tutoring and arts and crafts
instruction through the Big Buddy
program. They serve as pediatric aids at
Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical
Center. They are Quota Club volunteers,
St. James Place volunteers, Louisiana
School for the Deaf volunteers, Loui
siana Arts and Science Gala hostesses

and ushers at the Pete Maravich
Assembly Center and the LSU Union
Theater.
Scotch Guard members can be found
participating in Tiger Day, State Rally
Spring Testing, Career Day, the
Community Outreach Fair, Book
Bazaar, Wellness Fair, Mental Health
Week, Rape Awareness Week and
Nutrition Awareness Week.

G uard
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By Charles J. Rivet

T h e Baptist Student Union at LSU is a
religious organization sponsored by the
Baptist Churches in Louisiana. It strives to
provide spiritual growth and maturation
forparticipating students. This religious
organization was founded in 1925.
T he Baptist Student Union sponsors
many community ministries. The group
leads a worship service at the Louisiana
Correctional Institute for Women in St.
Gabriel. It also provides transportation for
incoming seamen at the Port of Baton
Rouge, offers literacy training for children
in Mall City on a weekly basis and puts
together a monthly puppet show at the
Children’s Hospital in New Orleans.
Kristyn Smith is the chairman of Bible
study, and Jennifer Dowies chairs alumni
and faculty relations. Campus relations
are led by Meg Roberts and Todd Davis.
Brian Scott handles churchmanship, and
community ministries are overseen by
Jayme Marler. Melissa McCutcheon is
chairman of computer records. Enlistment
takesm
ore
organization, so Jamey
Droddy, Guy Moore and Dina Rollason
sharethis chair.

S tudent
U n i on

Chapel

onthe

Campus

CHAPEL ON CAMPUS

By Bridget Martin
The Chapel on the Campus
was founded in 1972. It is an
independent ministry and
maintains no affiliation with any
other denomination or
organization.
The College Ministry of the
Chapel on the Campus seeks to
balance the intellectual pursuits
of students with an awareness of
the spiritual dimension of life
both on and off campus. The
Chapel encourages students to
seek excellence in all areas of
preparation for life and believes
that a right relationship with
God is foundational to all other
pursuits.
The good news of Jesus Christ
is at the core of the Chapel’s

CHAPEL ON CAMPUS

College Ministry. Their desire is
that every one on the LSU campus
might have the opportunity to
respond to the gospel of Jesus
Christ.
The Chapel strives to provide a
church home for both American
and International students. A
variety of programs designed to
meet the needs of today’s college
student are held at the Chapel on a
weekly basis. Worship services are

offered on Sunday mornings at
9:00 and 10:45 a.m.. The
Chapel also offers a Sunday
Morning College Class at 10:45
a.m. On Sunday evening there is
disciple-ship training. Chapel
members interact with the help
of programs such as Adopt-aTiger and Friendship Partners.

Chi

ByNatalie Ann Guidry

Chi-O celebrated its centennial
this year and is still going strong.
Founded on April 5, 1895, at
the University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville, this social
organization was formed to
promote friendship, scholarship,
campus involvement, career
development and community
service. The Phi Gamma Chapter
was founded at LSU on January
2, 1924.
Chi-O members contribute to
the LSU campus by setting high
standards for its members.
Members of the Phi Gamma
C hapter become involved in LSU
activities and help build
community and campus spirit.
D u r i n g the year Chi-O
members participated in the Read
Aloud Program, a service project
chosen by the national chapter.
Members are also involved with
the Big Buddy program and other
numerous campus organizations.
Chi-O also sponsors the annual
" C h i- O O p e n ," a te n n i s
tournament that raises money for
a scholarship awarded to an
outstanding woman. In this way
the Phi Gamma Chapter supports
its national philanthropy of
higher education for women.
Thechapter has been

Omega
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recognized for its
outstanding leadership,
both in community
activities and service
projects. The Phi Gamma
Chapter was honored to
initiate Jennifer Barr as the
1995 Supreme Governing
Council Model Initiate at
convention last June.

PARTY PICS

Circle K
By Charles J. Rivet

Circle K International was founded in
1947 and exists in every state as well as nine
other countries. The LSU Circle K was
chartered in 1964 and is dedicated to service
Work for the community and University.
Rallies, conventions and weekly service
projects create good leadership skills and help
members feel good about themselves. This
group participates with organizations such as
the Big Buddy program, Special Olympics,
Cancer Society, Baton Rouge Youth, Habitat
tor Humanity, Baton Rouge Food Bank and
Kiwanis Christmas Wonderland.
LSU Circle K won third place at the
international convention in the division of
club achievement and first place for
membership growth. This shows that students
on the LSU campus have a growing concern
tor their community.

LIONEL HEBERT
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oleCge of Arts
and Sciences
Student
Government

yB Charles ] . Rivet

The main objective of the Arts
and Sciences Student Government
is to act as liaison between the
students and faculty. This
organization bridges the two in
order to attain stability through
cooperation. As president o f this

organization, Jessica Woodman works
with vice president Tiffany Pitre and
secretary Courtney Kaufman to keep
students in touch with faculty
members. Lupe LaMaria, their faculty
advisor, oversees activities such as the
annual College o f Arts and Sciences

breakfast in the Quad and the Spring
Awards Banquet. Together this student
government team offers a competent
connection between the Arts and
Science administration and the
students it serves.

The
Daily
Reveille
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The spring staff gathers for a much-needed restroom break.
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Above: The fall Reveille staff
Right: Katy Finn in keeps the
Reveille's advertising organized.

Zack
yB
Smith

In its near century of existence, T h e D a i l y
R e v e i l le has continued to produce highly
informative and readable news for both students
and faculty. Distributed Tuesday through
Thursday during the fall and spring semesters and
bi-weekly during the summer term, the campus
newspaper keeps the LSU community involved
and aware of current local and world news.
Equipped with a successful advertising staff, the
R e v e i l le creates more than a 3 0 ,0 0 0 -consumer
hotspot for local businesses. With no sport too
small, the R e v e i l l e ' s exciting and picturesque
sports coverage keeps each Tiger fan up to date.
As it has always been written, edited and
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produced by the students, the staff reported
certain issues of significant importance, such
as the Louisiana governor’s race and
influential world news. The R e v e i l l e brought
the news to life when it sponsored a forum on
racial issues in the fall amidst the racially
sensitive governor’s race. Some of this year’s
crew attended the College Media Advisors
Conference in Washington, D.C., along with
other members of the LSU media.
From its student commentary page to its
up-to-date community activity calendar the
R e v e i l l e acts as a readers social, political, local
and international information survival kit.

Delta
By Z ack Smith

Since its birth on the LSU campus in
1941, the Louisiana State chapter of Delta
Chi has continued its organizational
purpose in the fostering of a common
bond of brotherhood between a select
group of men.
Delta Chi was nationally founded on
October 13, 1890, and through the 106year existence of the fraternity, the
brothers pride themselves as one of the
fraternity’s top establishments. The Delta
Chis participate in Greek fund raisers such
as Taste of the Tiger, Adopt-a-Mile,
Songfest and Greek Week.
In keeping the Delta Chi social scene at
its best, each year is full of the chapter’s
traditional parties and sorority exchanges.
Each fall sets the scene for Mystery Ball,
Halloween Party and Christmas Cocktails,
while the spring’s social calendar is
highlighted by Bus Trip, Mardi Gras and
St. Patrick’s Day parties, South Seas and
formal in Destin, Florida.

Chi
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Delta
By Charles J. Rivet

DeltaD elta

Delta Delta Delta began
in Boston on Thanksgiving
Eve of 1888. By 1934 the
LSU Delta Omega chapter
was formed to spread this
everlasting band of
friendship to our campus.
The sisters participate in
Frats at Bat, University
Clean-Up, Taste of the
Tiger and Sigma Chi
Derby Days, and they
raised $4,000 for
children’s cancer research.
During Homecoming week
they sponsor Faculty Club
Landscaping.
The LSU chapter won
the Chancellor’s Cup
Award for Scholarship,
third place for Sigma Chi
Derby Days and third
place in Taste of the Tiger
for their “sinful potatoes.”
In addition to these
awards, they also received
national recognition for
outstanding rush, while
Delta Rachel Baughman
was voted the 1995
Panhellenic president and
the 1995 LSU
Homecoming Queen.
The Delta Omega

chapter follows its
national motto to
“broaden the intellectual
life of its members and
to establish an
everlasting bond of
friendship among its
sisters.” The sisters of
Delta Delta Delta
consider 1995 to be
“successful and exciting
in both the LSU Greek
system and the Baton
Rouge community.”
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Delta
Gamma

By Bridget Martin

Delta Gamma strives to create an
environment for its members where
lasting friendships can be established,
clear thought can be stimulated and a
deeper love and consideration for
mankind can be developed. DG
produces women who are able to
recognize the value of intellectual
motivation, graciousness in daily living
and community awareness.
This year, members volunteered at
Louisiana School for the Visually
Impaired. The sorority also held a Jazz
Luncheon Style Show to raise money
for the school. Delta Gamma sponsored
its Annual Anchor Splash swim meet,
which raised money for their phil
anthropy. It also held a Spring Picnic for
charity. Members participated in
Homecoming activities, Greek Week
and Sigma Xi Derby Days.
The sorority and its members have
been honored with many awards,
including winning Greek Week for the
past two years and having members of
the sorority as the past two Greek
Goddesses. Recently Delta Gamma won
the Columnae Award, which honored
the chapter for outstanding work with its
alumnae chapter. It also received the
Patricia Peterson Daniels Award for
overall chapter excellence in all areas
and the Roberta Abernathy Award,
which is given to the one chapter that
best exemplifies in spirit and in deed the
qualities of responsibility, cooperation,
dependability and initiative.
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Delta

Sigma P h i

MAGNOLIA COMPOSITES

Delta
Sigma Pi

By Charles J. Rivet

Delta Sigma Pi was established on
December 7, 1929. It concentrates
on brotherhood in business and
develops business skills such as
national networking.
This group lent a helping hand in
organizing the Baton Rouge Blues
Festival, where the obscure Chicago
blues great Luther Allison and the
well-known John Mayall headlined.
The brothers also participate in
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projects such as Mini Olympics, held
by the Louisiana School for the Deaf,
and the Adopt-a-Road Program.
Delta Sigma Pi received the most
improved chapter Efficiency Index
Award. This organization “is a
professional fraternity organized to
foster the study o f business in
universities, to encourage scholarship,
social activity and the mutual
advancement o f students through

research and practice.”
The organization also promotes
cohesion between students and the
world o f business. Delta Sigma Pi
demands an ethic for these students
who are embarking on the lives o f
businessmen. This ethic, in turn,
stimulates the civic and commercial
welfare o f the community.
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Delta

Zeta

By Charles J. Rivet

The Sigma Chapter of the Delta Zeta
Sorority was founded in 1917. The LSU
chapter of Delta Zeta was the first to be
established in the South and is the
second oldest on campus. Delta Zeta has
more chapters at more universities
nationwide than any other Greek
organization. The purpose of Delta Zeta
is to inspire in its members a greater
appreciation of group dynamics, to
encourage success in academics and in
philanthropy and to unite its members in
the pursuit of everlasting friendship.
Delta Zeta attempts to create an
atmosphere of community service. Its
members have contributed to the
Workout for Hope for Aids Research
and have taken care of certain aspects of
Homecoming and Greek Week. Delta
Zeta donates over 2,000 canned goods
to the Baton Rouge Food Bank and
$ 1,000 to the National Organization for
Collegiate Scholarships each year. The
sisters of this sorority also bond in a tree
planting ritual that is part of Baton
Rouge Green. As a group, Delta Zeta
expresses solidarity with less fortunate
women by giving annual donations to
the Battered Women’s Shelter.
Delta Zeta member Rachel Cobb was
Miss LSU 1995. The sorority also won
the Spirit Award for Taste of the Tiger
1995 and third place LSU Overall
Homecoming in 1995.
This social organization emphasizes
academics, philanthropy and the
culmination of enduring friendships
while encouraging loyalty, commitment
and devotion toward the sorority and the
individual.
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Golden

Key

By Bridget M artin

Golden Key recognizes and
encourages scholastic achievement and
excellence in all undergraduate fields of
study. Its purpose is to unite with
collegiate faculty and administration in
order to develop and maintain high
standards of education and to provide
economic assistance to outstanding
members through annual scholarships.
The top 15 percent of juniors and
seniors are invited into Golden Key. The

organization encourages members to
participate in activities that promote
academic achievement, serve the
community and provide social interaction
among the members.
Members of the organization serve the
community by providing tutoring services
through the Big Buddy Program. The
group also takes place in the Student
Organization Fair and presents an annual
Outstanding Teacher Award.

MARK PROSPERIE

Above: Golden Key officers and advisors for 1995-96 are: (left to right) Timothy Morgan,
president; Art Goulas, advisor; Mark Hermann, treasurer; Deanna Dokey, secretary;
Kimberly Boggs, vice president and Tom Lile, advisor

Greek

Steering
Left: Members of the Greek
Steering Committe fro n t r o w :
Becky Bruce, Cathy Saba, Jessica
Woodman, Jenny Stentz and Lane
Stone b a c k r o w : Matt Loftus,
Stephen Spielmal, Johnny
Battaglia, Michael Lipe, Larry
Centola and Tim Lindsey
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By Zack Smith

As the mastermind behind LSU’s
Greek uniting activities, the Greek
Steering Committee grabs hold of the
helm of a Greek system that’s sailing in
the right direction. This year, the Greek
Steering Committee (GSC) is composed
of five sorority women and six fraternity
men. Heading the operation is Cathy
Saba, committee chairman and member
of Phi Mu Sorority.
The GSC affects thousands of people
in the Baton Rouge community and LSU
campus with its many fundraisers and
philanthropic projects. The GSC

organizes and facilitates major projects
for the Greek system such as Taste of the
Tiger, Greek Week, Songfest,
Leadership Lab and a new membership
retreat. One the most popular projects,
Taste of the Tiger, raises thousands of
dollars for the Greek system and a
chosen LSU and community
philanthropy.
Because the committee is so small (11
members) we have all become close
friends, and it is much easier to get
things accomplished when people are
working together." Cathy Saba said.

Luz Lobos,
editor-in-chief
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Tonya Mattson,
managing editor
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Kristen Wynne, copy editor;
Chad Rivet, staff writer
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Zack Smith,
chief staff writer
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Missy Boutte and
Michael Seymore,
designers

Ryan Beecher, designer
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Jacques Duplantis,
photography editor;
Lionel Hebert, Mark
Prosperie and Shawn
Jolet, photographers
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Erik Kridakorn, photographer
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By Kristen Wynne

Faster than an approaching deadline
(well, sometimes)...more powerful than late
organizations copy...able to leap tall wipeoff boards in a single bound! Look! Down
in Hodges! It’s a soup...it’s a meal...it’s
G U M B O ! ! '.

Yes, it’s G u m b o , strange visitor from
another basement who came to college with

powers and abilities far beyond those of
mortal students! G u m b o , who can change
the course of mighty proof sheets, bend
layouts with its bare hands, and who,
disguised as a group of mild-mannered
college students working for a great
university annual, fights a never-ending
battle for truth, justice and the LSU way!!!

Institute
IIE is a professional organization
dedicated to the promotion of the
industrial engineering profession. IIE
actively enhances its members’
educational experience by organizing
plant tours, inviting interesting
speakers to general meetings and
planning activities that embody the
principles of IIE.
At the 46th International Industrial
Engineering Conference, LSU-IIE
was the recipient of the Wyllys G.
Stanton Outstanding University
Chapter Award, which placed the
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chapter first among the 143 student
chapters in the nation.
IIE is currently striving to maintain
this standard of excellence by
participating in campus activities such
as the Louisiana Science and
Engineering Fair, Spring Fever Festival,
Engineering Week and Tiger Day.
Speakers from Andersen Consulting,
Cintas and Halliburton not only have
incited record attendances at general
meetings but have also enhanced
relations between industry and the
chapter. Furthermore, plant tours to

Georgia Pacific Paper, UPS and Exxon
have contributed to making members
aware of the importance of industrial
engineering in the real world.
1995 IIE officers were: Marino A
Lara, president; Allison Tsay, vice
president; James Hess, treasurer; Pam
Delvaux, secretary; Nizar Bahji,
chapter development chair and Marco
Lopez, social chair. Dr. Gerald M.
Knapp was the the group’s faculty
advisor.

Industrial
E
ngiers
By Mariano A.L
ar

ColegeJuniorDivisionCouncil
By Charles J. Rivet

The Junior Division
College Council looks out
forthe students of Junior
Division, LSU’s freshman
college. This organization is
officially recognized and is
involved in many projects,
which include support for
the LSU Ambassadors and
theLearning Assistance
Center.

When students in Junior
Division receive their midterm grades, this group
includes a newsletter called
"JDCouncil Clues,” which
atempts to answer common
questions. T h e F re sh m a n
Record is a yearbook aimed
to orient incoming students.
This year Melanie Dees
was elected president, Emily
H
ightower won the vice
presidency and Jennifer Cox
became treasurer. Other
members include
Maria
hen,
C
who edits “JD Council
Clues,” and Kristen Monroe,
thead salesperson for T h e
Freshm an R e c o r d . Senators
serving on the JD College
Council are Will Barrios,
Jason Fontenot, Todd Davis,
Michelle Normand, Erin
ahn,Jason
r
T
Tolliver, Amy
Connaughton, Mendy Cross,
Adrianna Dupry, David
Lawson and Marjorie Claire
McAnelly.
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The Junior Division College Council with advisor Perry Prestholdt.

Kappa
Alpha
By Natalie Ann Guidry
After a year and a half of
hard work to re-establish
Kappa Alpha at LSU, the
social fraternity received its
official charter from the
national organization after a
one year expulsion in 1993.
Kappa Alpha Order was
founded nationally at
Washington and Lee
University in Lexington,
Virginia, in 1865. The Alpha
Gamma Chapter of the Kappa
Alpha Order was founded at
LSU in 1885.
KA’s purpose is to teach
young men chivalric ideals,
gentlemanly conduct, respect
for God and respect for
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women. KA seeks to teach young men
to be leaders, to be brave and selfreliant and to continually strive to
better themselves. These tenets
developed many years ago are still
relevant in today’s society.
KA members actively volunteer for
the Battered Women’s Shelter, the
Muscular Dystrophy Association and
Christ the King Catholic Church.
Members also help with fundraisers for
LSU museums.
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Above: Becky Bruce, Lawrence Alwood, Jay Harpole,
Ashley Hartman, Jennifer Taylor, Mike P
h
g
u

Kappa

Alpha

By Charles J. Rivet

Theta

Kappa Alpha Theta began at Asbury
University in Greencastle, Indiana in
1870. LSU founded its Delta Kappa
chapter in 1963.
Kappa Theta prides itself on being
the first Greek letter organization for
women. Since that time many of
society’s top women have learned
ethics and responsibility from
membership in this organization.
Singers Sheryl Crow and Amy Grant,
Senator Nancy Kassebaum, and sports
commentator Leslie Vissoer are all
proud Thetas.
The LSU Delta Kappa chapter has
sisters in Order of Omega, Omicron
Delta Kappa and Leadership LSU
among other clubs and organizations.
In the fall Thetas are busy with Rush
and Homecoming Week. During the
spring Thetas run the Kappa Alpha
Theta Charity Bazaar. The proceeds are
donated to the Court Appointed Special
Advocates, which is a children’s rights
organization. Thetas are also active in
the Adopt-ASchool Program at Walnut
Hills Elementary School.
The LSU chapter recently won a
national award for involvement with the
National Panhellenic Conference. It
also received second place for the Theta
Forward award. This award is meant to
recognize scholarship and leadership in
community involvement.
flash

1

Kappa
D elta
By Natalie Ann Guidry

Kappa Delta was founded on
October 23, 1897, at the State Female
Normal School in Farmville, Virginia.
The Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta
was the first sorority at LSU.
Active KDs keep their schedules full
and busy with projects benefiting both
the campus and the community.
Kappa Delta has its annual
Shamrock Project every St. Patrick’s
Day. Members of the Epsilon chapter
sell jambalaya at the local St. Patrick’s
Day Parade, with all proceeds going to
child abuse prevention.
KDs also sell Christmas seals for the
Kappa Delta Children in Need Fund.
This money is used for various
philanthropies.
In their effort to reach out to needy
children, KDs also participate in the
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Big Buddy program.
KD participates in all of the
Greek-sponsored events, including
Greek Week, Songfest and Taste
the Tiger. Epsilon chapter
members also participate in LSU
sponsored events such as
Homecoming Week and Substance
Abuse Awareness Week.
At the 51st Biennial National
Convention, the Epsilon Chapter
received the Shamrock Public
Relations Award and the
Achievement Award. KD also
placed third overall in
Homecoming Week activities.
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Kappa
Kappa
By Charles J. Rivet

G am m a

K appa K appa G am m a celebrates
125 years as an organization this
year. F ounded in 1870, it seeks to
unite its m em bers in a close bond
o f friendship. T h e LSU chapter,
D elta Iota, was founded in 1935
and seeks to instill in its m em bers
a spirit o f m utual love and
helpfulness so th at each m em ber
and the fraternity-at-large m ay
attain social, m oral and intellectual
excellence. T h e net gain o f this
form ula is the rigorous pursuit o f
academ ic excellence.
Kappa K appa G am m a
concentrates on service that
sharpens social and professional
skills. T h e D elta Iota chapter
sponsors A dopt-A -School and Big
B uddy each year. T h e Kappa
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Klassic G o lf T o u rn a m e n t is held as a benefit for M ultiple
Sclerosis and Baton Rouge Crisis C enter. D elta Iota is
nationally recognized for co ntributing significantly to its
national philanthropy and local organizations. Som e special
awards, honors and accom plishm ents th at this organization
has received include the G olden Key Recognition for
m eeting the challenge to excellence, the O u tstan d in g
C om m unication Aw ard and the W ellness Aw ard from the
S tudent H ealth C enter for 1994-95.
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Kappa
By Zack Smith

The brothers of Kappa
Sigma fraternity describe
themselves in two words:
brotherhood and tradition. Since
its LSU founding in 1887, the
Kappa Sigs have developed a
bond that separates them from
other fraternities. The Kappa
Sigs excel academically,
socially and athletically and
have proven themselves as
leaders among the University
and the community.
In their fraternal purposes of
brotherhood, scholarship, social
development, involvement, and
community, the Kappa Sigmas
have molded their goals into
action. The brothers actively
participate in such LSU Greek
fundraisers as Taste of the Tiger,
Frats at Bat and the Pi Beta Phi
basketball tournament. Several
members participate in Student
Government, the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Greek
Steering and Order of Omega.
Kappa Sigs also excel in
academics; the fraternity’s g.p.a.
is among the top percent of
LSU fraternities. The Kappa
Sigma social calendar includes
such annual parties as Barnyard,
Bahama Mama and South Seas.

Sigma
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Kappa
Sigma

Kappa
Z eta
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In the fall of 1990 the founding
members of the Kappa Zeta
sorority felt a calling to transcend 1
social and cultural boundaries.
After their experiences with formal
rush, they realized the need to
establish a new sorority on
campus.
Kappa Zeta strives to “develop
excellence in womanhood by
organizing service projects that
provide enrichment through
cultural activities.”
These service activities include
the Adopt-A-School volunteer
program at Walnut Hills
Elementary, bingo games at
Southside Gardens Retirement
Community, trash clean-ups on
campus, Walktoberfest, the
campus blood drive and trick-ortreating for donations of canned
goods. Kappa Zeta was
immediately recognized during the
semester of its inception for a
desire to foster mutual
understanding between women
with a nomination for the Martin
Luther King “Keeping the Dream
Alive” Award.
President Beverly Fruge
combines the ideas of first Vice
President Debbie Gauthier and
second Vice President Karen Joyce
with her own to create new
projects like doing inventory and
serving lunch at the St. Vincent de
Paul soup kitchen. Other officers
include Secretary Cathy Wood and
Treasurer Natalie Dishman.
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By Charles J. Rivet

Laura Blereau, a
sophomore in painting
and drawing, takes
care of business in the
KLSU office.
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Carol Bloodworth
broadcasts a
message from the
bitchin' basement
of Hodges Hall.
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By Charles J. Rivet

K LSU spearheads the college
radio airways by becoming the first
stationto broadcast audio on the
internet. Their address in
cyberspace is http://
www.cyberview.net, where they
m
ake the most of the information
highway and sooth your soul. So
spinyour dial or tap your digital
tuner to the 5000 watts that pump
out of the non-commercial
frequency91.1 FM.
T
he Sunday night prime time
lineup kicks off at 7 as D. J. Orange
squeezes the pulp out of alternative
artists on his show “B Sides.” As 8
rolsaround, you’ll find David

Dautreive soaking up sounds from
local music gems and bands
passing through town on
“Saturated Neighborhood.” Before
you know it, 10 rings in two hours
of “The New Style,” where Chad
Chenier and Todd Delaney spin
the latest hard grooves heard on
the alternative scene. As you
awake Monday through Friday
mornings, let dreams of 311 and
Smashing Pumpkins give way to
“The World Cafe,” a public
international radio show that airs
from 9-11 a.m.
To appease the roar of Tiger
fans, KLSU also broadcasts on the

LSU sports network. The Dale
Brown Show and LSU women’s
basketball broadcasts will keep
you from foaming at the mouth
while alone with your radio. And
last year KLSU became the
nation’s first station to broadcast
women’s soccer.
KLSU plans to sponsor an
alternative concert in the spring as
well as to install a new antenna
and new production equipment.
According to station manager
Chad Chenier, “KLSU is run 365
days a year by college students
who know what picante sauce is
supposed to taste like.”

LEGACY
m a g a z in e

Jenny Agee, editor
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George Otvos,
photography editor;
Andrea Caillouet,
designer, fall staff;
Christopher
Martinez, art
director, fall staff
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Sarah Taylor,
managing editor;
Brandy Watson,
copy editor
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D enise C h ap oton , designer

A m m o n M arshall, art
dire cto r, spring staff

By
Tonya Mattson

In its second year of
publication, the student
agazine, L e g a c y , reaped the
m
rewards of the previous year’s
work. As work on the fall issue
wrapped up, members of the
staf attended the National
College Media Convention in
Washington, D.C. The group
took home top honors in the
national competition for its 1995
spring issue.
This award was the
highlight
of the long list of achievements
earned by the magazine in its
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first two issues. At the Southeast
Journalism Conference, the
premiere issue won first place
for both its cover, designed by
Christopher Martinzez, and
feature artwork, designed by
Ammon Marshall. At the
competitive Southwest
Journalism Conference, the
premiere issue won second place
overall. And at the National
College Media Convention,
L e g a c y was awarded second
place for the first issue’s cover
and fifth place for features

presentation.
With success on their side,
the 1995-96 staff set out to fine
tune the quality of the magazine.
The fall ’95 issue, which
included stories about vampires,
fashion and cheap dates, was
popular with the LSU
community. In its spring issue,
the staff looked at the history of
campus buildings, the life of a
student archeologist and the
controversy surrounding the
morning after pill.

Louisiana Association of

Family and

Consumer Sciences
By Charles J. Rivet

LIONEL HEBERT

Student Media

The Louisiana Association of
Family and Consumer Sciences
was formed in 1915. The student
group LAFCS is open to all
human ecology majors who are in
good academic standing. This
organization encourages
leadership that includes
involvem ent in university and
community activities. These
activities relate to human ecology
LAFCS service projects are
rewarding experiences.
In the fall LAFCS helps the
prisoners o f St. Gabriel’s
W omen’s Prison. The women
make stuffed animals that the
organization helps them sell.
For the past 18 years, LAFCS
has been recognized by the state
for their standard o f excellence
and was recently named best
chapter in the state.

Pat Parish,
assistant director;
Jon Fisher, director
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Jason Blitz, Mac manager
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Howard Arceneaux,
advisor
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LSU Ambassadors

By C harles J . R iv e t

The purpose of the LSU
Ambassadors is to aid in the
University’s orientation and
recruiting efforts, to promote spirit
and unity on the LSU campus and
toprovide general service to the
LSU community. The Ambassadors
provide a liaison between the
students and faculty of LSU.

recruiting team introduces high
Through the Peer Advising
school seniors and their parents to
Team, Ambassadors keep track of
LSU with presentations that are
incoming freshmen while helping
held throughout Louisiana, Texas
them acclimate to the LSU campus.
and Mississippi.
Their strong sense of commitment
They also contact newly
projects a positive image of
admitted students to congratulate
University. They also organize
them on admission into the
Spring Testing for advanced
University. Ambassadors contact the placement of high school seniors
The Ambassadors are always
parents of first-semester freshmen
and tutor international students.
able to answer questions concerning with an invitation to Parents’ Day.
campus life, scheduling and
This event allows parents to voice
academic services. In addition, the concerns abut college life.
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By Chad Rivet

The Horticulture Club works to
promote horticultural activities in
Louisiana. This organization
roots itself in local activities, like
hosting plant sales on campus.
The club spreads its branches
toward the sun to bloom new
buds of enticement by recruiting
students for the department and
itself. It proved able to cultivate
its talent by planning and
installing the landscape
architecture that adds life to the
Horticulture Building.
The Horticulture Club is a
service club. It promotes
horticulture by planting seeds of
interest in the minds of students.
Once a student realizes his or her
connection with the earth through
flora, this club opens fields of
knowledge in the discipline of
crop growing.
Sam Duplessis is president and
Leslie Alvarado serves as vice
president. Secretary Emily
Griffin and treasurer Christy
Duplantis also work to keep this
club alive and growing. Dr. Jeff
Kuehny and Dr. Allen Owins are
the group’s advisers, who shed
light on how to keep the weeds
out of this proverbial garden.
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LSUtv
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By Bridget M artin

For the past six years LSUwho work at the station are
TV has provided students with
able to gain experience both
entertaining programming. The
behind and in front of the
station is funded and operated
cameras. They are also exposed
by LSU students.
to the creative and technical
Working at LSU-TV is an
aspects of broadcasting,
opportunity for many students to
Each week the station airs
16 hours of programming that
obtain field experience, which
may be helpful in a future
are specifically designed to
broadcasting career. Students
inform and entertain LSU

Nancy Rogers and David Mann
broadcast a program through
cable to the University.
JACQUES

students. With the station’s
variety of programs, ranging
from LSU Sports Weekly and
Christian Rock Television to
College Music Videos, most
students are able to find
something to watch that is of
interest to them.
All students who receive
LSU Cable are able to find
LSU-TV on channel 25. In the
future the station hopes to
expand, which would include
airing more hours of
programming. Making LSU-TV
available to students off campus
through local television is also a
hope for the future of the station.
As for now, LSU-TV reaches a
large audience on campus and
entertains them with a variety of
student-oriented programming.
Jeff is an
expert camera
operator for
LSU-TV.
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Motar Board, Inc., a national honor society that recognizes college seniors for
their achievements in scholarship, leadership and service, creates opportunities
for continued leadership development; promotes service to colleges and
universities; and encourages lifelong contributions to the global community.
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By Charles J. Rivet

The Panhellenic Conference is an
organization that governs all sororities
on campus. It organizes many social
projects and activities. The organization
was founded nationally in 1902. This
group as a whole works to maintain
good interfratemal relations within the
University. It advances outstanding
intellectual accomplishment and
scholarship while it cooperates with
LSU administration to maintain high
social standards. The Panhellenic
Conference strives to be the forum for
discussions about the fraternity and
University communities. Finally, it

makes rules governing rushing,
pledgeship and initiation on campus.
The Panhellenic Conference
organizes the faculty Easter egg hunt,
faculty trick or treat for children held0
Sorority Row, Memory Walk for
Alzheimer’s patients, the Can Shake f°
the American Cancer Society and the
LSU Fall Fest. Tutor and babysitter hsl
are also offered to faculty. Mrs. Kathy
Marcel, director of Greek affairs,
recieved the outstanding advisor awaf
at the Southeastern Panhellenic
Convention in Atlanta in 1995.
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PhiDelta
%

Bridget M artin

Theta

This fraternity was
founded nationally on
December 26, 1848, at Miami
University; the Baton Rouge
chapter of Phi Delta Theta
was founded on September 2,
1938. The brothers of Phi
Delta Theta have built a
sound organization on the
principles of service and
socialization. The fraternity is
dedicated to friendship,
sound learning and rectitude.
The men of Phi Delta
Theta strive to give to their
grounding community
through volunteer efforts in
the Baton Rouge area. PDT
hasadopted both an area
school and an area highway.
Members can often be found
working for the Big Buddy
program and the Greater
Baton Rouge Food Bank. By
pa inting classrooms, they
also participate in muchneeded volunteer work right
here on our campus.
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

PhiEta
By Charles J. R ivet

Sigma

The goal of Phi Eta Sigma, a
national honor society for college
freshmen, is to reward academic
excellence and encourage such
pursuits throughout one’s college
career. Examples that epitomize
this goal include a pamphlet,
“Hints on how to Study,” which
Phi Eta Sigma has distributed
annually on the LSU campus since
the 1940s. They also provide
annual cash donations to the LSU
Middleton Library, volunteer
tutors for the LSU Learning
Assistance Center and assist with
the annual state rally for Louisiana
high school students.
The LSU chapter ranks 14th

among over 300 chapters in
terms of numbers of initiates
inducted during 1993. Elig
ibility is based solely on
scholarship. All freshman who
earn a 3.5 g.p.a. are extended an
invitation to be recognized by the
society. Phi Eta Sigma is a
member of the Association of
College Honor Societies. Intense
discipline and scholastic
dedication involve merit. Phi Eta
Sigma exists as a symbol of how
this academic excellence relates to
community service.
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Above: The 1995-96 officers for Phi Eta Sigma.
Top row: advisor Archi Lejerm and W illiam Jeffcoat
Bottom row: Jason Fontenot, Sara Earl and Chad Little

Pi Gamma
Epsilon
MARK PROSPERIE

By Bridget M artin

Students from all areas of study are
brought together through Pi Gamma
Epsilon. PGE is a co-ed professional
service fraternity, which was started
right here on the LSU campus in 1992.
PGE is a self-funded organi-zation that
exists for the purpose of enhancing the
attitude of its fellow students and

promoting pride in both the campus and
community. Members have reached out
to the community through the Ollie
Steele Burden Nursing Home, Louisiana
School for the Visually Impaired,
Louisiana School for the Deaf and the

Big Buddy program. On campus,
members have painted classrooms.
This year the organization is inthe
process of establishing a national charter
that will provide them with a national
headquarters.

Phi
Gamma
Delta

PARTY PICS

Phi Gamma Delta, known as
FIJI, is a social fraternity with an
enrollment of over 120 men, and
real men they are. They have won
the intramural sports trophy for six
consecutive years. Some of F iji’s
annual activities include exchanges,
a semi-formal and Halloween and
Christmas parties. They host FIJI
Island each year during South Seas.
At the close of the spring semester,
th e men of FIJI head to Florida for
th eir annual Black Diamond
Formal.
June 24, 1948, brought the
chapter of Phi Gamma Delta to
LSU’s campus. Since that date, the
brothers have proven to be active
both around the community and
around campus. They have
participated in the Clean Up Baton
Rouge Project. Members of the
fraternity also occupy positions in
tudent Government.
S
Time and energy are not the
only things that the Phi Gamma
Delta men are willing to give to
society. They give a little of
themselves by giving blood. The
fraternity was the highest
contributor from LSU for the
American Cancer Society’s “3
Point Attack.” FIJI brothers donate
blood once each semester. This
practice has led them to become the
highest blood donor among
fraternities.

FLASH

By Bridget Martin

Phi
Kappa Psi
PARTY PICS
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W ith more than 10 0 ,0 0 0
members since 18 5 2 in 98 chapters
nationwide, the national fraternity
of Phi Kappa Psi has had a home at
since 1966. The Alpha
U
S
L
Chapter o f Phi Kappa Psi wholly
takes part in campus activities
while continuing their own chapter
traditions. In the past years, the

Phi Psi’s have reigned as undefeated
regular season champions o f flag
football, floor hockey and volleyball
within their interfraternal divisions.
The Phi Psi’s are also successful
competitors in Songfest, Greek Week

and Air Band, finishing in the top
three for the past four years. Phi Psi
social functions include bus trips,
an annual camping trip,
Gunslinger Party and formal. Phi
Psi holds its Halloween Party in the
fall, along with football parties, and
with the spring comes its famous
South Seas parties.

Phi

Mu

By Natalie Ann Guidry
Members of Phi Mu sorority,
one o f the most involved
chapters on campus, participate
in a wide variety of social,
philanthropic and academic
activities.
Phi Mu was founded on
January 4, 1852, in Macon,
Georgia. The Alpha Eta
Chapter was chartered at LSU
in 1934.
This social organization
promotes noble womanhood
and its ideals— love, honor and
truth. It also encourages its
members to become involved
on campus and in their
community.
Phi Mu members are active
in Homecoming activities,
Greek Week, Derby Days and
Taste of the Tiger. The Alpha
Eta Chapter sponsors the
annual Miss LSU Pageant.
Members also volunteer for
their philanthropy, the
Children’s Miracle Network.
During the year Phi Mu won
the 1995 Songfest. The sorority
also won a National Ritual
Award in 1994.
In addition to their
involvement in the sorority, Phi

FLASH

Mu members are active in other
campus organizations,
including Scotch Guard,
Student Government, Greek
Steering, Bat Girls and LSU
Ambassadors.

Right: Standing:
Stacey Alexius,
Sara Lemle,
Jennifer Halleman
Sitting: Cathy
Salza, Kristen
Mendoza

FLASH

By Bridget M artin

Pi

For nearly 60 years, Pi Beta Phi
has been promoting sisterhood
and service among LSU’s women.
A structured program o f activities
is set up to benefit the individual
member, the chapter and the
campus. Pi Beta Phi places great
emphasis on personal and group
developm ent, leadership training,
academic excellence and service to
others.
Community organizations such
as the Baton Rouge Food Bank,
the Big Buddy program and the
Battered Women’s program are all
touched by the giving spirit o f Pi
Beta Phi members. On campus,
they actively participate in Greek
Week, Hom ecom ing Week and
Taste o f the Tiger.
The excellence o f the sorority
has been recognized through the
receipt o f such awards as the
Order o f Omega Sisterhood
Award and the Order o f Omega
Best LSU Sorority Chapter
Award. Pi Beta Phi has also been
recognized as a National
Philadelphia Bowl Top Third
Chapter.
Members can be found
engaging in diverse activities, from
decorating for Home-coming to
helping out at University Terrace
Elementary’s Links to Literacy
Program. Through all o f its
projects and events, Pi Beta Phi
attempts to cultivate friendships
that will last a lifetime while
encouraging members in moral,
mental and social advancement.

Beta

Phi
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Above: Amanda
Bradford, Lisa Casio,
Monica Maillhoe, Kate
Millican, Monique
Delahoussaye, Mimi
Cailouet, Catherine
Roundtree, )ill Pullaro

PARTY PICS

Left: Melissa Gianoble,
Jodie Landry, Erin Holmes,
Susan Simoneaux, Kate
Valenti, Caroline Mauran,
Andrea Breaux, Michelle
Fakier, Amy Benton, Ann
Q uinilty

Pi

Kappa P h i

By Zack Smith

Since their rechartering on the
LSU campus in the spring o f 1994,
the men o f the Gamma Iota Chapter
o f Pi Kappa Phi have excelled in all
aspects o f fraternal life. Though Pi
Kappa Phi is a social fraternity, it
has worked actively to shatter the
stereotypical fraternity image. It has
done so by setting standards in
service and fundraising through its
national philanthropy, “PUSH
Am erica,” for which it recently
raised $2,500.
By excelling academically and
intramurally and always being true
southern gentlemen, the fraternity
strives to maintain its goal: to
achieve the ultimate college
experience by striving to attain the
ideals and standards set forth by the
national organization.
In Pi Kappa Phi’s short LSU
history, they have achieved the Pi
Kappa Phi recruitment award, the
Order o f Omega award for
outstanding community service, the
gold division fraternal sports
championship and with the help o f
Phi Mu Sorority, placed atop the
field in Songfest.
In the past two years Gamma Iota
has grown faster than any other
fraternity, and the potential for the
future o f Pi Kappa Phi seem s
lim itless.

PARTY PICS
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P i Sigma

Epsilon
By Charles J. Rivet
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Pi Sigma Epsilon is a
professional fraternity that
ventures into marketing and
sales management. For this
organization “professional
experience, social interaction
and excellent opportunities”
are benefits of membership.
The national organization
was established in 1952; the
local chapter was organized
in 1971. The brothers and
sisters participate
in community services such
as WINGS (Women in Need
Gain Support), the United
Way Blood Drive, United
Way Charity Ball and the
March of Dimes Awareness.
They also were instrumental
in marketing campaigns for
the Bayou Bowl ’95 Football
Tourney and the ever-popular
Girls of LSU calendar.
These promising young
salespeople won top chapter
in the nation for 1993. For
the past 10 years the LSU
chapter has set the standards
as they were placed in the top
six chapters in the nation.
This is an impressive track
record, considering that there
are 80 active chapters today.

P re-L aw
By Charles J. Rivet

The Pre-Law Society works to
Promote law as a profession by
assisting pre-law students in
preparing for law school and the
careers that await them. This
organization aims to provide its
members with access to
information about careers in all
law related fields.
It offers bi-weekly meetings,
sponsors guest speakers from
regional law schools and gives
test preparation services. Those in
various sections of the legal arena
donate time to this student-run
organization.
This organization participates
inthe Student Organization Fair,
Tiger Day and Arts and Sciences
Advisory Council Meetings. They
also hosted gubernatorial
candidate Phil Preis as a guest
speaker in 1995.
President Jennifer Halleman
and vice president Rebekkah
Hinds work hard to further this
group's learning atmosphere,
Secretary Kelly Titus
keeps minute during the meetings
hich allows each meeting to
w
surpass the previous one in
quality. Treasurer Frederick
Skinner keeps a tight system of
checks and balances for his
organization. Dr. James Bolner of
the political science department
advises these aspiring students in
th e ir q u e s t fo r ju s t
law
s that
in
tunewith
our are
Constitution.

Society
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R esidence
H all
By Bridget M artin

Many students find being
away from home one of the
biggest adjustments they are
faced with upon entering
college. The Residence Hall
Association is a governing
body that makes the
transition to hall life a little
easier by seeing that a safe,
happy and comfortable
living environment is
provided to all campus
residents.
Personal and social
development of all residents
is promoted by the many
RHA sponsored activities. A
few of these activities
include a Welcome Back
Street Dance, Christmas
Semi-Formal, Parade
Grounds Fair, Talent Show
and Casino Night.
The association provides
extra services to its residents
by sponsoring welcome kits
for incoming freshmen,
carpet sales, finals treats and
issuing a hall directory. The
RHA provides two
scholarship funds and
attends state, regional and
national conferences.
This year’s Residence
Hall Association faculty
advisers are Pamela Ball and
Adren Wilson.

A ssociation
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Sigma
A lpha
By Charles J. Rivet

Sigma Alpha is a professional and social
sorority comprised of agriculture majors. It
promotes achievement and fellowship among its
sisters. This organization was founded in 1978 at
Ohio State University and made its way to LSU in
1989.
This sorority encourages knowledge of all
facets of agriculture and creates strong bonds of
friendship. The members strive for scholarship,
leadership and community service. These
integration of these qualities work to cultivate
excellent women who will enjoy careers in
agriculture.
The sisters donate time to the Louisiana
Chapter of the National Hemophilia Association,
participate in Adopt-A-Highway and join Alpha
Gamma Rho in sponsoring the College of
Agriculture open house for Spring Testing
students.
SHAWN JO LE T

Alpha

G am m a
By Charles J. Rivet

T
he

national organization of Alpha Gamma
Rho was founded in 1908 and planted at LSU
w
iththe
founding of the Alpha Epsilon
chapter in 1926. Its main purpose is to make
men better by surrounding its members with
influences that develop good mental, social,
m
oral and physical qualities.
A lp h a Gamma Rho works with the
Agricultural Student Council in a monthly
Quadrangle clean-up program. In this way the
group can offer an aesthetic reward to the
campus that has given it intellectual
stimulation. A
aGamma Rho is a social and
h
lp
professional fraternity. The brothers dedicate
themselves to the success and welfare of the
organization and the overall enhancement of
theirstudies in agriculture.

Rho
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Sigma
Alpha

By Charles J. Rivet

Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
founded on March 9, 1856, and
has since become the largest
fraternity in the world. The first
charter was drawn in Tuscaloosa
at the University of Alabama.
The Louisiana Epsilon Chapter
was established in 1867.
Its over 235,000 initiated
brothers uphold traditions passed
down for over a century. Sigma
Alpha Epsilon keeps its members
busy with activities such as Tri
Delta’s Frats at Bat, Taste of the
Tiger and the Delta Gamma
Anchor Splash. This year they
implemented a higher level of
philanthropy with the first annual
Walk For Safety.
During formal rush SAE
extended 50 bids, 47 of which
were accepted. This achievement
led the chapter to receive the
SAE national award for
outstanding rush.
“We feel that in today’s society
fraternity life is frowned upon by
those who do not understand it.
SAE will continue to grow and
prosper by sticking with the
traditions of Louisiana Epsilon,”
one member remarked.
Robert Barkerding leads the
group as president while Jeffrey
Douglas offers him an extra set
of hands as vice president.

Epsilon
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By Raley A lford

The Sigma Chi fraternity was
founded nationally at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, on June 28,
1855. On November 5, 1925, MJ.
Rathbone, Hooper P. Connell,
William P. Connell and Dr. A.G.
Reed brought the Gamma Iota
chapter to LSU. Since its founding,
Gamma Iota has remained one of the
strongest chapters of Sigma Chi in
the South.
Sigma Chi has always placed great
emphasis on service to both the LSU
and Baton Rouge communities. The
chapter conducts semi-annual blood
drives and donated more blood than
any other campus organization this
year. Also, in 1995 they donated
more than $10,000 to the Children’s
Miracle Network, the fraternity’s
national philanthropy, through their
“Derby Days” campaign.
Though it is the largest fraternity
on campus, the strong ties of
brotherhood that define Sigma Chi
were noticed by the Order of Omega
in 1995, as it named them the Most
Outstanding LSU Fraternity for the
second straight year.
The Gamma Iota Chapter
celebrated its seventh decade on the
campus of LSU this year and enjoyed
phenomenal alumni support, designed
to ensure the strength of the chapter
as it prepares to enter the next
century. Distinguished Sigma Chi and
LSU alumnus Lodwrick M. Cook
sponsored the Gamma Iota
Challenge, an alumni fund raising
drive that has dedicated more than
$200,000 to house improvements and

scholarship endowments for
undergraduate members.
Many changes have taken place
since Sigma Chi came to LSU in
1925, but the dedication of its
members to the pursuit of
“friendship, justice and learning”
remains constant.

SIGMA CHI F R A TE R N ITY
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Society for

The Society for Human
Resource Management
(SHRM) is the largest
professional society in the
world. Formerly known as the
American Society for
Personnel Administration,
SHRM is a non-profit
organization of personnel,
human resources and
industrial relations
professionals that serves more
than 35,000 student members
in the United States and in 42
countries.
One of over 280 student
chapters, the LSU chapter of
SHRM was established in
1983 and has earned a
Superior Merit Award from
the national organization
every year since 1989.
Members of SHRM meet with
human resource professionals,
attend professional
development programs and
compete for local
scholarships.
Membership is open to any
student who is interested in
personnel/human resource
management and is enrolled in
a minimum of six credit hours
per regular semester.

SHAWN JO LE T

Human Resource

Above: This year's members of the Society for Human Resource Management are: standing
Lisa Gignellonni, Courtland Chaney (advisor), Susana Reyes, Joe Bumpos, Jeanie Aycock,
Mark Jones Brian Van Uden kneeling Marian Caillier (vice president), Andreas Girouard
(president), Patricia Warren (treasurer), Eilene Hixon (secretary) and Chad Rizzutto

Management

o
fStudent Affiliates
By C harles J . R iv e t

well known job search service
which gives proof of its integrity.
The American Chemical
Society at LSU is the only non
honor society in the Basic
Sciences College and it
encompasses many chemistry
fields. Their goal is to catalyze
general interest in chemistry by
providing guest speakers that
range from academia to industry.
The group tours local
industries, supplies a research
library on campus and updates an
information board regarding

employment on and off campus.
They also offer a study room and
peer support for members. The
group is a compound made of
several elements. One stable
element is community
involvement that helps Boy Scouts
earn chemistry merit badges and
promotes National Chemistry
Week. In the spring this group
judges a Science fair on the LSU
campus.

the

American
Chemical Society
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Formed in 1876, the American
Chemical Society has since kept
professionals and the public
informed on developments in
Chemistry. As affiliates of the
ACS, members enjoy the
resources and recognition of a
well established, national
organization.
For example, each affiliate
receives a journal package which
contains the quarterly newsletter,
In Chemistry. ACS employment
aids and a welcome packet of
career materials. The ACS has a

the Student
Dietetic
Association

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

By Bridget M artin

When students arrive at college,
they gain a new sense of freedom
without parents to watch over
them. But for some students,
entering college signals a loss of
good nutrition habits. Fortunately,
the Student Dietetic Association is
available to push forth the
embracing of good health.
The Student Dietetic
Association is a professional
organization for students whose

major field of study is either
dietetics or human nutrition. The
SDA is a branch of the American
Dietetic Association. It is an
organization for dietetic
professionals that promotes an
advancement of the science of
dietetics and human nutrition.
Membership in the SDA
provides students the opportunity
to interact with other students who
are interested in improving the

nutrition of human beings. The
organization also helps students
develop leadership skills through
work with the community.
The Student Dietetic
Association has reached out to the
students on campus. The SDA has
taken part in the LSU Wellness
Fair in an attempt to spread
information pertaining to dietetic
and human nutrition to the
students of LSU.

LSU
student government
By Bridget M artin

The University Court is the
judicial branch of the Student
Government and hears cases
regarding election violations and
complaints.
Members may be elected by
the student body to year-long
terms, or they may be appointed
by the Student Government
president. The 1995-1996 court
has six justices, one chief justice
and one clerk-of-court. The goal
of the court is to make competent,
coherent and consistent judgments
tn all cases that arrive in the court.
This year the University Court
also serves various student
organizations. The court has just
begun to offer their services to
student organizations who need
help with conflict, resolution and
mediation.

LION EL HEBERT

Mike Bayham, justice; Jennifer Halleman,
chief justice; Stacey Alexius, clerk of
court; Wendy McMahan, justice; Olivia
Smith, justice; Andy Dodson, justice

SHAWN JO LE T

S
co
tEmonet, president; Courtney Webb, vice president; Rebecca Cooley, secretary; Thad Rispone;
M
arySchroder, treasurer; Horace Crochet; Rhonda Lord; Wendy Wallace; Stephanie Pentes

JACQUES DUPLANTIS
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Left: Eric Monday and Beth Allen serve as president
and vice president of the LSU Student Government.
Below: The SG executive branch: Randy Odom, Eric
Monday, Beth Allen, Sherby Guillory, Karey
Matthews, Jim Purgeson, Karin Kumiega, Olitsa
Rodakis and Bud Richey
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government
By Bridget Martin

At LSU the primary purpose of the Student Government is two-fold. SG
strives to represent the concerns and interests of LSU students while providing or
assisting in providing programs for the betterment and enrichment of the campus
community.
Each full-time student is considered a member of the student body and is to be
represented within the Student Government. This year SG has made itself more
accessible to students in many ways, one of which is by going on the Internet. SG
also works to ensure that students are kept aware of their rights. For example, it
enforces the Dead Week Policy, which prohibits major exams or organizational
events being held the week before finals.
Students can participate on many levels within SG. Elections are held for
positions in the executive, legislative and judicial branches. Members of the
Student Government gain valuable experience, which prepares them for
meaningful community service after they leave the University.

By N atalie Ann Guidry

The LSU Union is not only a
facility but also an organization.
Through the Union Governing
Board and Program Council,
students have the opportunity to
take an active part in campus life
through planning and directing
Union activities.
Members o f the Union
Governing Board perform several
duties, which include formulating
general policy for the U nion’s
operation and approving budgets
for program activities.
Union Program Council
members coordinate and are
responsible for the evaluation
and control o f social, cultural,
recreational and service programs
o f the Union. The concerts and
lectures, operas and ballets,
plays, film s and recreational
activities coordinated and
presented by different
com m ittees expose the
University community to the
various areas o f culture.
Publicity materials o f the
Union Governing Board and
Program Council recently won
several awards for graphic design
from the National A ssociation for
Campus Activities.
Program com m ittees
constituting the Program Council
presented different events
throughout the year, including
C offee and Lemonade 2051,
Brides’ World, Harambe,
International Expo, Tiger Bash
and hiking trips.

Union
Program
Council

SHAWN JO LE T

The members of the 1995-96 Union Governing Board and Council are
Kristy Zeringue, Mohammad Sikder, Shelly Royer, Chris Jones, Travis
Warziniack, Alan Boxberger and Damon Hewitt.

Zeta
TauAlpha
By Charles J. Rivet

The D elta K appa Chapter received
eCrown Chapter Award at the Zeta
th
Tau Alpha National Leadership
Conference. Delta Kappa proved that as
agroup it is worthy of such an award by

PARTY PICS

raising over $12,000 for the Susan G.
Komer Breast Cancer Foundation. This
was the highest amount raised by any
ZTA chapter.
The officers of the Delta Kappa
Chapter are the backbone of the
organization. President Margaret Boyle
oversees organization. Vice President
Janette Allen offers any and all
assistance that may be necessary to
alleviate the burden of presidency. Beth
McBride, the new member coordinator,
offers assistance and support to wary
young initiates. Secretary Jodi Brown
makes sure meetings go smoothly and
Treasurer Shelley Deshotel advocates
proper handling of monies. Historian
Ashley Rube documents all activities, so
future generations will have a clear
picture of what those who came before
them have achieved.

PARTY PICS

Zeta Tau Alpha was founded in 1898
at Longwood College in Farmville,
Virginia. Today it boasts the third
largest number of collegiate chapters in
the National Panhellenic Conference. In
1959 this fine organization opened its
doors on the LSU campus when the
Delta Gamma Chapter was bom.
Zeta Tau Alpha is a women’s social
fraternity that focuses its goals on
personal enrichment, leadership
development, networking opportunities,
career exploration and scholastic
achievement.
Zeta Tau Alpha encourages
friendship. It cultivates a love between
members that builds a pure and noble
womanhood.
The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha work
with two national philanthropic
organizations: the Susan G. Komar
Breast Cancer Foundation and the
Association for Retarded Citizens.
ZTA will host the
n second annual
u
R
"
For Survival” race. This contest of
will power and physical endurance will
beheld to raise money for cancer
research. This run allows able-bodied
citizens to lend a helping hand to those
inneed. The sisters of this organization
also hold Halloween and Easter parties
which benefit the Association for
Retarded Citizens. These activities
prove that ZTA knows the importance
o
eeling
loved by fother members of
f
one's community.
Z Ta also participates in many
campus activities such as Greek Week,
Taste of the Tiger and Homecomingek
.W
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AP

On Septem ber 5, 1995, France
resum ed underground nuclear
testing when it detonated a device
under a rem ote atoll in the South
Pacific. Antinuclear protests were
sta g e d
in P a ris , T okyo,
S w itz e rla n d , A u s tr a lia and
Hiroshima. Two days of rioting,
lo o tin g
an d
fire b o m b in g
ex p lo d ed in P apeete, Tahiti,
which lies about 750 miles from
the test site. Two ships, part o f a
Greenpeace “peace flotilla,” were
stormed and captured by French
com m andos nearby.

In 1 9 5 6 th is seal w as used as one
o f th e u n iversity s m a n y tra d em a rks

It was Hillary Clinton’s first visit to China, and she made it a
memorable one. In a speech to the United Nation’s Fourth World
Conference on Women, the first lady took on the world. The
conference platform called for measures to alleviate women’s
poverty and to improve health care, job opportunities and education.

AP

Freshmanin1936gothroughthetraditionalinitiationofwearingpajamasatthefirsthomefootballgame.

S tu d e n t

Life

tradition (tre - dish'en)
4. aninheritedor established
wayof thinking, feeling, ordoing.

LSU TR IVIA

Compiled by Tonya Mattson

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF CAMPUS FACTS

1) How many seasons did Mike II last?
2) Why didn't LSU receive state financial aid from 1872-77?
3) What LSU football coach has won more games than any other?
4) What campus landmark was blacked out for the duration of W W II for national defense?
5) How many students were enrolled at LSU when the school reopened after the Civil War?
6) Who did LSU lose to in the only home football game played in a snowstorm in 1932?
7) What building underwent a name change when the governor for whom it was named was indicted?
8) What were LSU’s first colors?
9) What structure on campus, when built, was the largest of its kind?
10) What symbols appear between the numerals on the Memorial Tower clock?
11) What did LSU freshmen once have to wear at their first home game?
12) What was Dale Brown’s first team nicknamed in 1972-73?
13) Where can Mike I be found today?
14) What was Power Hall, now a m en’s dorm, once used for?
15) What was banned by the Board of Supervisors at LSU in 1919?
16) When was the largest attendance for a LSU football game?

questions

LSU TRIVIA
answers
1) one
2) because ft refused to admit black students
3) Charlie McClendon (1962-79 seasons)
4) Memorial Tower
5 ) four

6) Oregon
7) the law school (formerly Leche Hall)
8 ) blue and white
9) the Huey Long Swimming Pool
10) fleurs de lis
11) pajamas
12) The Hustlers
13) The Museum of Natural Science
14) faculty apartments
15) dancing
16) September 24, 1983 (against Washington). At 82,390, the attendance was technically a tire hazard.

answers

F a ll
F e st
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' 95
By Tonya M attson

If you were brave enoughto
face the sweating masses on
September 15, 1995, you were
lucky enough to be a part ofthe
madness that was Fall Fest '95.
In its second year, the festival
hosted over 21,000 people, who
were simultaneously clam oring
for either a free hot dog or a
better view of Tiger Band.
KEN RAM SEY

The atmosphere was more like a
huge pep rally, and spirits were
certainly soaring with everyone’s hopes
resting on the Tigers’ performance
against the Auburn Tigers (War Eagles?
Plainsmen?) the next day. For students
who had been around more than a
couple of years, it was hard to believe
the change in attitude of LSU students.
The first Fall Fest a year ago had
been one of the earliest events of the
"R ekindle the Spirit” campaign headed
by Randy Gurie, assistant to the
chancellor for special projects. The
campaign was meant to revive support
of the University in general, but after an
eternity of losing seasons from the
football team, spirit for just about

anything was sorely lacking. However,
Fall Fest ’94 did seem to prompt some
early hope for Curley Hallman’s last illfated season.
This year, the combination of Gerry
DiNardo’s “Bring Back the M agic”
campaign for football and the timing of
holding Fall Fest the day before the first
home game created an electric
atmosphere. The event was kicked off as
the Tiger Band marched into the center of
the Quad to play the pregame stadium
salute, “Hey Fightin’ Tigers” and the fight
song. Performances by the Latin American
Dance Group, the Tiger Glee Club, the
LSU Jazz Ensemble and a step show by
Alpha Phi Alpha and Alpha Kappa Alpha
kept students entertained for two hours.

ERIC KRIDAKORN

C am pus
E ven t Boosts
S p irit
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Hot-air balloon rides on the Parade
Grounds began at 9 a.m., making a full
day of activities.
Many student organizations and
various campus offices took advantage
of the gathering of students to set up
booths advertising their services. Tina
Rankins, a senior in management
information systems, was there to sign
up students for Lagniappe accounts for
Residence Food Services. “W e’re
trying to promote eating at the dining
units,” she said. The chance to win a
free bike kept the line long, as were all
of the lines for booths offering
“freebies.”
From the response of students so far,
it looks as if Fall Fest is well on its way
to becoming a new LSU tradition.

Brent Anderson backs up Porter.

George Porter
Jr. and the
Runnin'
Pardners
By Charles J. Rivet

ERIK KRIDAKORN

George Porter Jr. wrote the book on funk.
As described by the sound man at Tipitina’s,
he’s “funkier than chitlins and Limburger cheese
cooked four and a half hours over a low fire
with the top off!” George and his boys funked it
up at Bogie’s Bar Friday, February 23, 1996. At
that show George said, “We got a new home in
Baton Rouge.”
George began his career in high school
when Earl King asked him to play in Baton
Rouge. He then went on to play bass with the
New Orleans Meters.
George spent hours on stage with Professor
Longhair and has also been seen at the New
Orleans Jazz Fest with Stevie Wonder, among
other musical giants. In recent years he has
toured with David Burns and recorded with
Robert Palmer and Tori Amos. Be sure not to
miss his slinky riffs, low down grooves and
upbeat rhythms the next time he rolls through
Baton Rouge.
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LSU students pack Bogey's for a special
p e r f o r m ance.

George Porter Junior funks at Bogey's.

FORCESOF NATURE

By Kristen Wynne

How to describe this dance theater
company? Take a look at a few of the
names of its performances: Rhythm
Tree, Passion Fruit, Ode to Brahma.
Under the artistic direction and
choreography of Abdel R. Salaam,
who founded the group in 1982, the
dancers combine movement, rhythm,
African music, environmental sounds,
light and costumes to examine some of
the natural elements of our world. For
example, The M ud Below is set in a
timeless surrealistic environment of
green earth and a neighboring pond,
in which the magic of shedding skins
transforms a reptile into two other
zoomorphic forms of regeneration.
Other performances are just plain fun,
like Jump and Wave and a lively
interlude called Drum Call.
The event was sponsored by the
LSU Union Program Council as part
of the LSU Union Great Performances
Theater Series.

Chris and Kati do their shopping in style Halloween night.

Erin Evans,
freshman,
undecided.
SHAWN JO LE T
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Erin Cochran, sophomore, biochemistry; Shelley Poirrier, senior, zoology.

Beau
Mosch,
sophomore,
pre-med
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Eric Sharp, sophomore,
zoology; Gerard Danos,
sophomore,
environmental science

Students
demonstrate
the only
subject they
have truly
mastered at
LSU.
ER IK KRIDAKORN
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Trey Massett,
junior,
markenting;
Brad Leckert,
junior, poultry
science

Chantelle Pisani, freshman, zoology

E r ik K r i d a k o r n

M a r k D. Prosperie

S h a w n Jolet

S h aw n J o le t

Benjamin Brown, freshman, physical therapy

Lesley Nightingale (left), junior, English; Emily
D aniel, junior, Am erican studies; Andrew
Mocknell, junior, American studies; Darrell
Boulcot, junior, American studies

Diana Durnin,
senior, general
studies

Karrie Dryden,
senior, zoology
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Robin Walters
a senior in
microbiology,
helps Suzanne
Tierney, a
senior in
elementary
education,
prepare to
teach a
second-grade
class.

E r ik K r id a k o r n

SLEEPless

in Baton Rouge

Pennington Makes Sleeplessness Worthwhile
The nervousness and suffering some
LSU students put themselves through
during finals week, as they cram months
of information into their heads, often
consists of everyone’s favorite pastime:
the all-nighter. Even after experiencing
the extreme exhaustion felt the next day
from an!8 to 20-hour period of
sleeplessness, Pennington Biomedical
Research Center gurus would politely
mention that you’re only
halfway done.
That’s if you were taking
part in Pennington’s sleep
deprivation study, one of
many studies that has local
night owls lined up to stay
awake.
Call them guinea pigs,
hut the ones who subject
their minds and bodies to
the 40 hours are serving a
higher purpose than
practicing for all-nighters.
Rewarded $500 for their
services, eligible subjects
stay aw ake for 40
consecutive hours.
Consisting of numerous
exercises that test the
effects of lack of sleep, the
study aims toward a
national cause. Funded by
the U.S. Army, the
research is based on
soldiers’ extended periods
of sleeplessness during
combat situations.
Scientists learn whether
natural supplements and
JAC Q U ES D UPLANTIS

By Zack Smith

stimulants improve mental
performance after long periods of
sleeplessness.
Two LSU students found out the
hard way to make what they thought to
be an “easy $500’’ in taking part in the
Pennington study. The cool 500 bucks
from only 40 hours of staying awake
was enough to convince LSU all-night
cram experts Tommy Porteous and
Scott Naquin to indulge in five $100dollar days.
“With 13 to 20 electrodes on my
head and body 23 hours of the day,
blood taken twice daily and doing
tedious exercises, I’ll never do it
again,” said Porteous, a junior in
political science.
The “tedious exercises” done by all
subjects are numerous computer tests
dealing with hand-eye coordination,
memory, English reasoning and
sustained attention.
“The worst test was when you had to
stare at a blank screen for 20 minutes
and then press the space bar when a
dot appeared,” said Naquin, a senior
in psychology.
“After a few times doing it I would
just stare at the dot, totally forgetting
what to do,” Naquin said.
For those who are debating whether
to give the sleep deprivation study a
try, the horror stories mentioned are
greatly overshadowed by an amicable
staff and countless amenities.
The program provides the subjects
with a VCR, TV, CD player and stereo
and a private room equipped with a
double bed in which they cannot sleep.

“The staff was great and very
supportive,” Porteous said, “and most
importantly, they put up with me and
my crap.”
At the crux of the study, where
subjects are at 32 sleepless hours, the
study takes form. Experiencing a
seldom felt lust for sleep and realizing
that only eight hours separates them
from a pillow, subjects’ expectations
are given a twist by the project’s
principle investigator, Dr. William
Waters.
An LSU and Pennington expert on
sleep and sleep deprivation, Waters
and staff give the subjects one of six
disguised stimulants or a placebo pill
and study the effects. The subjects are
then observed for the last eight hours
to study the effects of the certain
stimulant’s effect after the period of
sleeplessness.
Just think of the joy and temporary
relief one would feel if given the mindaw akening stimulant. The countless
hours of unrest would seem like
yesterday, revived in mind and body as
by a lengthy sleep.
"A fter I took my pill I realized I had
gotten a stimulant, which gave me a
major caffeine buzz,” Naquin said.
Unfortunately, with the good often
comes the bad.
"When Scott beganof, talking his head
I knew I got the placebo and would
beawake for the last eight hours,"
Porteous said.
Even after Porteous and Naquin
personally found out it truly (doesn' t
pay to sleep on the job, they agreed the
"easy $500” was worth it once. And
through the hardships of the
Pennington study, subjects leave with
their money and much more.
"Through the agony of learning the
real meaning of the word ' tired,'"
Porteous said, ”I was able to master
LYNX 185, a computer golf game."
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Natalie Fry,
sophomore,
special educa
tion; Tabitha
Crawford,
sophomore,
music education
Chett Chiasson, sophomore, sociology

MARK D. PROSPERIE

MARK D. PROSPERIE

SHAWN JOLET

View of the Memorial Tower

SHAWN JOLET

Alene Naquin, senior, political science and philosophy;
Robert Istre, senior, math and philosophy

Eric Horent, a senior in economics, and Lucy Findlay, a senior in international trade and finance, devise a plan to save the rainforests.

ER IK KRIDAKORN

Aaron May, senior,
graphic design

Tanya

SHAW N JOLET

Cambre, sophomore, history

ERIK KRID AKOR N

Jarred Pugh, freshman, pre-med

M ARK D . PROSPERIE
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Kristi Barnett, a senior in journalism, does her part to
keep Alligator Bayou clean.

Dana Jacoby, a
senior in public
relations, takes a
break between
classes.
JENNIFER COOKE

Charles Prechter, senior,
microbiology

SHAWN JOLET
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G
.J.Cha r le t, senior, English

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Megan Reseter, senior, religious studies; Jason Johnson, senior, history

Amy Stephens, freshman, pre-med; Elizabeth Morgan, sophomore, unde
cided; Kristi Womack (bottom), senior, psychology and sociology

Summer Lee, sophomore, photography
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Stephen Igou, a senior, takes the night off to celebrate his birthday at Slinky's with
a couple of friends.
JACQ UES DUPLANTI S

Jason Borne, sophomore,
computer engineering

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Robin Walters,
senior,
microbiology;
Diana Durnin,
senior, general
studies

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Robin Walters, a senior in microbiology, and Diana Durnin, a senior in general studies, go all out for halloween.

The Bayou, on Chimes Street, is a favorite hangout for this lively bunch.
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Toby Picard, senior, civil engineering

Alphonse Arceneaux, sophomore,
business administration

Amy and Dotti
prepare their
photography
portfolios.

Mike approves of the success of the football
team under new coach Gerry DiNardo.
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LaBarge, senior, speech communication; Brenda England, senior, human resource development

Mark Louque, freshman, pre-med;
Crissy LeBlanc, freshman, pre-med
Kenyada
Corley,

junior,
physical
therapy
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Heather Mistric, sophomore, graphic design

Aija Ozols and
David Remeter,
both seniors,
take a break
from their jobs
at Chelsea's.
E R IK K R ID A K O R N

Trey Massett,
junior,
marketing;
Brad Leckert,
junior,
poultry
science; Erik
Kridakorn (in
mirror);
junior,
photography
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Jason LeBeouf, senior, general studies

SHAW N JOLET

Tae Yong Kim, senior, political science

Tarun Bhattalharta, graduate student

SHAWN JOLET

JENNIFER COOKE

Barbara
Bennett, senior,
psychology

Members of Lambda
Chi Alpha celebrate
Homecoming. They
also win the award for
most simultaneous
traffic violations.
E R IK K R ID A KORN

Paul Bernath, freshman, education
James Clerc, senior, architecture; Jerry Moreau, junior, architecture

SHAWN JO LE T
JENNIFER COOKE

Natalie
Whatley,
freshman,
education
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Trang Cuo, freshman, physician assis
tant; Thom Tran, junior, business and
accounting

SHAWN JO LE T

Violet Brown,
sophomore,
English; Opal
LeBlanc,
sophomore,
biochemistry

Melissa Richard, graduate student, elementary education; Dominic Randolph,
graduate student, elementary education

Penny Patterson, Kelly Hoffmann, Kristi Bruce and Laura Sliwin
.
(behind) join in the Fall Fest activities.
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Sriman Kanuri,
graduate student,
civil engineering;
Ravi Parimi,
graduate student,
systems science,
Murali
Bommana,
graduate student,
electrical
engineering

SHAWN JOLET

KEN RA MSEY

"Boo," an LSU alumnus, plays for sex in the Quad. He warns that
future college graduates may have to resort to this tactic as well.

ERIK KRI
Lucy Findlay, senior, international trade and finance

A student
experiences the
world of virtual
reality in front of
the Union.

Dr. Wendy Kohli, associate professor and coor
dinator of the elementary-level Holmes Program
in the College of Education

MARK D . PROSPERIE

KEN RAMSEY

This group shows
the excitement of
a Saturday
afternoon during
football season.
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Last

Call

L ou isia n a closes the d rin k in g la w loophole.

Louisiana once knew a day when college
students could have their law and drink it,
too. But on August 15, 1995, the loophole
in the state’s drinking law was closed when
it became illegal to sell liquor to 18-, 19and 20-year-olds. The law previously made
it illegal for that age group to buy alcohol
but not illegal for businesses to sell it to
them.
The only way that 18-, 19- and 20-year| olds can now drink alcohol legally is to be in
I the presence of their parent or legal
^custodian, who must be 21 or older, for
Bratablished religious or medical purposes, in
private residences or at a function sponsored
by a bona fide nonprofit organization where
an individual has a ticket for admittance.
Several LSU students voiced their
complaints about the new law. Jason
Johnson, a senior in history asked, “If you
can vote, then why can’t you have a kind,
dark beer in a frosty mug after a hard day’s
work?”
David Sevante, a junior in finance
wondered, “How can the government ask
kids to die for our country while telling
them they’re not mature enough to drink? It
seems that we are confusing the youth with
these crossed signals.”
Louisiana had been the only state in the
union that did not have an across-the-board
21-year-old drinking law. The loophole was
created when the Legislature faced the 1985
federal requirement aimed at curbing teen
age drinking. The National Minimum
Drinking Age Act, which took effect
September 30, 1985, required states to
establishla minimum drinking age of 21 or
lose federal highway funding—5 percent of
a state’s funding in its first year of noncompliance and 10 percent in each
succeeding year of non-compliance. The

By Kristen Wynne and Charles J. Rivet

Legislature revised the law in 1995 as
complaints mounted from both citizens
and law enforcement officials who said
the loophole made it difficult to enforce
existing drinking laws. The new law is
now shielding Louisiana from losing $18
million a year in federal highway funds.
The new law had its opponents, such
as 13th Judicial District Judge Preston
Aucoin of Ville Platte, who signed an
order to halt implementation of the new
law the day it was to take effect. The
order was issued in connection with a suit
filed by Evangeline Parish residents that
claimed the law “arbitrarily and
capriciously discriminates” against people
ages 18, 19 and 20. By signing the
temporary restraining order, Aucoin
prohibited Governor Edwin Edwards,
Attorney General Richard Ieyoub, State
Commissioner of Alcoholic Beverage
Control Terry Pitrie and Evangeline
Parish District Attorney William Pucheu
from enforcing the law. Aucoin ruled that
the Louisiana Constitution’s "individual
dignity” clause prohibits discrimination
on the basis of age, and thus the state’s
new drinking law was unconstitutional.
Aucoin’s ruling was struck down by the
Louisiana Supreme Court days after he
issued the injunction.
Lawyer David Stewart of
Washington, D.C., said during a hearing
before the Louisiana Supreme Court in
November, 1995, that the older age
groups have a bigger problem with
drinking and driving. He said in 1992 the
number of alcohol-related highway
accidents in Louisiana which caused
injury or death was highest in the 25-29
age group with 479 accidents. The 15-20
age group had 337.
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Crista M cCulley, senior, communication disorders;
Stephanie Adams, senior, communication disorders;
Melanie Hall, senior, communication disorders
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Above: Trey
Hanson,
senior,
astronomy;
Kami
Schexnayder,
junior,
speech
performance
Suzanne
Tierney,
senior,
elementary
education;
Bebecca
Kizer, junior,
theatre; Erik
Kridakorn,
junior,
photography;
Robin
Walters,
senior,
microbiology
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Andrew Hulsman, junior, construction; Mike Hines,
sophomore, business

M ARK D. PROSPERIE

Tony Rephael, freshman, mechanical engineering; Natalie
Fry, sophomore, special education; joey Nassar, senior, music
education; Renee Thompson, junior, pre-vet; Lena Bryden,
sophomore, applied sciences

Right: J.J. Muffoletto, sophomore, Q .B.A .
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Mark Short, sophomore, civil
engineering

Eleni Tiliakos, a senior in microbiology, Burk Chuter, a senior in human resource
management, and Sheryl Moon, a junior in advertising, help customers at Highland
Coffees before the move.

Tanya
Haydel,
senior,
psychology
and
sociology

Ms. Margo Abadie counsels students in the General College.
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Alison Rolke, senior, general studies
SHAW N JO LET

LSU students watch the football team warm up for a big game.

Erica Stremleu (foreground), a freshman in wildlife and fisheries, and Anna
Tapia, a senior in art history, take a study break between classes.

Julia Runova, freshman, animal science
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Ashley
Gilbert,
freshman,
Junior
division
JEN N IFER COOKE

Niki Papazoglakis,
freshman, business
JENNIFER COOKE

Students
celebrate in
costume at the
annual Carlotta
Halloween
party.
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Jennifer Webb, junior, chemistry
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Elizabeth Mons, junior, geography

Mindi Bonfanti, fresh
man, engineering;
Rupert Thom, freshman,
psychology

Michelle Ledoux, senior,
human ecology and dietetics

SHAWN JO LE T

Lome
Boudreaux,
freshman,
dairy
science;
Ryan
Ellerbusch,
freshman,
pre-vet; Petra
Junies,
freshman,
dental
hygiene
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Melissa
Booth,
freshman,
music;
Catherine
Arnold,
freshman,
communica
tion disorders

JENNIFER COOKE

DanaJocoby, senior, public relations and
political science

SHAWN JO LE T

Burk Chuter
expertly prepares
latte at Highland
Coffees.

Mary Polley, senior,
anthropology; Frank
Fisanich, senior,
geography
ERIK KRIDAKORN
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Bonnie Horne, a senior in psychology, Jennifer Bourgeois, a
junior in pre-med, and Colleen Bandera, a sophomore in
accounting, get ready for the Homecoming festivities of Phi Mu.
Rachel
Enicks,
freshman,
undecided;
Heather
Thorton,
freshman,
history
SHAWN J0 L ET

Julie Price, freshman,
pre-med; Laura Goliwas,
freshman, family/child/
consumer sciences

SHAW N JOLET

Amy Johnson,
junior, unde
cided; Kim
Winston, senior,
speech and
communication
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Anna Boone, sophomore,
undecided; Tanya Cambre,
sophomore, history
SHAWN JOLET

Ellen Von Lubbe, senior, animal science

Dawn Gordon, senior, broadcast journalism; Nancy Rodgers, sophomore, broadcast
journalism; Maura Brady, junior, news/editorial; Gina Arrigo, junior, advertising
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David
W idjaja,
senior,
electrical
engineering
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Kedren W illiam s, senior, psychology; Shelly Royer,
senior, journalism
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Marianto Prajitno, sophomore, accounting

Richard Lassander, senior, finance

Dan Townsend, freshman, undecided
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Aslam
Tawhid,
graduate
student,
agronomy
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Opal Leblanc, sophomore, biochemistry

James Carney, senior, chemical engineering
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Vernita Metoyer,
junior, psychology;
Kelly King, junior,
advertising; Andrea
Savoy, junior,
elementary
education; Tiffany
Dawn Weston,
junior, elementary
education
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Kacey Cedotal, sophomore, pre-med; Robert Bass, sophomore, pre-med

Seth Precht, freshman, business
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Tabassum Rashid, senior,
news/editorial

Eric Monday, senior, accounting;
Misty Elliott, senior, mass
communication and political
science; Mike Bayham, junior,
mass communication and history;
Paul Estes, junior, marketing; Seth
Hopkins, senior, English and mass
communication; John Edel,
freshman, chemical engineering
SHAWN JO LE T

Snoop Doggie Dog
gives an exclusive
interview to Brad
Grantham, a sopho
more in mass
communication and
meteorology.

Cesar Vargas, a graduate
student in electrical
engineering, and Edith
Salazar, a graduate
student in library and
information science, take
a stroll around campus
with their daughter Irene.

LIONEL HEBERT
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Ahmadou
Gordon,
freshman,
elementary
education
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W ill Bridges, junior, chemical engineering; Kim
Fugler, junior, chemical engineering; Eric Muery,
senior, zoology

SHAWN JO LE T

Dmitri Chafir, senior, political science

i

Sherril
Gordon,
freshman,
sociology

Paul Edmundson, senior, electrical engineering
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David Lafont, senior, interior design

Like Father,

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Tabby Thomas
plays a set at the
Blues Box

ERIK KRIDA

Like Son
&y Charles l R ivet

At the front door, one inch blue and
white dies spell out “Griffon” on the
ground. Inside the club, a tall, pressed tin
ceiling soaks up rising notes while snapshots
and posters of blues legends cast approving
glances from the walls. Near the stage, a
tabby-cat is painted holding a guitar. Under
him is inscribed the motto “Good RocKiN
TONighT.”
Rockin' Tabby Thomas has been singing
since the ’50s. He said he opened Tabby’s
Blues Box and Heritage Hall on North
Boulevard in 1979 because “the musicians
didn't have a meeting place where everybody
could get together and share. [The Box] used
to be a drug store that belonged to Mr.
Griffon." Tabby recalls, “I don’t know what,
something come over me and just took
possession. Next thing I know he (Griffon)
said "Take the keys, come back and see me
in six months and we’ll talk about the rent;
thelights, gas and water’s on.’ He didn’t
think I' d be there that long.”
T a b b y and his family have been rocking
at the box ever since. “Once we opened up I
decided, well let's have a jam night when we
play,
sing, talk and jive. It just caught on. It
wasn't a thing where a guy got up and tried
to outplay the other guy. There was no
animosity. Clarence Edwards, Whisperin’
Smith, Silas Hogan and Henry Gray used to
all come around.”
T h e Baton Rouge native said he lived in
Detroit before volunteering for 17-months
in Guam with the Air Force. He then lived
inSanFrancisco, “on the streets, runnin’
wild" in 1950.

"T
. Bone Walker was the big superstar.
W
henI made my first record, Muddy
Waters wasn’t out yet; B.B. King was just
coming out. Chicago was doing the hard
bluesthang, and California was doing a
sweetstyle blues with Charles Brown and

Amos Milburn playing pianos.”
He said, “I got back here, and they didn’t
have anybody around town doing what I was
doing. [Back] Then I didn’t know anything
about music, just singing. A very good friend
of mine named Owens Moultries taught me
the piano and the guitar. I come from that
school of [piano players like] Fats Domino
and Professor Longhair. Since those early
days Tabby has been a fixture in the Baton
Rouge blues sound while his music has won
critical acclaim in the states and Europe.
He’s happy to say that in order to
promote his new CD, “We just did eight
concerts in Germany and eight in
Switzerland. People over there, they just love
the blues. My last concert I played was in
Zurich, and, man, the people just didn’t
want us to leave the stage.”
Influenced by his father and other local
blues artists, Tabby’s son Chris plays his own
music described in the title of his new CD,
“21st Century Blues from the Hood.” This
new genre mixes blues jams with rap and
soul.
Chris started playing guitar when he was
11 years old. He said the older musicians
“taught me a lot about where the music had
come from, particularly Henry Gray would
say, ‘You can’t be me, sing your own songs.’
I think I’ve developed a style that defines
who I am. The challenge to me was to see the
music grow with us young guys interjecting
our own ideas into it; make it more of a ’90s
thing, connect my generation with the
blues.”
Tabby said, “The Baton Rouge blues
sound is not, and never will be, like it used to
be, that’s gone. All the great blues singers like
Slim Harpo, Lightnin’ Slim and Guitar Kelly
are not playing anymore. The younger guys
around town like Troy Turner are playing a
mix, trying to do Jimi Hendrix and Stevie

Tabby's son Chris invents a new sound
rooted in the music of his father.
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Ray. Ain’t gonna be no more Muddy
Waters, ain’t gonna be no more Howlin’
Wolfs, all that’s over with. W hen we had
the blues singers, the people didn’t
appreciate them; they never did get
recognition. How much money they got is
not the thing. Some tremendous blues
players were very talented [but] never did
get a break, never did get exposed. All
along, Baton Rouge had what you call the
real down country type blues thang.”
Tabby hosts an open blues jam on
Wednesday and Friday nights at the Blues
Box, while he and Chris play Tuesday
nights at M urphy’s Bar and every other
Saturday night at Fred’s Bar and Grill.
Other local blues rockers like Troy Turner
often join the jam.

Julia DiGiovanni, sophomore, English; Emilee Vieira,
sophomore, zoology; Reem Toma, sophomore, communica
tion disorders; Brandon McKeithen, sophomore, mass
communication; Jason Arms, freshman, electrical engineer
ing; Cherie Altobello, sophomore, psychology; Tannia Elvir,
sophomore, psychology

Jared McElwee, junior, music education
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(top) Gabrielle Bolner, freshman, pre-men; Kristin W ilkinson,
freshman, Tiger Band groupie; (bottom) Jennifer Zeringue, freshman,
civil engineering; Jennae Faucheux, freshman, pre-med; Sean "Foxy
Troxy" Troxclair, freshman, biochemistry and pre-med
ERIK KRIDAKORN

Lajon Jordan, sophomore, EE; Marlis
EHarang Jr., senior, architecture

Lester Emanuel Jr., junior, ISDS

Courtney St. Julian, freshman, broadcast journalism; Ron Zhizoye,
junior, nursing; Kristi Butler, freshman, microbiology
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ERIK KRIDAKORN

SHAWN JO LE T

Chad Oisher, junior, mechanical engineering; Donna
Svoren, junior, communication disorders

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Jason Foreman, freshman, undecided

Andrew
Meader,
senior,
political
science

SHAWN JOLET

SHAWN JOLET

Dawn Frazier, senior, industrial engineering

SHAWN JO LE T

Jean Huang, graduate student, electrical engineering

Eric Barnum, junior, microbiology; Jerry Jones, junior, psychology; George
Dichessor, sophomore, biochemistry

Yolanda Calloway, graduate student,
social work

SHAWN JO LE T

Bingxuan
Liao,
graduate
student,
engineering
science

SHAWN JO LE T

SHAWN JO LE T

SHAWN JO LE T

TracyMcMillan, senior, microbiology; Brittan
y,junior, psychology; Jeff Wilson, graduate
rke
a
B
student, psychology

SHAWN JOLET

Maria Duggan, sophomore, public relations;
Christi Dugas, sophomore, psychology

Rosemarie Renz, sophomore, zoology; Kevin
Rogowski, junior, accounting

Mark Cooney,
senior,
kinesiology

JAC QU ES DUPLA
IS
T
N

JAC Q U ES D UPLANTIS

Robbie Lacinak,
senior, environ
mental manage
ment; Tate
Calhoun,
freshman,
psychology; Scott
Hebert, fresh
man, design

JAC Q U ES D UPLANTIS

SHAWN J
Daniel Estrada, senior, history

JAC Q U ES DUPLANTIS

Marshall Deluca, senior, international trade and finance; Cecilia
D'Angelo, sophomore, public relations; Greg Clement, junior, EE

Sixta-Rubio Flores,
senior, political
science; Marino
Jaen, senior,
computer science;
Jaime Calderon,
senior, computer
science; Boris
Sanjur, senior,
zoology

JA C Q U ES D UPLANTIS

SHAW N JO LET

Scott Riehm, sophomore, mechnical engineering; Shane Smith, sophomore,
microbiology/religion; Sarah Sanford, freshman, history; Erin W illson, sophomore,
graphic design; Bridgette Moore, sophomore, English; Sharon Pinckard, sophomore, medical technology; W ill Jeffcoat, sophomore, chemical engineering; Brian
Rivet, sophomore, anthropology

JA C Q U ES DUPLANTIS

Adrienne Melancon, senior, graphic design

Patrick Ring, senior, technical theatre

Kimberly Boggs,
senior, English
literature; Abby
Carter, senior,
political science

SHAW N JOLET

JAC QU ES DUPLANTI S

Yvette Morgan, senior,
chemical engineering

"The Oyster Group and Friends": Toby
Whitfield, Ken Brooks, James Maurin,
Jeffery Angelico, Brad Joffrion, Leif
Wismar and Raymund Ferrer, all
seniors in mechanical engineering

SHAWN JOLET

B A M B I H E RNANDEZ

Karen T. Guerin, junior, business administration
David Swindell, junior, biochemistry

JAC Q U ES DU PLAN TES

JAC Q U ES OUPLANTIS

Charles Rigby, senior, anthropology

B A M B I HERNANDEZ

Kirby
e
h
T
Family— Emanuel Maire Jr., Kali Moore,
Clemille Peters Jr., Reginald L. Anderson, Stanley
Brown, Alphonse J. Arceneaux Jr., Reginald Neil
Bellizaire, Levar James, Wayne Lopez, Merrick
Green, Earl Randall III and Paul Sampson Jr.

Andrea Rice, freshman,
dietetics; Jason Stern,
freshman, business

Victoria Cooper, freshman, microbiology; Kenyattah
Robinson, sophomore, political science

SHAW N JO LET

JAC QU ES DUPLA
IS
T
N

Holly Hendricks,
senior, French and
history; Mary Ann
Kelly, ISEP coordina
tor; Christophe
Marques, graduate
student, ME; Erin
McGlogan, freshman,
undecided

S H A W N
J O L E T

lesha Grant, senior, nursing; Julie Canada, senior,
political science and pre-law

JAC Q U ES DU PLAN TES

Kenneth Cambre, senior,
computer engineering

Cassandra Mathers, junior, pre-law/business
administration

Scott Evans, senior, English and biochemistry

JACQUES DUPLANTES

JACQ UES DUPLANTES

BAMBI HERNANDEZ

Cynthia Simon, senior, environmental science; Mandy Simon,
freshman, family, child and consumer science
JACQUES DUPLANTES

AlanaAnsley, junior, graphic design and Henri

(top) Wendy Bauer, senior,
political science; Savita
Iyer, junior, chemical
engineering; (bottom)
Christie Campbell, junior,
mass communication; Lisa
Kidder, senior, mass
communication; Tim
Morgan, senior, ME

Rebekah Hinds, senior, political science;
Danielle Ellis, senior, apparel design

Julie Neuman, freshman,
elementary education
JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

SHAWNJOLET

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

Exchange students
Thomas Henzchel,
political science; Eelco
Van W ijk, political
science; Ritzerd
Monkelbaan, finance;
Niko Torvela, environ
mental kinesiology;
Jon Nason, kinesiology

SHAWN JO LE T

Vikas Verma,
sophomore,
zoology; Michael
Maher, senior,
microbiology

Nicole Asprodites, senior, zoology

Janana Almon,
sophomore, premed; Jamailah
Mendoza, sopho
more, biochemistry

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

SHAWN JO LE T

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

Tasha L.
Michaeleski,
freshman,
elementary
education
SHAWN JO LE T

Carey Gelpi, senior, psychology

Silke Mezger,
senior, English
and French

Bottom: Xiaowen Ma,
senior, international
trade and finance;
Thomas
Arackapparampil,
graduate student,
electrical engineering

SHAWN JOLET

SHAW

SHAWN JOLET

SH
AW
N
JO
LET
Jason Rhein, sophomore, English; Frisco Rhein'
alumnus, pre-med
SHAWN JOLET

Ryan Thibodaux, senior, zoology; Cliff
Salangut, fourth year architecture

Jason
Tolliver,
freshman,
finance and
pre-law

SHAW N JO LET

SHAWN JOLET

Christopher Boston, freshman, biological engineering;
Trey Batey, freshman, forensic anthropology; Tash
Solangi, freshman, biological engineering
SHAWN JOLET

Murris Reed, freshman, pre-med; Tara Reed,
junior, psychology

H old T hat Tiger

LIONEL HEBERT

By Kristen Wynne

Question: W hat 6-year-old has his own personal
$180,000 home?
Answer: A 520-pound Bengal tiger affectionately
called “Mike,” who represents the LSU Fighting
Tigers
Mike V was donated to LSU by Dr. Thomas and
Carolyn Atkinson of M oulton, Alabama. He was born
on October 19, 1989, and came to the campus in
February 1990 when he was 4 months old and
weighed 59 pounds.
Dr. W. Sheldon Bivin, director of laboratory
animal medicine at the LSU School of Veterinary
Medicine, and senior veterinary medicine students
provide for Mike’s care and medical needs. He is fed a
commercial diet daily, consisting of two six-pound
sausage-like sticks, and his cage is cleaned daily. Bivin
said he visits him three times a week for medical
checkups.
Mike’s cage is equipped with all the luxuries— air
conditioning, heat, a pool and an exercise area. Bivin
said it exceeds all USDA requirements for a cage of its
kind. He said in such an environment, tigers live to be
about 20-years-old. In zoos they live to about 18, and
in the wild they live less than 15 years.
Mike V is the heir to a 60-year tradition. Mike I
was brought to LSU by athletic trainer Mike
Chambers (from whom he got his name) in 1936.
Chambers found Mike I at a zoo in Little Rock,
Arkansas and helped launch the Quarter-for-a-Mascot
drive among students. It took only an hour to raise the
$750 needed to buy the tiger. Mike I lived until 1957.
edied during a four-game losing streak, but the
H
death was kept a secret until after LSU had beaten
Tulane.
Mike II came from the Audubon Park Zoo in
New Orleans, but he died within a year. Mike III
reigned during LSU’s only national championship
season. He came from the Seattle Zoo in 1958. He
died in 1975 folowing the Tigers’ first losing
campaign in his 18 years as the mascot.
Mike IV was most famous for his late-night
escapades. In 1981 pranksters from Tulane unlocked
his cage and let him loose. He was chased down and
recaptured by Bivin, who used a tranquilizer gun on
him in the Bernie Moore track stadium. Mike IV was
retired to the Greater Baton Rouge Zoo in 1990. He
had to be euthanized on March 3, 1995 because of
bone problems and cancer.

LIONELHEBERT

LIONELHEBERT

Tiffany Green, sophomore, mechanical
engineering; Sullivan Woods, senior,
mechanical engineering
James Dulaney, senior, history

Jeresa Bailey, sophomore, general
studies; Jessica Walters, senior,
marketing and management

SHAW N JO LET

LION EL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

LIO N EL HEBERT

Portia L. Bailey, senior, psychology and English;
Jamilia A. Holmes, junior, kinesiology

LION EL HEBERT

John Meadows, senior, graphic design

Lysandra Machado, graduate student,
business administration; Alfredo Sanchez,
senior, mass communication

Romith Das, graduate student, physics

LIO N EL HEBERT

LION EL HEBERT

LIO N EL HEBERT

Mark Hermann, senior, electrical engineering

Amy Lynn Malone, senior, mass communica
tion; Jeffery Fernandez, senior, business

Colette Vige,
senior,
kinesiology

SHAW N JO LET

SHAWN JO LET

Chandra
Carriere,
junior

SHAW N JOLET

SHAW N JOLET

Shaunne Davis, senior, accounting; Andrea
Pitonyak, junior, communication disorders

SHAW N JOLET

Bradley M iller, senior, speech communication;
Jeff M iller, sophomore, civil engineering

Craig Brown, senior,
electrical engineer
ing; Eric Cooper,
senior, ISDS and
MIS; Julian Dodd,
senior, sociology;
Percy McMillon,
senior, finance;
Damon Bush,
senior, electrical
engineering

SHAW N JO LET

SHAW N JO LET

Joseph Frontha, junior, civil engineering; Ron Chioye, junior, nursing;
Brian Auzenne, junior, electrical engineering

LION EL HEBERT

Elaine Taldot, senior, human ecology and apparel design

James Morris, freshman, animal science and pre-med

Tameel Coleman, sophomore, rehab counseling; Kimberly
Kennedy, freshman, pre-med

SHAWN JO LE T

Kezia
Reimoneng,
senior,
elementary
education
LIONEL HEBERT

Ana Nunez, sophomore,
business administration;
Gabriela Chinchilla, senior,
mass communication

LIONEL HEBERT

SHAWN J

Rachel Epstein, junior, English; Paul Cooper, sophomore,
nursing; Melanie Vaughan, senior, graphic design

Ronald J. Landaiche III, senior, history

LION EL HEBERT

LIO N EL HEBERT

SHAWN JO LET

Allison Verllette, freshman, accounting; Kristi Jackson, freshman, premed; Erica Heck, freshman, marketing

LIO N EL HEBERT

ar,ah Du, graduate student, food science

Thomas Charles, senior, general studies

Sidney Jones Jr., senior, English/creative writing

SHAW N JO LET

Ashley Coyne,
junior, general
studies; Ellen
Cray, junior,
physical therapy

LIONEL H

SHAWN

Grazia Casco,
freshman,
architecture;
Carol Frazier,
freshman, public
relations
Denise Bergeron, senior, elementary education; Billy Treas,
graduate student, business law

SHAWN JO LE T

Reginald
Holmes, junior,
psychology

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Bhagwan Rajput, graduate student, physics

SHAWN JO LE T

Joe Bean, senior, education

Zamira Logrono and Karla Gutierrez,
both seniors in advertising

Heather Bouler,
junior, kinesiology

LIO N EL HEBERT

LION EL HEBERT

Landon Holiman,
junior, history

LION EL HEBERT

LION EL HEBERT

Elena O'Brien, senior, general studies
SHAWN JOLET

Chin Siung Teo, Yew Khim Loo and Tung Thanh Do,
all seniors in chemical engineering

Jimmy Barr, junior, poultry science and prevet; Melanie Dees, sophomore, English

Mohammed Ahmad, sophomore, electrical engineering

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Angie Grauman, senior,
civil engineering; Michelle
LeBlanc, senior, political
science; Connie LeBlanc,
senior, biological engineer
ing; Becky Bryant, sopho
more, chemical engineer
ing; Stacy Clooney, senior,
wildlife; Angela Manning,
senior, kinesiology; Sarah
Neau, senior, kinesiology
LIONEL HEBERT

Kandy Bich Le,
sophomore,
business manage
ment; Dan Le
Townsend, fresh
man, undecided;
Timmy Tran,
sophomore,
management; Davis
Truong, sopho
more, management;
Van Townsend,
senior, pre-vet

LIONELHEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Ofori Agboka, sophomore, psychology and pre-med

LIONEL HEBE

Vinita Kokatnur, graduate student, speech language pathology

Kendrick Tyler, senior, finance

Donielle Williams, sophomore, nursing; Robert Marcel
Branch, sophomore, communication disorders

LIO N EL HEBERT

SHAW N JO LET

LIO N EL HEBERT

Carrie King, freshman, JD

Professor
Andrew
Baque and
the 4th year
architecture
studio
SHAWN JOLET

Tracy Warner, senior, ISDS;
Nathaniel Hartwig, junior,
industrial engineering

Wykescha Young, sophomore, chemical engineering

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Jie Lin, graduate student,
mass communication;
Xiaoqing Liu, graduate
student, mass communi
cation; Qing Chen,
graduate student,
industrial engineering;
Jinjiang Wang, graduate
student, geophysics

SHAWN JOLET

Atu Bernasko, freshman, undecided
Milet Phillips and Julie
Neuman, both fresh
men in elementary
education

SHAWN JOLET

Darius
Curley,
freshman,
zoology and
pre-med

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Letoria House, freshman,
ME; Cheryl Spiller, fresh
man, ME; Renee Morrison,
freshman, English; Danielle
Delahoussaye, freshman,
mass communication;
Victoria Perez, freshman,
pre-med; Shantel Celestine,
freshman, pre-med; Liz
Richard, freshman, account
ing and pre-law; Dareth
Auzenne, freshman, English

SHAWN JO LE T

Ravonne Allman
and Rahni
Lancaster, both
freshman in
interior design

SHAWN JOLET

Cherie
Duckworth,
junior,
fashion
merchandis
ing; Loanna
Ball, junior,
communica
tion disorders

SHAWN JO LE T

Kelly Doucet, junior,
political science
LIONEL HEBERT

Alcides Palacios, senior,electrical engineer
ing and computer science; Carmen
Sequeira, senior, computer science; Sandra
Aseencion, sophomore, pre-med; Rafael
Gonzalez, senior, computer science
SHAWN JOLET

Phillip Martin,
graduate student,
electrical engineering;
Julie Martin, graduate
student, education

SHAWN JO LE T

Below: Kurt Dorrell, senior,
business administration

SHAWN JO LE T

Xuemei Kuang, graduate student, computer science

SHAWN JOLET

Melissa Richard, graduate student, elementary education

Nakia Newsome, freshman, biochemistry; Daryl
Johnson, freshman, biochemistry

SHAWN JO LE T

SHAWN JO LE T

Below: Ut
Van Dang,
freshman,
medical
technology

SHAWN JO LE T

John Baquet, senior,
mechanical engineering;
Pork Chop the pig;
Jacinta Gatte, senior,
English literature

* SHAWN JOLET

Trymica Lotten,
junior, nursing;
Omar Mason,
senior, English

Jessica Meaux, freshman, psychology

Corey A. Bierra, junior,
mass communication
SHAWN JO LE T

SHAWN JO LE T

SHAWN JO LE T

Percy M cM illon, senior; Tanya
Allen, junior; Tonja Jones,
junior; Thomas Charles, senior;
Douglass Ratliff, senior

SHAWN JOLET

Lolly George,
junior, chemical
engineering;
Alex, freshman,
obedience
school; Ryan
Vinyard, senior,
environmental
science

SHAWN JOLET

Rob Morton, 5th year, landscape
architecture; Garren Owens, 5th
year, landscape architecture; Julie
Brown, senior, interior design; Tandi
Tugwell, senior, interior design;
Kelly Simpson, senior, interior design

Matt Plant, 5th year, landscape architec
ture; Lou Cowling, 5th year, landscape
architecture; Stephanie Caire, junior,
interior design; Kelly Limpson, senior,
interior design; Tandi Tugwell, senior,
interior design; Emily Adams, junior,
interior design; Julie Brown, senior,
interior design; John Emerson, professor of
landscape architecture

SHAWN JOLET

SHAWN JOLET
SHAWN JOLET

Dorothy Wood, graduate student, chemistry

Michelle Rook, junior,
interior design; Matt
Caillouet, 3rd year,
architecture; Jonathan
Heltz, 3rd year,
architecture; Maria
Arosemena, junior,
interior design

Yenkim Ngo, junior, interior design

SHAWN JOLET

SHAW N JO LET

Nguyen,
Archthuhue,
freshman,
mechanical
engineering;
Raphyel Rosby,
freshman,
microbiology

SHAW N J O L E T

Annie Negrotto,
senior, general
studies; Hunter
Guidry, senior,
environmental
management
systems

Karla Delgado and Karen Orellana,
both seniors in history

JON FISHER

JON FISHER

JON FISHER

Michelle Balan, senior, pre-med and general studies
JON FISHER

Melissa Montealegre, senior, news/editorial and
history; Aaron Aranas, senior, kinesiology

Glenn "Boogie" Coulon, senior, electrical engineering

Christopher Thompson, junior, sociology; Patrick
Alexander, sophomore, civel engineering

JON FISHER

LIONEL HEBERT

The plankton lab: Dr.
Richard Show, director;
Jim Ditty, research
associate; Joe Cope,
research associate; Corey
New, staff; Sachin
Wadhawan, sophomore,
computer engineering;
David Bunch, sophomore,
agribusiness; Ross Morton,
graduate student, ocean
ography; Gregory
Lavergne, sophomore,
agribusiness; Jason Setzer,
senior, geography; Nick
Ortego, freshman,
chemical engineering

JO N F IS H E R

Gloria August, senior,
anthropology; Euna August,
senior, biochemistry; The
Dreaded Pirate, senior,
mechanical engineering

JON FISHER

Nuaiai Zu, senior,
microbiology

JO N FISHE"

Raj Sabharwal, freshman, microbiology

L IO N E L H E B E R T

Scott Michel, senior, computer science

Martin Braud, senior, biochemistry; Sally Nettles, senior, psychology

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

JON FISHER
JON FISHER

Johanna Waguespack, senior, Spanish
randy Lockett, junior, human resource management; John Sullivan, senior, chemical engineering

305

Carrie McCard, junior,
fashion merchandising;
Brent Allain, senior,
pre-med and zoology;
Tim Viator, sophomore,
pre-med and zoology

JON FISHER

Julie Zebley,
junior, English
and history

JON FISHER

JON FISHER

Tai Thien Tran, junior, microbiology; Heather
Zornes, junior, nursing

Chandra "Shay" Carriere, junior,
fashion merchandising

Nicole A. Walker, senior,
finance; Sharika N.
Mahdi, senior, advertising;
Idorenyin Udoh, junior,
electrical engineering;
Sada Sorrell, freshman,
psychology and pre-med
LIONEL HEBERT

Mary,
sophomore,
chemical
engineering

LIONEL HEBERT

JON FISHER

Albert Richert,
senior, microbiology;
Linley Jones, senior,
communication
disorders

j o n f is h e r

Katie Anders,
freshman,
zoology

Angie Leger, senior, photography

LION EL HEBERT

JON FISHER

LIONEL H
T
R
B
E

Akemi Kuruma, sophomore, business administration; Joseph
Marcel Hilstock Esq., senior, ISDS
LIONEL HEBERT

Herlina Sujanto, graduate student, finance; Diana
Sujanto, senior, finance; David W idjaja, senior, electrical
engineering; Rita Liano, junior, civil engineering

Richard O ber Jr., graduate student, environmental studies

Linda Lemgruber, senior, kinesiology

JON FISHER

JON FISHER

LIONEL HEBERT

Tonja Jones, junior, business education

JON FISHER

Rochelle Decossas, senior, human services; Candace Knight, senior, history

Balakrishna Pandyal,
Mohamed Ahmedna, Ipek
Goktepe, Lara Carrilho,
Majid Al-Mugheiry and
Janette Saidu, all graduate
students in food science

Kevin Bart, sophomore, physical therapy

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Sandy Lopez,
freshman, mass
communication

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Christian Mixon,
sophomore, theatre;
Deana Clement
Mixon, junior,
sociology; Morgan
Mixon

Vince Walker, junior, political science

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

JON FISHER

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Judy Tuma, senior, dietetics
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

John Golda, senior, chemical engineering

International Expo

ER IK KRIDAKORN

Where can you take a trip around
the world without leaving the LSU
campus?
Visitors to the International Expo
were able to see and hear the sights
and sounds of over 20 countries at
the Maravich Assembly Center. They
could have their names written in a
number of different languages, taste
food from different countries and
even have their hands decorated with
henna from India.
The Expo has been an annual
event at LSU since 1971. It is a free
exhibition of crafts, music, fashion,
dance and food from around the
world. LSU students present it to
promote intercultural and
international relations.
Featured performances included
dances from Italy and India, Karate
from Japan and music from Israel.
The event was sponsored by the
LSU Union International Committee
and Student Government.

ER IK KRIDAKORN

ERIK KRIDAKORN

E R IK K R IO A K O R N

ERIK KRIDAKORN

E R I K K R ID A K O R N

Raffi Balian,
sophomore,
pre-pharmacy

Robert Branch, sophomore, communication disorders

JACQ UES DUPLANTIS

JA CQ UES DUPLANTIS

LIONEL HEBERT

John C. Dennis, junior, anthropology

RICHARD ZIEGLER

Frankie George, sophomore, merchan
dising; LaSundra Pitts, sophomore,
business management

Ken Chow, sophomore,
biological engineering

Cory Arceneaux, freshman, undecided

KEN CHOW

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Troy Seguin, senior, math;
Maria Yglesias, senior,
broadcast journalism; Stephen
Reed, sophomore, chemical
engineering

SHAWN JO LE T

Chris Spitale and
Cheryl Dean Spitale,
both seniors in
advertising

Amy Wamble, junior, management

JAC Q U ES DUPLANTIS

JA C Q U ES D U PLAN TIS

Husan Yaghi,
graduate student,
computer
science; Ihsan
Yaghi, senior,
business
management

JO N FISHER

JAC Q U ES D UPLANTIS

Holly Ricks, junior, biochemistry; Alton Dugas,
graduate student, biochemistry

Allen Richard, senior, architecture

Sue Yaghi, freshman, interior design; Nadien and Dina

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

JACQUES OUPLANTIS

Mary Miller, senior, kinesiology;
Dianna D illlio, senior, history

Shannon Brennan, junior, environmental management

David Daussat, senior, music education

MARK D. PROSPERIE

MARK D. PROSPERIE
SHAWN JOLET

Jennifer Carrothers, freshman, undecided; Jodie Babin,
freshman, biochemistry; Kim Anderson, freshman, dental
hygiene; Susie Peters, freshman, rehabilitation counseling;
Joseph Wesley, freshman, industrial technology; Robert
Beuka, graduate student, English

Earl Randal III, junior, mechanical engineering
Chris Beard, sophomore, kinesiology

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

LIONEL HEBERT

Tracy Young, junior, political science; Danielle Saunders,
junior, occupational therapy; David Meaux, sophomore,
business administration; joseph Lee, junior, zoology;
Danielle Ellis, senior, apparel design
ERIK KRIOAKORN

Elli Shoemaker, a senior in history,
beats the heat

Diary of a Struggling
Blues Artist

ERIK KRIDAKORN

By Zack Smith

You may think they smell like your worst
pair of socks and talk as if it is a struggle to
get out the words “spare some change?” The
weathered hand-me-downs that hold their
frail appearance together look as old as
society’s ignorance.
The common perception of a panhandler
is often a poor, drunk, homeless person, who
wants to get his hands on another beer. But
the life and times of one popular and selfproclaimed Baton Rouge panhandler
dismisses these stereotypes.
His name is Leroy White. The LSU
community may know Leroy as the
harmonica playing, blues guitar strumming,
artistically dependant Baton Rougean. For
hours into the night, Leroy plays his heart
out in front of The Varsity Theater, Circle K
and M urphy’s. Born in Charity Hospital in
New Orleans on December 16, 1951, Leroy
created his first memories in Baton Rouge
and with his family.
Leroy fondly remembers dragged-out
summer days fishing with his father in every
“creek and bayou in Louisiana.” His father
played a memorable part in his son’s life,
teaching him the guitar and harmonica, the
two things that keep him going.

“My childhood dream was, and still is, to
become a known blues musician,” Leroy said.
In the late ’60s, Leroy attended
McKinley High School in Baton Rouge
where his main source o f income came from
playing for dances at the Baton Rouge
Baptist Center. After high school he
continued a long standing family tradition
and enlisted in the U.S. Navy on June 23,
1971.
As a plane captain on an air craft carrier
flight deck, Leroy sailed the open waters and
sought to quench his endless thirst for
excitement.
“I saw beautiful places like London,
Spain, Cannes and Germany,” Leroy said. “I
most enjoyed Denmark, the most peaceful
place on earth, and the endless beaches of
Spain.”
After two Navy tours, Leroy found
himself in hard times. Homeless and alone,
he struggled to keep his musical dream alive,
and at the same time, himself.
“At that time in my life, I lived in
abandoned houses around Baton Rouge,
which was very dangerous,” Leroy said.
“People would come in at night as if they
were looking for something, someone. I was
very afraid.”
Today, Leroy has put aside the hard
memories of homelessness. Living with his
mother, Leroy supports her and himself with
the money he makes doing the thing he loves:
playing the blues.
Leroy says he usually collects about $35
on weekdays, $75 on weekends and about
$150 on LSU football game days. For two
people, this is barely enough to lead a life and
have some of the most simple opportunities
most people take for granted.
For some people, panhandling is a way of
life, a way of survival. In Baton Rouge

panhandling is considered a charge of
vagrancy, according to LSU Police Captain
Mark Shaw.
“Although vagrancy is illegal,
panhandlers aren’t taken in if they are on
private property with the owner’s consent
and are not causing complaints,” Shaw said
Shaw added that with the present
overcrowding jail situation, larger offenses
have higher priority for jail space than
panhandling. He concluded that if theyw
er
to arrest panhandlers, being in jail would
provide for them three square meals a day
and a place to live, which is basically the
ultimate goal of a panhandler.
No matter how people feel about them,
panhandlers are here to stay. Just like the
story of Leroy White, which is still being
written, they all have memories of good
times. And they have hopes and dreams that
the future will hold something better.

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Chinese Dance
Folk troupe perform s on campus.
By Kristen Wynne

Chinese folk dance is known for its
kaleidoscope styles and rich contents. It is a
manifestation of the Chinese culture. Each
dance has its own vocabulary, semantics and
syntactic structure, which enables the dancers
to express their thoughts and feelings with a
unique style— elegant and delicate in some,
vigorous and bold in others. Today in
Taiwan, Republic of China, many Chinese
folk dance educators have taken upon
themselves the mission to preserve the essence
of this past grandeur so as to pass it on from
generation to generation.
For 18 years Ms. Mei-Chiang Kuo, the
founding director of the renowned MeiChiang Folk Dance Troupe, has dedicated

herself to such a proud mission. Under her
leadership, the troupe has become famous for
its authentic interpretation of the classics.
The new dances she has created also attest to
a commitment to explore new techniques and
new forms of presentation. The troupe has
won numerous awards for its outstanding
performances, and in the last couple of years,
it has been invited to perform in the United
States.
The performance was sponsored by the
LSU Union International & Lively Arts
Committees, Baton Rouge Chinese
Association and Baton Rouge Sports
Foundation in conjunction with the Baton
Rouge Heritage Celebration.

Amanda Webb, senior, painting
and drawing; Wendy Reeves,
senior, ISDS and MIS; Jessica Furr,
senior, mathematics

Patrick Hames, senior, computer engineering

JON FISHER
JON FISHER

JON FISHER
JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Larry Huang, sophomore, computer engineering

David Tabora, freshman, electrical engineering;
Marianeila Jara, junior, political science

Chitra Rangan, graduate
student, physics;
Subramanyam Drarida,
graduate student, system
science; Sheetal Verma,
graduate student, com
puter engineering; Subha
Duvvuri, sophomore,
communication disorders;
Vijay Veeranna, graduate
student, computer science

JON FISHER

SHAWN JOLET

LSU students often lead high school students and their families on tours of the
University's campus to recruit students for LSU.

LIONEL HEBERT

^e°n Anderson, sophomore, chemical engineering

Paul Sampson, junior, advertising
Asiyah Hankins, senior, sociology

LIO N EL HEBERT

LIO N EL HEBERT

Chad Chenier,
senior, math

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Sean Vining,
junior, electrical
engineering;
Elliot Green,
junior, civil
engineering

R IC H A R D Z IE G L E R

The new Computing
Services Center,
located at the
corner of Highland
Road and South
Stadium, opened in the
spring of 1996.

SH A W N J O L E T

Michael Huertin,
junior, physics; Nicole
Bayard, junior,
elementary education
R IC H A R D Z IE G L E R

JoseNoe Martinez, graduate student, civil
engineering

LIONEL HEBERT

Traffic on campus
can be hell.

SHAW N JOLET
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Chuck Wiley, junior, kinesiology

Mathilda Perrodin, senior, psychology

Ashley Heltz, senior,
journalism; Bridgette
Parent, senior, speech
communication

ER IK KRID AKOR N

SHAW N JOLET

BA M B I HERNANDEZ

°Phomores Sirelious White, EEC; Ana Bergeron, psychology;
Aimee Becnel, education; Yesenia Lainez, accounting

Donnita Bell,
graduate student,
speech-language
pathology
LIONEL HEBERT

gumbo recipes
C om piled By Tonya M attson

Although many aspects o f Cajun
culture have died out, its food
certainly hasn’t. Eating out at
local restaurants like M ike
Anderson’s and M ulate’s is great,
butfo r the average college student
it is not always affordable. So get
in the kitchen and preserve the
Cajun culture. It may be a corny
pun, but The Gumbo is pleased to
bring you these gumbo recipes.
Seafood G um bo
This recipe comes from Tony Chachere’s Cajun
Country Cookbook. Mr. Tony currently has
three grandchildren attending LSU—James,
Meredith and Adrienne Wallace.

J. W. COOKBOOKS

1 cup all-purpose flour
1 cup oil
2 cups chopped okra
4 tablespoons margarine
1 cup chopped onions
1/2 cup chopped celery
1/2 cup chopped bell pepper
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 (14 1/2 oz.) can stewed tomatoes
3 quarts warm water
Tony Chachere’s Creole Seasoning
4 gumbo crabs, cut in half
2 pounds peeled shrimp, deveined
1/2 pint oysters
1/2 cup finely chopped green onions
and parsley file
In a skillet, make a dark roux with flour and oik
Remove from heat and set aside. In a large
aluminum Dutch oven or stock pot, saute okra
in margarine until it is no longer stringy. Add
onions, celery, bell pepper, and garlic, and saute
until tender. Add roux, tomatoes, and water to
this mixture and season with Tony Chachere's
Creole Seasoning. Simmer for 1 hour. Add
seafood and simmer for 30 minutes. Serve in
soup bowls over steamed rice, garnished with
green onions, parsley, and a dash of filA Yields 8
servings.
Used by permission o f Tony Chachere’s Creole
Foods o f Opelousas, Inc.

Coach’s Gumbo
This recipe is from LSU’s golf coach, Britt Harrison.
The Roux:
1 1/2 cups flour
1 cup vegetable oil
heavy iron skillet
Because of its rich flavor, I prefer a very dark roux. It
takes some practice and to hurry it is almost certain
disaster. Begin by heating oil to only a medium heat,
blend in four with a whisk. You should have to
whisk for over five minutes before you notice any
change in color. Gradually increase the heat until
you notice the flour becoming a tan color, then
reduce heat a fraction. You now are at a temperature
that you can control how fast the roux browns. The
tan color will become a peanut color, then a caramel
color. W hen it begins to look like milk chocolate,
remove from heat and continue to whisk slowly. The
color will continue to darken to a coffee color. This
entire process should take 40 minutes or so. Let sit
after you are sure it has quit browning and pour off
extra oil.
For Stock:
4 quarts water
2 medium onions, quartered
3 stalks o f celery, broken in half
2 carrots, broken in half
6 gumbo crabs
2 bay leaves
2 cloves o f garlic, diced
head and shells from 2 pounds of shrimp
Combine all ingredients and simmer for 90 minutes.
Strain liquid. Reserve for gumbo, discard remainder.
For Gumbo:
11/2 cups chocolate brown roux, oil drained
1 cup celery, chopped
1/4 cup garlic, diced
1 pound claw crab meat
2 dozen shucked oysters
1 cup green onion, chopped
2 teaspoons dried basil
2 bay leaves
gumbo file (if desired)
2 cups onions, chopped
1/2 cup bell pepper, chopped
2 pounds 25-30 count shrimp, peeled
and deveined
1 pound jumbo lump crab meat
1 16-ounce can stewed tomatoes
1/2 cup parsley, chopped
2 teaspoons dried thyme
salt, pepper (red, white and black) to taste
3 quarts seafood stock

Add roux to a large iron or other heavy pot. Bring
up to medium-high heat. Stir in onions. If there
is not enough moisture, a small amount o f water
can be added. (Be careful to add water slowly; it
can spatter if you go too fast.) After onions have
started to saute, add celery. Bell pepper and garlic
should be added toward the end of the saute, as
they can become bitter if scorched. Slowly add
tomatoes with juice after onions become
translucent. Add seafood stock, bay leaves and
crab claw meat. Simmer one hour. Add
remaining seafood and herbs. Simmer 10 more
minutes, taste and adjust seasonings. Add gumbo
file one teaspoon at a time to thicken if desired.
Serve over cooked rice. Serves 12 a meal they will
remember all year! Freezes well.

Chicken and Sausage Gumbo
This Cajun Revelation recipe by James Graham
won first place at the W orld Champion Gumbo
Cook-Off three years straight.
3 1/4 cups oil, divided
3 cups flour
4 pounds boneless chicken, cut into one-inch
pieces
2 pounds smoked sausage, diced
3 cups diced onions
2 cups diced bell peppers
1 cup diced celery
1 gallon rich chicken stock
1 teaspoon liquid smoke
1 teaspoon Tabasco
1 tablespoon black pepper
2 teaspoons red pepper
1 tablespoon garlic powder
green onion tops, chopped
First, make a roux: Heat 3 cups oil on medium in
a large heavy pot. Add flour slowly, stirring
constantly until dark brown in color; set aside but
keep warm. In another large-bottomed pot, heat
1/4 cup oil over medium; add chicken, brown for
10 minutes. Add sausage, brown 10 more
minutes. Stir in onion, bell pepper, and celery
until well blended and cook for 10 minutes until
vegetables are transparent. Add chicken stock,
liquid smoke, and Tabasco; stir slowly until
thoroughly mixed. Stir in black pepper, red
pepper, garlic powder, and reserved roux; simmer
on low 45 minutes. Garnish with green onion
tops. Serve over steamed rice. Yield: 12 servings.
Used by permission ofTradery Hotise, an imprint o f
the Wimmer Companies, Inc. o f Memphis, TN.

Chad Rivet,
senior,
philosophy

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Freshmen Erin Monroe,
business and pre-law and
Torriana Palms, zoology
and pre-med

Missy Boutte, junior,
graphic design; Amanda
Allen, sophomore,
occcupational therapy;
Lauren Williams, sopho
more at Millsaps College

AMANDA ALLEN

JON FISHER

Juanita Bueso, freshman, industrial engineering;
Claudia Moya, senior, industrial technology; Daniela
Duron, sophomore, marketing

Legend has it, a
baseball-capped ghost
haunts the upper floors
of Coates Hall.

SHAW N JO LET

RICHARD ZIEG LER

Zhouhong Zhang, graduate student,
mechanical engineering

BAM BI HERNANDEZ

Patrick "N orm " Dulaney, senior, political science
and history; Parveen Podrami, sophomore, mass
communication and English

The walkway in front of Middleton Library provides
students with a sunny spot to read and relax.

"Old Psi Posse": Dwight G uillory, Charles Jones |r.
and Chris "Dreek" Hebert

SHAWN JO LE T
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LIONEL HEBERT

Tisha LaCham Lathan, senior, Latin

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Roxanne E. Roccaforte,
junior, dietetics

On pretty days, students can often be found studying or sleeping in the Quad.

SHAWN JO LE T

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Seniors Horacio Avila, environmental management systems; Vernon
Narvaez, agribusiness; O liver Champet, computer science

JON FISHER

Sanjay Nair, senior, electrical engineering

Seniors Adrian Stallone,
general studies, and Brian
Stevens, history

Corey "Mr. Goodbar" Bierrla, DJ
Spanky and Jonathan P. Mann

BAM BI HERNANDEZ

ERIK KRIDAKORN
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Ashley James Cambre, senior, history

Students take a lunch break
at Foster Cafe in the base
ment of Foster Hall.
SHAW N JO LET

Richard Ziegler, sophomore, ceramics

ER IK KRIDAKORN

ERIK KRIDAKORN

(Driver) Anthony Olinde Jr., senior, computer science and
Darren T. Hubbard, senior, overachiever

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Bekki Boudreaux, senior, English; Anne Ogden, senior, general studies

When You’ve Gotta Go...
Campus bathrooms are not one o f thefiner aspects of LSU.
B y Tonya M attson

You’ve been holding it through that long
Tuesday afternoon English class. Salvation
comes when the professor dismisses class five
minutes early. You rush to the bathroom, the
utopia down the hall, only to find— arrgh!
No toilet paper.
LSU bathrooms are a fact we all must
face. Many students have their favorite and
will trek across campus to remain faithful to
it. Others avoid them entirely and schedule a
trip home during the day just for the
purpose of...well, you get the idea. Dorm
residents face them daily, shower shoes and
all. But it seems that most everyone has
something to say about the best and the
worst of LSU bathrooms.
Sarah Lukacs, a senior in communication
disorders, tries to avoid the downstairs
bathrooms in Coates. “None of the doors
close,” she said, “and if they don’t have
napkins to dry your hands, that becomes a
problem. I like to put the napkin between

ERIK KRIDAKORN

my hand and the door handle when I’m
leaving to save me from the germs from the
people who don’t wash their hands.”
By far, Sarah’s favorite bathroom is in
Hodges, where she is a student worker for
Student Media. “James cleans it every day. I
know him personally, and I know everyone
who uses it personally. It’s a limited number
of people. And it always has plenty of toilet
paper and a fresh, clean scent,” she said.
But a trip to some bathrooms on campus
can be downright disgusting. “The
bathrooms in Lockett smell like piss in the
basement,” said Jim Purgerson, a senior in
marketing. “It’s horrible. I don’t even know
if they employ a janitor down there.”
The bathrooms in North Graham Hall, a
women’s dormitory, are perhaps the most
difficult to explain. The female-only
bathrooms have all the necessary
components: toilets, showers, sinks and
urinals. When the dormitory was changed
from a male residence to a female residence a
few decades ago, the urinals were left behind

for some reason. As if that isn’t bad
enough, these urinals can accommodate
several patrons at once. They look
something like a trough. Apparently LSU
encourages community peeing. And unless
Residential Life expects Graham women to
wash their feet in urinals, they are totally
useless.
However, bathrooms have seen major
improvements in the last few years. In the
mid ’70s, there was a major problem with
bathroom prostitution at LSU. Some say
that the stall doors were removed in Allen
Hall and remain removed today to remedy
the problem. But according to the LSU
Police Department, prostitution was a
problem all over campus and has nothing
to do with the lack of doors (and privacy)
for men in Allen.
O f course, the bathroom problem
wouldn’t be such a huge problem if
students would be more considerate of
others by not making a mess. And for
God’s sake, please flush.

ERIK KRIDAKORN
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Franny Nampala, senior, industrial engineering

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Brian Glorioso, senior, general education;
Madeline Tedesco, senior, mass communication

Anne Suggs, freshman, apparel design

Students surf the Internet with their TIGER
accounts in Middleton Library.

SHAW N JOLET
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Toni Daleo,
Ramon Hasbun,
Francia
Valenzuela,
Hector "Matute"
Vallejo, Ana
Nunez, Mario
"Mariola" Padilla,
Daniela Duron
and Jose "Cara de
Sexo" David

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Julie and Sunshine

ERIK KRIDAKORN
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Christine Simmons, senior, art

Students take advantage of the nice weather to play soccer on the Parade Ground

90428 JB
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SHAWN JO LE T
DANIEL SULLIVAN

Keon Anderson, sophomore, chemical engineering

Roderick Smothers; Karey Mathews, junior, pre-med

SHAWN JOLET
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Hong Ma, junior, accounting

Fall '95 ANSC 3033 livestock evaluation class
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Spencer Marks,
sophomore,
psychology

JACQ UES DU PLANT'S

Kristi Pounds, sophomore, electrical engineering; Molly
Soulier, sophomore, chemical engineering

Kristi Goines, junior, journalism

RICHARD ZIEGLER

ERIK KRIDAKORN

Memorial Tower stands tall at
the heart of the LSU campus.
SHAWN JOLET
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Cory Riche, sophomore, occupational therapy

JENNY COOKE

The Power Hall staff
wraps Christmas
presents for charity.
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Kit Helton, music

SHAW N JOLET

Jason Bourgeois,
junior, architecture

SHAWN JOLET
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Because of the recent
campus-wide no
smoking policy, this
student takes his
break outside.
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Julie Day, graduate student, sculpture

SHAWN JO LE T
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Jolie Adams, sophomore, JD

SHAWN JO LE T

Matt Lyon, matriculated, ceramics

John Byrd,
junior, ceramics

SHAWN JOLET

SHAWN JO LE T

You mean to tell me students have MONEY???

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

Students take a break at the Union pool room.

Scottie Sorrell, Changheon Kang, John Nlcol and Aaron Loiselle,
all graduate students in math, and Brandon Dyson, junior, geology
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Anthony McFarland, freshman, engineering

D A N IE L S U L L l* Al<

DANIEL SULLIVAN

JA C Q U E S DU PLAN TI S

LSU provides transportation to and from campus, Greek
houses and nearby apartment buildings.

Rachel Bolzan and Melissa
Guerrini, both graduate
students in chemistry

JON FISHER

"Just a little closer..."

DANIEL SULLIVAN

SHAWN JO LE T

Karen M iller, graduate
student, printmaking

SH A W N J O L E T

Students burn the midnight oil at Middleton Library.
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LSU PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Danielle and Renee at a George Porter Jr. concert

Louisiana Fair and Festival
Queens of LSU

LIONEL HEBERT

DANIEL SULLIVAN

LSU PUBLIC RELATIONS

L S U P U B L IC R E L A T IO N S

Test taking— an aspect of LSU we would
perhaps like to forget.

LSU PUBLIC RELATIONS

LSU PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Julie Harelson, junior, pre-vet

The street outside Lockett Hall is a constant hub of activity on campus.
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Students wait for class in the foyer of Allen Hall.
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Albania
Algeria
Angola
Antigua &C Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarua
Belgium
Belize
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia

2
1
13
2
6
2
6
3
1
12
3
2
15
5
7
1
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1
1
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6
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3
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1
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1
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5
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6

2

4

U k ra in e

17
1

12

5
0

43
1

20

Ecuador

7
2

4
1

3
1

26
1

18

8

U n ite d K in g d o m

1

U ru g u a y

E th io p ia

8

7

0
1

F in la n d

3
21

0

V ie tn a m

12

Y ugoslavia

2

3
9
0

2

G e rm a n y

32

18

G hana

4

3

14
1

Z a m b ia
N o C itiz e n s h ip

G re e ce
G u a te m a la

6

3
21

3
4

1
2

0
0

34

25

59
12

H u n g a ry

4

7
1

1

0

Ic e la n d
In d ia
In d o n e sia

253
28

2

50

6

H o n g K ong

1

2

2

8

H o n d u ra s

9
2

T a n z a n ia

0
2

2

3
0

8

2

G uyana

5

6

1

G u in e a B issau

12
6

10

2

25
1

0

8

D jib o u ti
D o m in ic a n R ep.

F ran ce
G eo rg ia

3
0

S p ain

D e n m a rk

E q u a to ria l G u in e a

2

S o u th A frica

1
1

El S alv ad o r

2

0
1

Syria
T a iw a n

E gypt

3
1

11
0
0

1
1

S lo v en ia

2

3

1

32

P e ru

21

1

L ebanon

Panam a

24

17
1

L atvia

P ak ista n

C y p ru s
C z e c h R ep u b lic

0

UN

V e n ezu ela

Total

23
2

1
0
11
2

23
1
12

1

0

5
2

4
1

1

2

2

0

1685

1136

549

5
.

3
1

215
22

38
6

Iran

9

4

5

Irela n d

2

0

T

GRAND TOTAL

25097

12021

13076

JA C Q U E S D U P L A N TIS

JACQUES DUPLANTIS

LSU PUBLIC RELATIONS

AP

Dennis Miller hosted the 12th annual
MTV Video Music Awards ceremony,
which included awards to Tom Petty
for best male video, “You D on’t Know
How It Feels,” and Madonna for best
female video, “Take A Bow.” TLC
won video o f the year for “Waterfalls,”
a cautionary A ID S son g. W hile
presenting best rap video award to Dr.
Dre, Madonna lashed out at Bob Dole
for his previous criticism of the lyrics
o f some rap records.

C reated in th e 1 9 5 0 s , th is is th e
o ffic ia l U niversity seal used today.

Jerry Garcia died o f heart failure at Serenity Knolls drug
rehabilitation center in suburban San Francisco on August 9,
1995. The composer, singer and lead guitarist o f the Grateful
Dead, whose live performances were more meticulously recorded
than anyone in rock history, rarely made the billboard charts.
Mourning Deadheads flocked to public areas throughout the
country. A shrine was erected at 710 Ashbury, the San Francisco
address where the band first lived together in the ’60s.

AP

In memory of:
William Charles Richard III
Kenneth Paul Seilhan
Jeffrey Howard Render
Michael Everett Wilson
Travis Joseph Camardalle
Greg Lampin Gibbens
Karl German
Charles Anthony Nolan
Jerel Bernard Coleman
Maristella Kinlcead Berastegui
Jeffery Layne Langston

We extend our sympathy to the families of
these LSU students who are no longer with us.
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B au gh m an , R achel

150
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307
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156

B a y a rd , N ic o le

325

C a r r ilh o , L a r a

310

D e n n is, Jo h n

314
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A d a m s, J o lie

349

B e a c h , K e v in
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133
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250

B e a rd , C h r is

319
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318
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134

C h a r le t, G .J .

237

D u n n , N a th a n

316
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A lc o n , C h ip

136

B e r a ste g u i, M a r is te lla

366

C h a r l e v il l e , T a r a

134

D u p la n tis, C h risty

A le x a n d e r , P a tric k

303

B ergeron , A n a

327

C h e e r le a d e r s

86

D u p la n tis, Ja c q u e s

161

A l la i n , B r e n t

306

B ertm an , S k ip

56

C h e n , M a r ia

163
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182
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201
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318
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135
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182
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315
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138
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308
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145
28
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338
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323

D y so n , B ran d o n
•

•

•

•

•

351
•

#

•

•

•

•

•

•
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E a t o n , H a r v il l

19

E d u c a t io n , C o lle g e o f

32

A n d e rso n , A m y

29

B o rn e , Ja so n

238

C lin to n , H illa r y

219

E llis, D a n ie lle

A n d e rso n , K e o n

323

B o r n e , P a u la

134

C o b b , R achel

156

E n g in e e r in g , C o lle g e o f

A n d e rso n , K im

318

B o sn can w ar

9

C o c h r a n , E rin

228

E n g la n d , B r e n d a

241

A n g e l F lig h t

139

B o ss, J e f f

52

C o h e n , D a v id

E n ic k s, R a c h e l

256

A ra n a s, A aro n

302

B o u dreaux, B ekki

A rc e n e a u x , A lp h o n se

240

B o u d reu , M a tt

A rce n eau x, C o r y

315

B o u lc o t, D a r r e ll

230

C o m e a u x , E ric k

25

B o u rg e o is, Ja s o n

348

C o m p to n , F ran ces

118

F a u lk , K e v in

B o u rg e o is, Je n n ife r

256

C o n n a u g h to n , A m y

163

F ie ld s, C le o

A r m s t r o n g - J o n e s , V a l la r y
A rm y S c o tc h G u a r d

140

335
26

A r n o ld , P a tric ia

27

B o u tt £ M issy

A rtea g a , B e a

32

B o y d - F r ie , V i n e t t a

A rts & S c ie n c e s, C o lle g e o f

24

B ran ch , R o b ert

A rts & S c ie n c e s S G

145

A sso c ia t io n o f F a m ily a n d C o n s u m e r S c ie n c e s
180
A t h l e t ic t r a i n e r s

53

161

•

•

•

B a b in , J o d ie

•

•

•

•

•

•
318

•

•

•

•

•

13

F in d la y , L u c y

235

F in n in , K a ty

147

F o n te n o t, Ja so n

163

F o o tb a ll

134

B ren n an , Sh an n o n

318

227

B r ic k e , T e r r y

27
230
6 4 ,6 7
159

B ryd en , L en a

206

B u n c h , D a v id

303

B a l i a n , R a fF i

314

B y rd , Jo h n
•

•

•

•

C o x , Je n n ife r

163

F o rce s o f N a tu re

234

F o rd , D e u c e

75

F o ste r , M ik e

C r a w fo r d , T a lv i
C ro s, M en d y
C u lb e r ts o n , P at

163
28

•

C a illie r , M a r ia n

B a r n e tt, Je n n y

133

B a r n e tt, K risti

236

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

F r e n c h n u c le a r t e s t i n g

218
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21
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146
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338

•

133

D a n ie l, E m ily

230

G a in e s , C h r is

355

D a u ssa t, D a v id

318

G a rc ia , Je r ry

•

13
119

D a i l y R e v e i ll e

28

65

F ran k s, C a r m is

D a le o , T o n i

B u sin e ss A d m in is tr a tio n , C o lle g e o f

141

70

C r a w fo r d , T a b ith a

250

B u m p os, Jo e

B u tr o ss, L ib b y

9 4 ,9 7

•

F o rb es, C a se y

302

B a rn e tt, S y re e ta

•

303

B a la n , M ic h e lle

256

•

242

90

B a n d e r a , C o lle e n

•

7 0 ,7 1 ,7 4 ,7 5 ,7 6 ,7 8 ,8 0 ,8 1 ,8 2

C o u lo n , G le n n

B a h n sen , K are n

B a p t is t S t u d e n t U n io n

•

C o rle y , K e n y a d a

B ruce, B ecky

•

•

133

333

•

•

305

B ro w n , D a le

•

57

•

B r a u d , M a r tin

304

•

99

•

228

B r a n d a u , P a tric k

A u g u st, G lo r ia

•

C o o le y , C h a d

44
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303
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206
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20
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304
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366
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314

A u g u st, E u n a
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21

C o le m a n , Je r e l

319

D a v id , J o s ^ “ C a r a d e S e x o ”

338

•

•
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•

•

G a rc ia , L a u ra

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
33
365
17

D a v is , C h a n c e llo r W illia m

C a illo u e t , A n d r e a

178

D a v is , T o d d

163

G a u th e r, S u sie

C a m a r d a lle , T r a v is

366

D a y , Ju lie

349

G a u t r e a u x , K e v in

334

D e c o s sa s, R o c h e lle

309

G a y , P ie tra

D e e s, M e la n ie

163

G c le , J a s o n

39

302

G e n e r a l C o lle g e

36

C a m b r e , A s h le y

163

C am b re, T an y a

2 3 5 ,2 5 7

B a r t, K e v in

310

C a n t u , M a r in d a

119

D e lg a d o , K a rla

G a sp a rd , C h a n te lle

•

206

B a r r io s , W ill

18

•

17
2 3 4 ,2 5 0

133
32
138
63

B a se b a ll

54

C a p d e b a s c q , M ic h a e l

134

D e lta C h i

148

G e n e r a l C o lle g e S G

B a sic S c ie n c e s, C o lle g e o f

26

C a p d e b o s c q , M ic h a e l

23

D e lta D e lta D e lta

150

G e o r g e , F ra n k ie

209
314

B a sk e tb a ll

60

C a r lin i, A m y

31

D e lta G a m m a

15 2

G e rm a n , K arl

366

G esser, C a th y

H u a n g , L arry

322

L e B la n c , D a v id

G ib b e n s , G r e g

366

33

H u b b a rd , D arren

335

L e c k e r t, B r a d

G ig n e llo n n i, L is a

206

31

M e a d o r , R ic k

2 3 0 ,2 4 3

H u b b le S p a c e T e le sc o p e

49

L e C o u n t, K e v in

G ir o u a r d , A n d r e a s

206

H u e r t in , M ic h a e l

325

L ee, Jo se p h

319

M endoza, A na

G o in e s , K risti

343

H u lsm a n , A n d re w

250

G o in g s, A m a n d a

37

G o k te p e , Ip ek

158

G o lf

238

M ensch , Jim

L e g «fr, A n g i e

308

M ey er, V a n essa

In d e p e n d e n c e B ow l

84
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I n stitu te o f In d u stria l E n g in e e r s

90

G o liw a s, L a u r a
G o u la s, A rt
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158

Istre , R o b e rt

62

G re e k S te e rin g C o m m it t e e

159
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9
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L e ro y W h ite

320

L e w is, A m y

35

L i a n o , R it a

•

308

L il e , T o m

158

9 8 ,9 9
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M i c h e l, S c o t t

309

L e m o in e , K a rla
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G rass, T o n i

162

I r w in , J o y

257

344

366

L ee, S u m m er

178

319

M e m o r ia l

42

Legacy

3 5 ,3 1 1

G o ld e n K ey

45

H y fic ld , J a m e s

310

G o ld a , Jo h n

104

M e a u x , D a v id

305

M ik e th e T ig e r

280

M ille r , M a r y

317

M illio n M a n M a r c h

11

M in n is , T o n y

106

M istric , H e a th e r

242

M ix o n , C h r is tia n

311

Ja c k s o n , C h iffo n ia

87

L in d se y , T i m

159

M ix o n , D e a n a

311

Ja c o b se n , B r o o k e

99

L ip e , M ic h a e l

159

M ix o n , M o rg a n

311

G re e n , E llio t

325

G riffin , E m ily

182

Ja m e s, T e ss

25

L ob os, L uz

160

M o n r o e , K riste n

163

G r im e s , B ill

40

Ja m e s, T o ry

71

L o ck e tt, B ran d y

305

M o n t e a le g r e , M e lis s a

302

G ro s, B ren t

35

J a r a , M a r ia n e lla

322

L o fto n , D a v id

M o o n , S h ery l

251

G u b e r n a to r ia l race

13

J D C o lle g e C o u n c il

163

L o ftu s, M a tt

159

M o o re, N o rm an

L o i s e ll e , A a r o n

351

M o r g a n , E li z a b e t h

L opez, San d y

310

G u id ry , H u n te r

302

G u illo r y , D a n

59

G u illo r y , D w ig h t

332

G u lfo , Je n n ife r

4 2 ,4 3

G um bo

160

G u m b o re c ip e s

328

G u n te r, S u e
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Ja c o b y , D a n a

Jo h n so n , A m y

257

Jo h n so n , Ja so n

2 3 7 ,2 4 8

Jo le t, S h a w n

H a ll, M ik e
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H a lle m a n , Je n n ife r

199

H a llm a n , C u rle y

70

161

Jo n e s , C h a r le s J r .

L iv in g s to n , R a n d y

70

L o r m a n d , M e lo d y

63

230

19
238

M o rg a n , T im o th y

158

M o r g a n , Y v e tte

136

L ou qu e, M ark
L o u v ie r e , M i c h e ll e

91

M o rta r B o ard

185

J o n e s , L in l e y

307

L S U A m b assad o rs

180

M o rto n , R o b

138

Jo n e s, M a rk

206

L S U B ath ro o m s

336

M o rto n , R o ss

303

L S U T r iv ia

222

M o sch , B eau
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K an g, C h an gh eon

242

M o c k n e ll, A n d r e w

332

L SU -T V
L u k a c s, S a rah

351

L u n n e y , B arry Jr .

K a p p a A lp h a
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L yo n , M a tt

K a p p a A lp h a T h e t a

166
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H a m e s , P a tric k

322

K a p p a D e lta

168

M a, H on g
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K appa K appa G am m a

170

M a , Sh erry

33

K a p p a S ig m a
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Jo n e s, D a re n

•
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236

•
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•
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#

M o rr is, W a rre n

5 7 ,5 8 ,5 9

37

M u ffo le tto , J .J .

251

349

M u sic , S c h o o l o f

•

M u ta v d z ic , M ish a

342
28
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•
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•

•

•

40

•

N ab o rs, G en e

6 6 ,6 8
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•

•

•

•
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#

•
6 7 ,6 8

M a h d i, S h a rik a

307

N a ir , S a n ja y

333

H a n k in s , A siy a h

324

K a p p a Z e ta

174

M a n n , D a v id

184

N a q u in , A le n e

234

H an so n , K a th y

138

K a u fm a n , C o u r tn e y

145

M a n n , Jo n a th a n

334

N a q u in , S c o tt

232

H an so n , T rey

250

K e lly , J a s o n

M a n s h ip S c h o o l o f M a s s C o m m u n ic a t io n

38

N arvaez, V ern on

333

H a r ris, C h a d
H a r r i s o n , B r it t

92
329

23

K e n n iso n , E d d ie

39

H asbu n , R am d n

338

K im , T a e

H eb ert, C h ris

332

K itc h e l, K e n n e th

H e b e r t , L io n e l
H e l t z , A s h le y

161
327

7 4 ,7 5 ,7 6 ,8 0

K id d e r , L is a

243
43

M a n u e l, A d a m

93

N a ssa r, Jo e y

250

M a r b le , T o n y

25

N e g r o t t o , A n n ie

302

M a r c e l, K a th y

186

M a r in o , C h r is t ia n n

N ew , C o re y

303

96

N g u y e n , T r u c le

250

M a r io n , C i n d y

K LSU

176

M arks, Sp e n cer

342

N Ic o l, Jo h n

309

M a r sh a ll, A m m o n

179

N ie ls e n , K e ith

M a r tin e z , C h r is to p h e r

178

N ig h t in g a le , L e sle y

230

325

N o la n , C h a r le s

366

28

K n ig h t, C a n d a c e

H e n d e rso n , R o n n ie

65

K rid a k o rn , E rik

1 6 1 ,2 4 3 ,2 5 0

H e n d r ic k s , C h u c k

101

K uehny, Je ff

182

M a r tin e z , Jo s e

H erm an n , M ark

158

K u ru m a, A kem i

308

M a sse tt, T r e y

•

M a th e w s, F .

136

305

33

K iz e r , B e b e c c a

H e n d e rso n , C h a r le n e

H ess, T a ry n

N e ttle s, S a lly

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2 3 0 ,2 4 3
32

H eze a u , Je n n ife r

17

L a B a rg e , S h e rr ie

241

M atth e w , T r e n t

17

H ic k e y , M ir ia m

98

L a co u r, Je n n y

133

M a ttso n , T o n y a

160

163

L a fle u r, A n d r e

133

L a F le u r , D a v id

H ig h to w e r , E m ily
H ilb u n , A d e le
H i l l , M e lv i n

76

L a in e z , Y e s e n ia

7 1 ,7 4 ,7 5 ,7 6 ,8 2
83
327

M axh am , T rey
M ay , A aro n
M c A n e ll y , M a r j o r i e

29
235

H ils to c k , Jo s e p h

308

L a M a ria , L u p ^

145

M c C a r d , C a r rie

306

199

L a n d ry , Je n n ife r

97

M c C lo s k y , A m y

9 6 ,9 7

H in e s , M ik e

250

L a n g sto n , Je ffe ry

366

M c C u llc y , C r is ta

H i x o n , E il e n e

206

L a th a n , T ish a

332

M cC u rry , Sean

L ave rg n e, G re g o ry

303

M c D o n a ld , C h ip

42

H o p k in s, B eth

134

L av e sp ere, S ta c y

H o r e n t, E ric

235

L a w so n , D a v id

H o r n e , B o n n ie

256

L ax to n , B re tt

H o r tic u ltu r e C lu b

182

L e B e o u f, Ja so n

243

L e B la n c , C r is s y

242

H o w a rd , Ja m ie

7 0 ,7 1 ,7 4 ,7 5 ,7 6 ,7 7

N o r m a n d , M ic h e lle
N o r th e rn , G a b e
N o to , Je r e

30

65
163
7 0 ,7 4 ,7 7 ,8 0
70

N u fie z , A n a

338

N y b e rg , M a r tin

105

O b e r , R ic h a r d

309

163

H in d s , R e b e k k sh

H o n o r s C o lle g e

N o lle y , L a n d e r s

27
351

O gden, A nne

335

O lin d e , A n th o n y

335

34

O r e lla n a , K a re n

302

92

O rte g o , N ic k

303

250

86

M c F a r la n d , A n th o n y

8 1 ,3 5 1

O rv o s, G e o rg e

163

M c K e ith e n , B r a n d o n

39

178

O u b re , Leah

136

54

M c K in n e y , M ic h e lle

101

M c L a u g h lin , E d w a r d

34

O w i n s , A l le n

182

M c N c e lc y , L a ra

53

O z o ls , A ija

242

O u c a te l, Je n n if e r

27

P a d illa, M a r io

338

R o m a n o w sk i, T o n i

33

S u g g s, A n n e

338

W a lte rs , R o b in

2 3 1 ,2 3 9 ,2 5 0

P a n d y a l , B a l a k r is h n a

310

R o s e , A ly

90

S u ja n t o , D ia n a

308

W a m b le , A m y

316

P a n h e ll e n i c

186

R ubchen ko, R om an

S u ja n t o , H e r lin a

308

W a r re n , P a tric ia

206

P a re n t, B r id g e tte

327

P a rk e , Ja c k

36

P e r r o d in , M a t h i l d a

326

•

•

•

•

•

•

6 6 ,6 8
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

S u lliv a n , J o h n

305

W a s h in g to n , R o g e r s

S a b a , C a th y

159

S u m n e r s , G le n n

133

W atso n , B ran d y

129

67
178

S a b h a rw a l, R a j

304

Su p er Bow l

W ebb, A m anda

322

P erry , D io n e

101

S a id u , Ja n e tte

310

S u p p le , K e n n o n

29

W e sle y , J o s e p h

318

P e te rs, S u sie

318

S a m p so n , P aul

324

S u th e r la n d , W a d e

89

W h it e , S i r e l i o u s

327

P e y to n , C h r is t ie

133

S a n so n c t, Jo h n

21

S u tto n , M ik e

71

W h i t e je r s e y s

P h i D e lta T h e ta

187

S a n ta n a , L u c ia n a

P h i E ta S ig m a

188

S a u n d e r s , D a n ie lle

118
319

S w im m in g a n d D iv in g
•

W id ja ja , D a v id

189

S a v o ie , K r i s t y

96

T a b o r a , D a v id

322

W ig h t, R o b e r t

P h i K a p p a P si

191

Saw yer, M ay n ard

25

T a y lo r , S a rah

178

W ile y , C h u c k

Phi M u

192

Sch exn ayd er, K am i

P i B eta P h i

194

S c h m i d t , P h i l l ip

93

P i G a m m a E p s ilo n

188

S c o tt, C a se y

91

Pi K appa Phi

196

S c o tt, C h a d

136
136

P i S ig m a E p silo n

198

S c u lly , T i n a

P ic a rd , Jo n a t h a n

136

S e a y , B i l ly

42

•

#

•

•

•

303
95

P i tr e , T i f f a n y

145

S e ll e r s , D a v i d

P itts, L a S u n d r a

314

S e tz e r, J a s o n

303

T ie r n e y , S u z a n n e

S e v a n te , D a v id

248

T ig e r B a n d

P o ir r i e r , S h e l le y

228

P o rteo u s, T o m m y

7 0 ,2 3 2

P o rte r, G e o r g e J r .

226

P o u n d s , K risti

343

P o w e ll, E la in e

6 0 ,6 1 ,6 2

P o w e ll, K a re n

45

S h a n n o n , K ate

R a b id e a u , P e te r

•

•

•
26
319

R a n g a n , C h it r a

323

R a tliff, D o u g la s

36

160

21
163
78

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
316

317

202

T ro tt, Jam e s

22

S ig m a C h i

204

T u m a, Ju d y

311

339

S i m p s o n t r ia l
S le e p D e p r iv a tio n

S m ith , Z a c k
S m ith - E llio t, S ta c y
Soccer
S o c ie ty fo r H u m a n R e so u rc e M g m t.

27
11
232

T w ille , T r o y

75

T y le r, H e rb e rt
•

•

#

•

8 0 ,8 2

•

•

•

#

•

•

•

•

•

•

U .S . O p e n

134

Y g le s i a s , M a r i a

315

Y ou n g, T racy
•

•

•

•

319
•

Z e b le y , J u l ie

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
86
306

7 5 ,7 6

U d e n , B r ia n V a n

206

Z e t a T a u A lp h a

213

62

U d o h , I d o re n y in

307

Z ie g le r, R ic h a r d

335

33

U n io n P r o g r am C o u n c il

212

Z o rn e s, H e a th e r

31
160
61
98
206

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Z u , N u a ia i

V a le n z u e la , F r a n c ia

338

V a l l e jo , H e c t o r

338

V a n G e ffe n , T o m m y

37

V f e r a n n a , V ija y

323

315

S o la n g i, T a s h

17

V en k a tac h a r, A ru n

323

322

S o n g ,J u h o

34

V e rm a , S h e e ta l

323

R e m e te r , D a v id

242

S o n n ie r, A im e e

32

R en d er, Je ffre y

366

S o rr e ll, S a d a

R e p h a e l, T o n y

250

R e se te r, M e g a n

237

V e r n a c i, M e l i s s a

87

307

V ia d o , C in d y

95

S o rr e ll, S c o t t ie

351

V ia d o , S te p h a n ie

S o u lie r , M o lly

343

V ia to r, T i m

97
306

R e sid e n tia l H o u s i n g A sso c ia tio n

200

Spanky, D J

334

V ic k n a ir, R a c h e l

136

R e y e s, S u sa n a

206

S p ie lm a l, S te p h e n

159

V in in g , S e a n

325

R i c h a r d , A l le n

317

S p ita le , C h e iy l

316

V o g t, S tefan

136

R ic h a r d , W illia m

366

S p ita le , C h r is

316

V o l le y b a l l

118

R ic h e r t , A l b e r t

307

S ta llo n e , A d r ia n

334

•

R ic k s , H o lly

316

S t a n s b e r r y , A l le n
S t a n s b e r r y . , A l le n

Y a te s , C l i n t

Z a r n o t t , P a u li n e
129

R eev es, W e n d y

11

•

S ig m a A lp h a E p s ilo n

R eed , S tep h en

R ip k in , C a l

•

Y a g h i, H u s a n

316

S m ith , S tep h en

R a n d a l, E arl

29

W y n n e , K riste n

T o lb e r t, P a tric ia

Y a g h i, I h s a n

S m ith , R o b ert

•

W u e s c h e r , A l le n

Y a g h i, S u e

336
•

133

199

163

S m ith , E ric

•

128

306

S m it h , K a tin a

•

1 4 5 ,1 5 9

W o r ld S e rie s

T r a h a n , E rin

161

•

W o o d m a n , Je s sic a

T ran , T a i

236

•

2 3 1 ,2 5 0

201

P u g h , Ja rre d

•

9 4 ,9 5

303

P r o s p e rie , M a r k

•

W o o d , Je n n ife r

S h o w , R ic h a r d

S im m o n s , C h r is tin e

•

238

256

S ig m a A lp h a

S im m s , S e le n a

•

257

T i t u s , K e lly

T o lliv e r , J a s o n

163

•

W in sto n , K im
W o m a c k , K risti

W r ig h t , C h a r o l e t t e

T o o m e r, R o b ert

237

P u rg erso n , Jim

91
119

251

251

P re sth o ld t, P erry

257

W i n n , A s h le y
W in n , R a n d i

T i l i a k o s , E le n i

319

P rech ter, C h a r le s

136

366
7 5 ,7 6 ,7 7 ,8 3

86

88

S h o e m a k e r , E lli

199

P r ic e , J u l i e

23

250

T h o r t o n , H e a th e r

S h o rt, M a rk

P re -L aw S o c ie ty

P r ic e , J e f f

209

99

T h o m p so n , C h risto p h e r

T h o r n , C o rd e ll

S G U n iv e r sity C o u r t

58

W illia m s, S t e p h a n ie
W ilso n , M ic h a e l

T h o m p so n , R ene^

93

W illia m s, J a s o n

W ilso n , S h e d d r ic k

315

P o in t s , D . A .

136
8 0 ,3 2 6

264

T h o m p so n , J e ff

358
308

264

366

161

•

T h o m a s, C h ris

S e g u in , T r o y

S e y m o u r , M ic h a e l

•

T h o m a s, T a b b y

S e ilh a n , K e n n e th

138

•

33

240

P la n t, M a t t

•

106

230

87

•

T a y lo r , W illy

P isa n i, C h a n t e lle

P l a is a n c e , M i n n e t t e

•

T e n n is

P ic a rd , T o b y

25

•

52

W h o G o e s to L S U ?

P h i G a m m a D e lta

250

#

104

7 4 ,7 8 ,8 1
75

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

W a d h a w a n , S a c h in

303

W ag u esp a ck , Jo h a n n a

305

R iv e t , C h a d

160

S te n tz, Je n n y

159

W a lk e r, D e n a r d

R iz z u tto , C h a d

206

S te p h e n s, A m y

238

W a lk e r, N ic o le

R o b e rtso n , C h a r lo tte

23

S t e v e n s , B r ia n

334

W a lk e r, T o y s h a

R o c c a fo rte , R o x a n n e

332

Sto n e, L an e

159

W a lk e r, V in c e

R o g e rs, N a n c y

184

78
307
61
311

S t u d e n t D ie te tic A sso c ia tio n

208

W a lla c e , A d r ie n n e

328

R o g e rs, P at

83

S tu d en t G o v ern m en t

210

W a lla c e , J a m e s

328

R o id e r, K a rl

24

S tu d e n t M e d ia

180

W a lla c e , M e r e d ith

328

306
304
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As years pass by, memories of college may
become obscured in dark recesses of the mind.
Here at the Gumbo, we hope to bring them
to life for you. For several months we strived
to compile the best (and sometimes the worst)
of the 1995-96 academic year. The Louisiana
State University seals used throughout this an
nual represent our theme of tradition...be it
academic, athletic, social or cultural.
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